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ABSTRACT
Rural extension services have changed paradigm and shifted to more participatory
approaches, whereas in common mathematical models of farming systems, farmers’
motivation is solely represented by ‘utility maximisation’. While globally, farmers
specialise, in Vietnam the rice-based systems have diversified into more sustainable
integrated agriculture–aquaculture. We gathered data from 144 farms in six villages
in two ecological zones of the Mekong Delta, Vietnam. Using the livelihood
framework we conceptualised farmers’ decision-making in a fuzzy logic model that
can deal with subjective linguistic statements through ‘if–then’ rules.
The desire to improve livelihoods and diet, mainly for their children’ wellbeing was the farmers’ main motive for diversification. Livestock, including fish,
was essential in the expansion and accumulation stages of the nuclear families’ lifecourse having five stages. In 10 recursive steps we developed a model of farmers’
decision-making in a transparent hierarchical tree composed of several Mamdanibased inference systems, each with its rule base. Model conceptualisation, variables
selection, model structuring, and definition of linguistic values, membership
functions and rule base were based on a first set of data that was completed before
calibration. In a pilot, the simulation of the frequency distribution of four fishproduction systems was good, but classification of individual farmers was poor.
Using composed variables for land, water, labour and capital decreased the
fuzziness of the inference in this pilot model. In a more elaborated three-layer
model, the whole farm composition was simulated using variables for the
production factors, farmers’ appreciation of prices, farmer’s know-how of 10
activities, operational variables of social motives for integration and diversification
as well as for risk-taking behaviour and for rice food security. Model’s classification
of individual farmers in the delta was good for the land-based activities but poor
for the livestock activities. A test on the hill farmers’ dataset showed that the model
was context-specific. The model’s sensitivity to the social variables determining
diversification and integration was of the same magnitude as its sensitivity to
product’s prices and farmer’s know-how, but smaller than its sensitivity to labour,
capital and land endowment.
We conclude that farmers’ decision-making can be simulated using a fuzzy
logic model. In the Mekong Delta farm diversification and integration are driven by
labour, income, homestead area, number of young children, index of integration,
household life-course, and level of education and age of the household head, in
decreasing order. The choice of a component depends on the household’s assets
and specific know-how, and on marketability. Farm models that do not include
family-related motivations might be less reliable than generally suggested.

FOREWORD
After my last long-term assignment in West Africa, I was able to profit from a
study leave, paid for by the Dutch ministry of Development Cooperation at the
chair group of Development Economics, Wageningen University, to prepare a first
PhD project. I chose this chair group because I felt a lack in economic knowledge
was restricting my full understanding of development related problems. This chair
group received me on the personal recommendation of a staff member who
perceived that my available studies could be used to elaborate a PhD. Personally I
felt these studies covered too wide a field to make a coherent thesis. The request
for funding of the project ‘Trade-offs on farm-household welfare, food security
and bio-diversity, of cattle breed choice and production strategies for dairy
development in Sub-Saharan Africa’ was not awarded. At the chair group of
Animal Production Systems, I prepared a similar, but larger, project that was not
awarded by the European Union. I owe a great deal to the staff members of both
the above mentioned groups and retain the ambition to elaborate an integrated
project involving them. Studying peasant economics, cost-benefit, agricultural
development policies, environmental economics and modelling left me puzzled
with the limited inclusion of farmers’ motivations in the common models of farm
economics, land use planning and natural resource management.
A talk by Dr William Silvert, organised collectively by the chairgroups of
Animal Production Systems and Plant Production Systems on 24th January 2003,
inspired the subject of this thesis: use fuzzy logic to model other motivations that
farmers have besides ‘utility maximisation’. The offer from the chairgroup
Aquaculture and Fisheries to manage the INREF-POND project gave me the
opportunity to elaborate this research project. The choice for the location of the
field-work, the Mekong Delta, Vietnam, was related to the project, and it was to
consider another context that I also did surveys in the hill and upland districts,
which compared to the fresh water alluvial delta districts are less appropriate for
aquaculture. Originally it was intended to extend the thesis subject to options for
integrated agriculture-aquaculture development in Sub-Saharan Africa but this was
too ambitious and ambiguous. Still it remains my ambition to use the results of the
POND projects, to support the development of the more sustainable integrated
agriculture-aquaculture production systems in Sub-Saharan Africa. I hope this
thesis provides a first step.

GLOSSARY of technical terms and abbreviations
Antecedent
= premise = basis of a reasonable line of arguments
CAF / CIL / CIN = cash income from on-farm/livestock/off- and non-farm activities
CCI
= number of components contributing to cash income
Calibration
= fitting a model’s output with the data
Centre of gravity = central point in the universe of an object (function)
Consequence
= result of a line of arguments
= decoding a fuzzy output in a crisp decision
Defuzzification
Degree of fulfilment = degree to which the consequence of fuzzy rules is fulfilled
DM
= decision-making
ES
= expert system
Face-validation
= Fitting the output of a model to the calibration data
Fine-tuning
= calibrating a model for individual cases
Firing strength
= see Degree of fulfilment
FIS = fuzzy inference system = system of inputs and outputs with their related
membership functions, rule base and inference engine
FLM
= fuzzy logic model
FRF
= farmers’ reference frame
Fuzzification
= encoding crisp values in linguistic expressions
Fuzzy
= non-crisp = a vague description of a parameters’ quantification
Fuzzy logic
= compute with linguistic values organised in sets of ‘if–then ’ rules
HFS
= hierarchical fuzzy system = hierarchical tree of several FISs
HH
= household
IAAS
= integrated agriculture aquaculture farming system
ICR
= individual classification rate
Inference engine = mathematical procedure (algorithms) calculating the firing strength
IIC
= Indicator for the Integration of Components.
INREF
= Interdisciplinary Research and Education Fund of WU
LT
= linguistic terms = the set of fuzzy linguistic values of a variable
Mamdani = type of inference engine using minimum and maximum operators to truncate
and add sections of MFs and calculate the rule’ firing strength
MD
= Mekong Delta
MF
= membership function = function defining the space occupied by a
linguistic value in the universe of discourse
NC
= number of components
NGO
= non-governmental organisation
Operational-validation= checking the validity of a model on another dataset
PRA
= Participatory Rural Appraisal (PCA = Part. Community Appraisal)
Rule base
= set of rules of a FIS
t-(co)norm
= mathematical function used to calculate with graphical areas
Universe of discourse = space occupied by the arguments of a rule
VND = ₫ = Vietnamese Dong (15,000₫ = 1 US$); kVND = ₫ x103; mVND = ₫ x106
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL
INTRODUCTION

1.

General introduction

Views on agricultural innovation and related processes of technological changes in
farming systems are subject to a major paradigm shift. Development services work
more and more with a participatory approach, putting farmers forward as the major
actor making decisions, using extension workers as process facilitators and
researchers as information sources. The development strategies applied in the past
neglected the large diversity of innovations that evolved from farmers’ perceptions
[136]. Many mistakes in agrarian development might have been avoided through a
better understanding of farmers’ perceptions, motives and drives within their
particular context [12]. At present the analysis of agricultural innovation considers a
context-mechanism-outcome pathway and recognises that social surveys and onfarm research are part of the change process (Pawson and Tilley, 1997 cited by
[69]). Such an approach assumes that changes are not just explained by context but
also by the management and decision-making process.
A major concern of agrarian development is ecological, economical and social
sustainability for which mixed farming systems seem appropriate [72]. The change
over to ecologically more sustainable production systems is especially crucial for the
“licence to produce” of farm products. This change largely depends upon farmers’
decisions. Disentangling the interface between farmers’ perceptions of the
innovations and their decisions concerning an effective and sustainable integration
of the various farming components is a major challenge. To identify and design
more sustainable farming systems scientists frequently use simulation modelling, in
which the farmers’ perceptions and decision-making process are mostly ignored.
The inclusion of farmers’ perceptions and motives seems crucial for the recent
trend to use models not only for exploration of policy options, but also for the
development of tools to support decision-making at farm level.

1.1. Integrated Agriculture Aquaculture farming Systems
Mixed crop-livestock and livestock-fish-crop systems have the potential to maintain
eco-systems’ functions and health, to absorb shocks of the natural resource base
[72, 127] and to absorb sudden changes in the economic environment [95].
Fishponds contribute to households’ food security and income, and function as a
nutrient trap on those farms that integrate the pond in livestock-fish-crop farming
systems; the livestock component furnishes nutrients to the pond and the pond
sediments are used as fertiliser for the crops [89].
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The contribution to ecological and economic sustainability of the integration
of these components in a farming system depends on the extent to which the
integration is realised [131]. Notwithstanding the potential contribution of
integrated agriculture aquaculture farming systems (IAASs) to sustainability on one
hand and the increasing concern for sustainable livelihood systems on the other,
the general global trend in agriculture is further specialisation.
Surprisingly, since 1975 the majority of farming systems in the Mekong Delta,
Vietnam, have changed from self-sufficiency driven systems producing mainly rice
in mono-culture for marketing to a variety of rice-based IAAS with many variations
in terms of crop/fish/livestock combinations, degree of system integration, and
market orientation [127, 142]. Phong et al. [122], identified up to 16 combinations
of rice, garden, upland crop, livestock, fishpond and biogas; 50 % of the farms had
four components and 90% at least two. In Vietnam, aquaculture has a broad
cultural background, facilitating its rapid expansion [43] and the IAAS has
contributed largely to the recent successful economic development of family farms
[95]. The contextual factors driving the Vietnamese farmers to engage in these
innovations have been identified [121], but social and individual motives in the
decision-making process were mostly neglected.

1.2. Innovation Processes
Until about 1980, the agricultural innovation strategy of most development services
was based upon techniques and technologies resulting from on-station research
[33]. This strategy is criticised as it 1/ neglects diversity in ecological, social, cultural
and individual contexts [93], 2/ is limited in dealing with social and ecological
processes characterised by a degree of uncertainty and unpredictability [144], and
3/ ignores the different reactions of farmers due to their individual knowledge,
capabilities, social embedding and perceptions of the context [92].
Lightfoot et al. [89] and Chambers [33-35] introduced new participatory
approaches that assist scientists and farmers to generate management practises
inserting scientific findings into the livelihood systems [138]. Farmers each adapt
technologies in their specific manner thus creating a range of technical innovations
[25, 97]. At national level, part of the variation between the farms was explained by
the concept of agro-ecological zones. The classification of agro-ecological zones
considers characteristics such as rainfall, temperature, soil, topography, cropping
system and water resources. Agricultural research and extension services use these
zones to develop recommendations, innovations and strategies of intervention
according to the diversity of farmers’ conditions.
2
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1.3. Decision-making
Decisions of individual farmers are the key of agricultural innovation and change.
Bennett [12] presented a framework of the agri-family and its subsystems for an
anthropological, i.e. holistic, analysis of management styles. This framework
contained the five resources: natural, financial, human, physical and social assets,
which are considered essential for decision-making in rural livelihoods [31, 144]. An
analysis of decision-making should collect data on these assets and also consider
farmers’ basic values classified by Gasson [cited by 58].
Nevertheless, decision-making is mostly embedded in a trajectory or pathway
[36]. De Bruyn & van Dijk [24] consider that decision-making is a step-by-step
process with recursive feedback against the background of farmers’ reference
frames and with social coordination to avoid negative outcomes. The process of
change can be studied with an actor-oriented and network perspective of the sociotechnical regimes in which the innovation is integrated [71]. The socio-technical
regime approach allows to account for: 1/ the embedding of technical change in
society; 2/ the chaotic trajectories of innovations; 3/ the fluid dynamics of multiple
actors networks involved in the generation and spread of innovations, and 4/ the
cultural reference frame of the end-users in the niches or regimes [71].

1.4. Simulation of change
To assess the factors affecting the process of technical change and to explore the
rate of innovation in agriculture, three types of simulation models are developed.
Gladwin [62] presented a model of decision-tree analysis, but her approach seems
to have been abandoned. The multi-agent systems were recently developed to
simulate platform processes with multiple stakeholders, following the principles of
role playing computer games [139]. Multi-agent systems allow negotiation and, at
present, are used to simulate various scenarios of common resource management
by actor groups. These models could be appropriate to simulate the rate of change
considering the networks build around the various innovations [46] and the
innovation typology of farmers [47]. Though the simulation is validated with
stakeholders and the negotiation processes can be random, flexibility and
knowledge of individuals is hardly accounted for in the multi-agent systems.
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Most multiple attribute goal oriented linear models, the third approach
simulating agrarian innovation, are based on either the neo-classical economic or
the innovation-diffusion paradigm [1]. Models based on these paradigms simulate
the rate of innovation as induced by exogenous factors and characteristics of farms,
and by the technological innovation as proposed by research and extension [9]. In
these empirical models, the probability of change is based on a function assuming
that farmers make decisions upon utility maximisation [123]. The models calculate
the rate of innovation or explore the choice among several competing alternatives,
such as plant varieties [32]. These utility maximisation models miss many of the key
driving forces by ignoring farmers’ family objectives [154], and specific cultural
factors (Beckford, 1984, cited by [71] p140). Moreover, they incorporate a large
extent of uncertainty by making assumptions on critical management decisions by
farmers [144] and fail to explain the variation in patterns of adoption and the
adaptation by farmers of the innovations [71]. In short, especially classical models
assuming utility maximisation do not fit with the new paradigm on the process of
agricultural innovation, as they are not based on all farmers’ motives and drives but
mostly on exogenous observations.
Models based on fuzzy logic allow to incorporate expert (i.e., farmers)
knowledge and to consider gradual judgments, i.e. a certain extent of adoption.
Fuzzy or indistinct, is the opposite of crisp that refers to the precise and decisive
nature that classical models claim to have. Fuzzy set theory [169] allows computing
with words and can provide a more powerful tool to model human reasoning than
classical models [158]. By using fuzzy (gradual) concepts defined by linguistic values
that can be valid to different degrees, fuzzy logic models (FLMs) can better mimic
the ways humans argue, are able to manipulate knowledge as well as quantitative
and qualitative information, and allow multiple truth’ values (in contrast to the
Boolean 0-1 logic). Moreover, FLMs allow decision-making in case of incomplete
information, enable handling of difficult problems more efficiently than
conventional methods, and can deal with interdependence between variables and
conflicts of interest [29]. Most fuzzy logic models are designed for machine control
purposes, e.g. for chemical process industry and consumer electronics [83]. They
were also successfully used in assessing irrigation performance by accounting the
appreciation of individual farmers [64]. Kacprzyk & Fedrizzi [80] described the use
of fuzzy sets in multi-person decision-making models. The ‘fuzzy reasoning
mechanism’ can generate a range of solutions [147], just like farmers shape one
technology into various techniques. For mentioned reasons, the fuzzy multiple
attribute decision-making models are considered a good alternative for the goal
oriented linear models based on the multiple attribute utility theory [56].
4
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1.5. Fuzzy Logic Models
Fuzzy set theory was developed to manage subjective human communication and
interpretation of objective information [168]. To do so, fuzzy logic models deal
with variables having linguistic values (i.e., human-interpretable) and their inference
system is designed to deal with linguistic uncertainty, making them more
appropriate to deal with farmers’ decision-making. The essential part of a fuzzy
system is a ‘fuzzy rule base’ consisting of ‘if–then’ propositions [76]. Fuzzy systems
can be developed in a data-driven way, in an expert-driven way (where experts are
assumed to express their knowledge in a set of appropriate ‘if–then’ propositions),
or in a combination of these ways. As their bases are linguistic rules, fuzzy models
are interpretable for and transparent to the stakeholders. In this study, farmers’
knowledge and expert’ perceptions are used to define the ’if–then’ rules, the
relevant input and output variables, the linguistic value set of each variable and the
membership values defining the linguistic values.

Figure 1.1. Typical membership functions of the linguistic values ‘low’, ’acceptable’, and
‘high’ for product prices.

An example of a fuzzy ‘if–then’ rule is e.g. «If age is ‘not young not old’ and
fish price is ‘acceptable’, then fish farming is ‘good’ ». Such a typical fuzzy ‘if–then’
rule is mathematically represented as follows:
If x1 is A1 and x 2 is A2 and L x m is Am then y is B.
Each xi, in the antecedent (or premise) of such a fuzzy rule, represents a fuzzy
input variable having a linguistic value Ai and, similarly, in the consequent (or
conclusion) ‘y is B’, y is a fuzzy output value having linguistic value B. The
qualitative fuzzy linguistic values associated to each variable are quantified using socalled membership functions that partition the domain (or ‘universe of discourse’)
of each input variable into several overlapping classes (Figure 1.1).
5
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For fuzzy logic modelling the rule base, i.e. the collection of fuzzy rules
describing a system, is integrated in a computing framework based on the concepts
of fuzzy set theory: the fuzzy inference system (Figure 1.2). The basic structure of
the fuzzy inference system (FIS) consists of four components: 1/ a ‘fuzzification
module’ which a determines the membership degrees of the input values in the
antecedent fuzzy rules, 2/ a rule base with ‘if–then’ rules and related membership
functions 3/ an ‘inference engine’ applying algorithms on the rule base and the
input data to determine the degree of fulfilment of the output variable, and 4/ a
‘defuzzification module’ which transforms the fuzzy output into a crisp output
value (Figure 3.2, page 44). For machine control purposes the fuzzy output of these
models is defuzzified, or decoded, into one crisp solution, most commonly by
calculating the centroïd of area [76].
Rule base of variables
Input variables

Output variable(s)
Fuzzy inference system

Figure 1.2. General architecture of a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS): using the membership
functions (MF) a fuzzifier determines the ‘degree of fulfilment’ of the
antecedent fuzzy sets and the crisp inputs are transformed into fuzzy sets
(=fuzzification=encoding) that through fuzzy inference with the composed
rule base aggregate a fuzzy output. Using the MF from the output variable(s)
the defuzzifier transposes the fuzzy output in a crisp output (=defuzzification
=decoding). For a description of mathematical principles see Jang et al. [76].

1.6. Statement of the problem
Especially in industrialised countries, farmers have specialised and abandoned
mixed systems, notwithstanding its assumed advantage for sustainability. In a
developing country such as Vietnam we observed a trend toward diversification. A
better understanding of farmers’ decision-making towards integrated farming and
its implication in models simulating agrarian development is needed, to be able to
support the adoption of the more sustainable IAAS. Fuzzy logic set theory might
offer a tool.

6
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The present study analyses this development in Vietnam, in an attempt to
elucidate farmers’ motivations which enabled this change from mono-crops to
integrated farming. The questions we try to answer are:
(a) What were farmers’ perceptions, motivations, and decisions during the rapid
change-over to integrated systems in Vietnam?
(b) Can we model the farmers’ decision-making with fuzzy logic?
(c) Can we improve our understanding of the motivations to integrate various
components in the farming practises?
Our underlying assumptions were that:
(a) An actor centered approach allows assessing farmers’ perception of the pros and
cons, motivations, and decision-making on the integration of the various
components of livestock, fish, and crop systems;
(b) Modelling farmers’ decision-making concerning changes in these complex
integrated systems with fuzzy set logic allows eliciting their motivations.
After this first chapter, this thesis analyses the Vietnamese farmers’
perceptions, motives, and drives for the integration of various components into
their family farm, chapter 2. In the third chapter we present a relatively simple
fuzzy model simulating the integration of aquaculture in the farming system of the
Mekong Delta (Figure 1.3). The 10 steps of the methodological framework that was
developed are thoroughly described in chapter 4. In chapter 5 the calibration and
validation of a fuzzy simulation model of the decision-making on the composition
of IAAS farms in the Mekong Delta are discussed, as well as the sensitivity of the
model to the various farmers’ drives and motives. A general discussion, exploring,
among others, the possibilities to apply the model in other regions or in decisionsupport tools, concludes this dissertation.
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Figure 1.3. The Mekong Delta is located south of Ho Chi Minh City in Viet Nam (for
details see figure 3.1).
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CHAPTER 2
FARMERS’ MOTIVES
FOR AGRICULTURE DIVERSIFICATION
AND ITS’ CONTRIBUTION TO LIVELIHOODS
IN THE MEKONG DELTA

Published as:
Roel H. Bosma, Cao Quoc Nam, Henk M.J. Udo, Johan
A.J. Verreth, Leontine E. Visser, 2006. Asian Journal of
Agriculture and Development, Vol.2, 1&2, pp 49-66,
and complemented with Table 2.6 and related comments
published in: Roel H. Bosma, Cao Quoc Nam, Henk M.J.
Udo, Johan A.J. Verreth, 2007. Assessing farmers’ motives for
livelihood diversification in the Mekong Delta: household lifecourse, virtual farm size, and index of integration. In: Zijpp AJ
et al. (Eds), 2007. Fish Ponds in Farming Systems.
Wageningen Academic Publishers, pp 261-269.
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Abstract
Although specialisation is the global trend in agriculture, integrated farming systems
have emerged in Vietnam. An important motive was the desire to improve the
livelihoods and the diet of the nuclear families having a life-course of five phases.
Off-farm diversification was especially important for a new household. At the onset
of expansion, the new mothers replaced off-farm with homebound activities.
During expansion the farmers increased virtual farm size by keeping more
livestock; during accumulation they invested in land or education, and during
consolidation old couples adjusted farm activities to their labour capacity.
Livestock, including fish, was essential for livelihood. The distribution of goats
instead of cattle by credit or by ‘passing-on-the-gift’ was far more effective for
poverty alleviation.
Technological innovations on the cultivation of rice and fruits, and the
breeding of fish were essential for change. The improved food security and reduced
cash income from rice after the 1986 reforms pushed farmers to take risks. The
farm area and the number of component farm activities providing cash determined
the level of cash income from agriculture. Farms with at least four flows of biomass
between components earned more, demonstrating that real integration improved
profits. A minimum area of land in, or close to, the homestead, and know-how are
required for an effective integration of components.
Keywords:
Mixed farming, intensification, household, life-course, aquaculture.
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2.

Farmers’ motives for agriculture diversification and its
contribution to livelihoods in the Mekong Delta

2.1. Introduction
In the more industrialized countries, a trend towards specialisation in agriculture
was observed during the second half of the last century. Specialisation is often
considered equal to intensification and to a higher efficiency of labour and land, but
usually requires more capital. However, there is concern for the ecological,
economic and social sustainability of specialized farming. For the increasing global
population, it is essential to improve the efficiency of nutrient use for securing
sustainable food production. Mixed crop-livestock and livestock-fish-crop systems
may have the potential to maintain an ecosystem’s healthy functioning and enable it
to absorb not only the shocks to the natural resource base [72, 128], but also those
brought about by sudden changes in the economic environment [95]. Inversing the
trend is not an easy task, given that specialized systems generally generate higher
labour efficiency, but might be feasible if integration proves to be more profitable.
Contrary to the global trend of specialisation, farming systems integrating
aquaculture and agriculture have emerged in Asian countries like Vietnam [94, 128].
Within the past three decades, the Vietnamese family farms in the Mekong Basin
have been transformed from self-sufficient systems producing mainly rice for
marketing to integrated agriculture-aquaculture farming systems (IAASs), producing
and marketing a large variety of products [109]. The existing literature describes the
systems but does not answer the question as to what motivated the Vietnamese
farmers to integrate various components in their system. Most authors stopped
short of determining whether this diversification was a mere accumulation of
components without synergy, or if these components were really integrated through
an exchange of wastes, thus enabling an increase of income. The identification of
the factors that have driven farmers’ decision-making in the Mekong Delta (MD)
since the war ended in 1976 could be a first step toward formulating strategies for
diversification in other regions. In this paper we analyze, using the livelihood capital
asset framework, the driving forces and motives that led to the integration of farm
components, and assess the contribution of the various farm components to their
livelihood.

2.2. Methodology
The sampling procedures we followed the triangulating principles of Participatory
Rural Appraisal (PRA), meaning that findings are cross-checked and compared by
11
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using at least three sets of contexts [33]. This approach assumes that by considering
opinions from three distinguishable groups in three different contexts, a good
overview of the variability and possibilities is obtained.
As a farmers’ decision to adopt an innovation can only be evaluated if the
exogenous pre-conditions allow the technology, we chose for our sample two
agro-ecological zones appropriate for livestock-fish-crop systems in the MD,
namely, the fresh water alluvial zone (delta), and the hill and upland zone (hills).
Moreover the sample had to contain users, as well as non-users, that either respond
or not to the criteria of the potential user group [131]. We retained three hamlets of
an existing sample representing the agro-ecological variation in the delta; these were
selected for having a land-use policy allowing the development of integrated
systems [122]. In the hill zone, mainly located in the districts Tri Ton and Tinh Bien
along the border with Cambodia, we retained three hamlets where rain-fed
agriculture predominates irrigated cropping. Hamlets are the smallest administrative
unit in Vietnam and government offices are at the village level.
We interviewed 144 farmers in 6 hamlets; in each hamlet 24 were selected
through stratified random sampling based on the following wealth rankings: poor,
intermediate and well-off (Table 2.1). This stratification links well to the existing
practise wherein each Vietnamese village has a classification of its resident families
in at least three categories of well-being in accordance with the pro-poor policy
[21]. For the delta hamlets, we used an existing list in which we discarded a class of
very rich residents who were mostly traders. In the hills, the lists of the village
security department were submitted to three knowledgeable resource persons who,
as a first step, discarded non-farmers from the list. A household was assigned to the
category in which at least two out of the three persons classified them; the few
cases classified in three different categories were ranked as medium. When the
original selection fell short of the required number due to absences or errors in
classification, we completed the list by conducting another round of random
sampling or by filling up the lots with a qualified neighbour in the same category.
Besides the interviews, we surveyed the literature to gather needed data.
During on-farm interviews with the head of the household or his wife, we drew a
resource flow diagram, collected some standard farm characteristics, and gathered
information on changes since the establishment of their farm. The household was
defined as the number of persons living and eating at the farm; we distinguished the
non-working members from the active young, adult and old members. Open-ended
questions, which addressed the farmers’ motivations for changes in the
composition of his production system or for the integration of components in the
system, focused on the process rather than the outcome [92, 112].
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Table 2.1. List of hamlets in the sample and their population stratified according to class.
AgroLocation
Numbers in classes
Houseecol.
hold size
province district
village
hamlet
poor medium well-off
zone
**
Thoi
127 (7) 195 (12) 70 (5)
O Mon
Thoi My
Fresh
Long
5,8
Can
water
Tho
Tam Binh Song Phu Phu Dien
70 (6) 170 (14) 42 (4)
4,1
alluvial
Upland
An
with
Giang
hills

Cai Be

Thien Tri My Hung

77 (5) 191 (13) 99 (6)

4,9

Tri Ton

Le Tri

An Thanh*

25 (3)

91 (11) 90(10)

4,4

Phu Hiep *

27 (8)

56 (13)

6,3

Tinh Bien An Phu
,,
,,

9 (3)

Phu Hoa *
8 (2) 65 (18) 14 (4)
5,8
Note: The numbers in parentheses correspond to the number of persons interviewed.
* We included only the households engaged in agriculture.
** This refers only to the interviewed households.

The duration of the initial interview per household, which was conducted
between February and May 2004, was restricted to two hours and concentrated on
a limited number of changes. The other changes, if any, were documented in a
second series of interviews that we held in August 2004, when we also asked
farmers to rate their knowledge of the most frequent farm activities and to rate the
importance they gave to a rice-field for food security, both on a scale of 1 to 5.
A series of interviews in a hamlet ended with a meeting to collect
supplementary information from individual farmers and to focus on specific topics.
The group of farmers was asked to rank activities according to the required labour,
capital or knowledge and we asked them for information to help us trace the
historical development of prices or margins for various components. Pairs of
farmers also established ‘if–then’ rules which consisted of the conditions they
believed should be met before undertaking a specific activity such as planting a
specific crop or raising livestock. These conditions centred on various components
such as the land area and quality, water, savings, family labour and market. These
were rated using the following linguistic terms: very bad/low (không ảnh hưởng);
bad/low (ảnh hưởng rất ít ); acceptable (trung bình); good (khá nhiều); and very good
(tốt rất nhiều). The linguistic values were converted into numerical value using a
classification grid, averaged, and the obtained numerical values were transposed
back into linguistic values using the original grid (Table 2.4).
Farm characteristics, descriptive information, and the reasons for the change
and integration of components were entered in a database using the program MSExcel®. The extent of the integration of various components was quantified by
13
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assigning the value 1 to each flow between two components: e.g., when rice bran
was fed to pigs, a value 1 was attributed to the flow field-livestock; when manure was
returned to the field, the total value became 2. The cumulated values represented an
Indicator for the Integration of Components (IIC).
Financial information was collected based only on the net cash income from
the farm components, either in local currency (VND1) or in the local gold standard
(Cay2). We did not ask the farmers to quantify the contribution to homeconsumption, as we considered the recall method over a long period less reliable,
and also because a large variety of products were available on most farms.
Table 2.2. The capital assets for analysis of livelihoods
Capitals Description
Natural The natural stock from which resource flows are derived (e.g. water, wildlife)
Social
The social resources (networks, membership of groups, relationships of trust,
access to wider institutions) upon which people draw in pursuit of livelihoods
Human The skills, knowledge, ability to labour and good health needed
Physical The basic infrastructure (shelter, water, energy and communications) and the
production equipment and means which enable people to pursue livelihoods
Financial The financial resources available to people (whether savings, supplies of credit
or regular remittances or pensions) and providing different livelihood options.
Source: Adapted from [31] and [144].

The net cash income was distinguished as coming from: on-farm activities
(CAF), livestock (CIL), and off- and non-farm activities (CON). For analytical
purposes we also derived the number of Components contributing to Cash Income
(CCI). Statistical analysis, comprising means and standard error of mean, frequency
distributions, the non-parametric Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (rho), and
univariate analysis of variance, was done using SPSS®-12.0 [149]. To analyze the
qualitative data we used the livelihood capital assets framework [2] which considers
five capitals, namely: natural, social, human, physical and financial (Table 2.2).

VND=Vietnamese dong; kVND=1,000 VND; mVND = 1,000,000 VND. 1st quarter
2004: 1 US$ = 15,500 VND; 1 Euro = 18,500 VND.
2 1 Cay = 10 Chi = 1.4 Ounce; Value development: 1 Cay = 2.5 mVND (1976), 3 (1983),
4 (1991), 4.5 (2001), 5.5 (2002), 7.5 (2004).
1
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2.3. Results
2.3.1. Natural Capital
In the delta of the MD the natural resources are derived from land, its forests and
water. The land use is mainly determined by the flooding period, the possibility to
manage the water level, the attribution of land user rights, and the farm size.
The MD is located within a tropical monsoon climate zone with one rainy
season. Seasonally, all its lowlands are flooded for two to six months with water
levels between 0.3 to 3 meters, depending on the year and location (various authors
in [164]). The effects of the diurnal tides of the South China Sea are felt in the river
and waterways, up to the Cambodian border. Upon the construction of a network
of waterways in the lower reaches of the Mekong after 1840, people settled along or
on the raised borders of the waterways, mostly building a wooden house with raised
floor. The waterways, its tides and the yearly flood imposed on their livelihood
practises. For the choice of their homestead, the rural people in the delta of the
MD still give a higher priority to access to a waterway than to a road. To construct
dry land for a homestead in the seasonally flooded fresh water alluvial zone, in the
swamps, or in the rice-field, people excavate soil, thereby creating a pond. These
ponds are suitable for undertaking aquaculture because it naturally attracts fish after
the retreat of the floodwater.
To restrict the effects of flooding and tides and to allow the management of
water for irrigation and multiple-cropping seasons, dams were built after 1976. The
nature of the IAAS that developed depended on the physical conditions, that is,
intensive fruit and low-input fish culture on fertile soils with low flood levels, semiintensive fruit / medium-input fish systems on less fertile soils with medium flood
levels, and extensive fruit / high-input fish systems on less fertilized soils with high
monsoon flood levels [110]. If the infrastructure for water management did not
allow sufficient immerging and draining, the soils acidified and fertility went down
dramatically [156].
In the hills, the land quality varied considerably between farms and hamlets;
only 57% of the farmers also had access to lowland fields. About 25% of the
upland farms had homesteads on loamy soil and easy access to underground water
welling after removal of the upper loamy layer, while most had only shallow sandy
soils, and thus needed concrete water reservoirs. The former planted three or four
crops a year, while latter could plant only cashew trees on the sandy soils, plus one
other crop if the slope had more favourable conditions. The sandy or shallow soil
could be a reason for not having a fishpond [17]. In the hills some ponds were used
mainly to store water for livestock and orchards [ibid.].
15
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Figure 2.1. Price development of various types of land in the Delta and Upland villages of
the Mekong Delta (Cay/cong = value in 1.4 Ounce of gold per 0.1 ha).

Since 1992 the government has attributed land to the farmers cropping it;
against payment of a fee for registration and measurement, they could obtain either
a red (owner) or a green (user) certificate. Green certificates were given for land
having communal interest, e.g. forest. Holding a green certificate for forest plots
required farmers to bring land use in line with regulations; e.g. in the MD, land
more than 30 meters above sea-level had to be planted with perennial crops like
timber and fruit trees to prevent massive deforestation and subsequent erosion.
Gradually a liberalized land market developed; the access to land became
dependent on capital availability, and the prices of land increased (Figure 2.1). The
sudden increases in land prices were due to policy changes (mango/fruit export
after 1990), improved water management (construction of a dam after 1999 in Cai
Be and Tam Binh), or new technologies (e.g., artificial stimulation of mango
flowering after 2000 in An Phu but not in An Thanh, causing a difference in the
value of orchards). Due to demographic pressure of the Kinh (see below) and
multiple-cropping options in the hills, the prices for upland fields became higher
than those of the irrigated rice-fields that stay flooded for several months.
Notwithstanding the relatively recent occupation of the MD, the average farm
size was small: 1.0 ±1.8 ha in the delta and 2.1 ±2.3 ha in the hills (Table 2.3). Due
to demographic growth in the delta, the area of the homesteads had shrunk
significantly such that neighbouring households agreed not to raise pigs because of
the stench it caused. The average area of the homesteads in the hill zone was about
twice the size of those in the delta, except for An Thanh where most families lived
on roadside plots that were allocated to them after the war with Cambodia in 1978.
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Table 2.3. Average sizes of farmlands, and fishponds, and the distance from homestead
to fields, main roads and main market for the products
Distance (km) between
Size (ha)
homestead and
homelow
up
mar- field &
Pond
lowland upland total
stead
land
land
ket road
(m2 )
Thoi My
Phu Dien
My Hung
An Thanh
Phu Hiep
Phu Hoa
Average

0.21
0.71
0.18
0.83
0.20
0.40
0.27 1.43 (14) 0.60 (17)
0.56 0.63 (12) 1.76 (16)
0.57 1.67 (15) 1.21 (17)
0.33
0.87
0.80

0.92
0.94
0.60
1.68
2.01
2.62
1.62

234 (22)
570 (23)
274 (23)
597 ( 3)
242 ( 9)
427 ( 4)
360

1.0
9.1
0.3
10.9
0.7
3.6
1.3 (14) 3.9 (17) 2.0
0.2 (12) 1.2 (15) 1.6
3.2 (15) 1.7 (17) 2.4
1.5
1.3
4.9

2.3
2.5
1.6
0.4
0.3
0.6
1.3

Note: The numbers in parentheses refer to the number of farms. If no number is
indicated, then the total is 24.
In the hills, the Khmer, who were the original inhabitants, mainly owned the
lowlands while the Kinh or ethnic Vietnamese occupied the uplands. After the war,
the Khmer population thinned due to emigration, and the resettlement of the Kinh
along the hillside roads boosted the cultivation of the uplands. Our sample
contained only two Khmer households, as we selected hamlets where rain-fed
agriculture predominated irrigated cropping.
Very often the poorest rural households did not have enough land and made
most of their income from non- and off-farm activities; some did not consider
themselves as farmers, though the resource persons classified them as such. The
total land area was positively correlated with the total cash income (rho=0.35;
p<0.01) and with various household characteristics: in the delta with the
households’ labour availability, as well as its life-course (rho=0.3; p<0.05), and in
the hills with the household size (rho=0.3; p<0.05). The findings on the delta
support the data of [122] which explained the variation in per capita income by the
total cultivated area of the household.

2.3.2. Social Capital
Social capital refers to the major networks, groups, relationships of trust, and wider
institutions of society upon which people draw in pursuit of livelihoods. These
include the family, the neighbours, the network of traders, and the political
structures. The national land-use policy affected the temporal and spatial spread of
17
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innovations, and middlemen emerged as important after the 1986 ‘Doi Moi’ reform
of the central economy.
The farmers traced about half of the changes in their farming systems to an
information source. The most important sources for information were relatives and
neighbours: 16% and 19%, respectively, while the media and extension services
accounted for 7.5%, and friends, for 5%. People relied mostly on local social
networks for price information; they considered the prices given by the media as
not applicable to their locality.
Local government support and intervention structures for agriculture
depended upon the national land use policy plan. The land-use policy supported the
creation of IAAS with the mix of aquaculture, orchards, livestock and rice in the
delta, and the combination of cattle, crop and orchard systems in the upland
hamlets. Until recently, the extension services in the hills did not include agents
specialized in aquaculture. Notwithstanding the land-use policy, farmers in the hills
introduced aquaculture, and subsequently the extension and credit services became
more attuned to the farmers’ needs.
After 1994, the Poverty Alleviation Program supported households classified
as poor; poor households did not have to pay school fees and were given access to
credit with low interest rates. We could not confirm the commonly-held
observation that this had led to larger family sizes among the poor: the correlations
between number of children and the wealth index or income were not significant.
In the hills, goats were included in the pro-poor land-use package through the
initiatives of an NGO. Such induced chronological differences caused technologies
to have different impacts in the districts and their hamlets [122].
Between 1979 and 1990, the incentives given to farm households were
directed towards achieving self-sufficiency within cooperative units numbering 10
to 12 family farms; moreover, the marketing for most products was either restricted
to the local markets (e.g. vegetables) or state-regulated (e.g. pigs, rice and clothing).
This policy of enforced cooperativism bred a general distrust of cooperative
marketing.
Before 1976 the farmers used middlemen only for trading pigs. Between 1976
and 1986, for access to legal markets outside the village, farmers depended on the
middlemen to undertake the administrative procedures needed for the transport of
products. Gradually middlemen imposed themselves in most commercial chains
and at present most produce from farms in the MD reach the market through
middlemen who determine a price and collect produce from the farm. Since most
farmers felt that doing the paperwork and dealing with the bureaucracy would cost
them too much time and money, given that the quantity of their products was not
big, they increasingly relied on middlemen who they believed were more
18
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knowledgeable about these administrative procedures, especially when for export.
This system favoured the integration of a large numbers of small producers in the
global market.

2.3.3. Human capital
Three sets of factors affected the valuation of human capital: the household lifecourse, education and knowledge, and the importance given to the rice-field for
food security. The mean size of the nuclear families varied somewhat between
hamlets, but the averages of the delta and the hills were equal (Table 2.3). The
household size was positively correlated to the off-farm and non-farm income
(rho=0.3; p<0.05). In the hills, off-farm labour was available for three months only
and the demand was high for 21 days during rice harvest; the opportunities for
earning from non-farm activities were limited.
Household life-course
Farmers repeatedly mentioned the following drives for innovation: improving
income and diversifying the diet, both mainly for the well-being of children. These
can be analyzed in the context of the five phases of the household life-course,
namely: preparation, creation, expansion, accumulation, and consolidation, which in
our sample accounted for 3%, 1%, 49%, 28% and 19%, respectively.
In the local language, the step from preparation to creation is referred to as
separation. At separation most couples already have children, explaining the low
frequency of households in the creation phase.
Text block 1: Raising ducks, a risky livelihood strategy for the landless in the MD
Raising ducks for eggs was one of the livelihood strategies of landless households. An
enclosure of nets on a public dike kept the ducks together at night and a bedding of straw
prevented the eggs from breaking; unlike hens, ducks may lay eggs in an unprotected
place. The flock-size for intensive production varied from about 500 to 5000 ducks.
Landless households could start small and once the flock grew bigger, they could hire a
youngster to help them raise these ducks, while developing other activities themselves.
Farmers knew raising ducks was risky; diseases may kill all ducks of a flock within a
few days. Three farmers in our sample sold land to reimburse credits for raising ducks.
However, even 3 months after the avian influenza and the “stamping out”, farmers with
insufficient alternatives to earn an above-average income but with experience in raising
ducks took out huge loans to restart.
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During the preparation phase, a new couple stays in the household of the
husband’s parents until the next son marries; then the first married couple separates
from the family and creates its own household. During the period of cohabitation,
the young couple prepares their future by developing off-farm or non-farm
activities, to accumulate savings. If the parents or the parents-in-law had
accumulated enough fields, they could give land to the young couple at the creation
of their household. After the young couple leaves the husband’s parental
household, most young families exploit the available resources through the optimal
diversification of activities: non-farm, off-farm, and on-farm, whether requiring
land or not. For landless couples who are creating a new household, the alternative
would be to pursue non-farm and off-farm livelihood opportunities, like raising
ducks (Text block 1).
Normally, young couples raise both chickens and ducks and, if sufficient
capital is available, also pigs to produce food for home-consumption, to employ
family labour, and to earn cash. The timing of the cash income would depend on
the type of livestock raised. Ducks are cheaper than chickens and could be sold
after three months, providing cash income in the short term. Chickens could be
sold after six months providing medium-term cash. Raising a pig would be like
saving money: each day one puts in a small investment and once the pig is sold, one
would have accumulated a large sum, mostly with interest.
Table 2.4. The ‘if–then’ rules guiding farmers’ choice of a specific activity (limited list);
average of rating lists from 20 pairs of farmers.
If
and land and water and
and
and
land area, quality,
availability, savings,
labour,
market,
then I :
Good
good
good
good
acceptable *
plant rice
acceptable good
low
acceptable acceptable acceptable plant cassava
acceptable good
acceptable acceptable acceptable acceptable plant corn
Good
good
good
acceptable good
acceptable plant vegies
acceptable acceptable bad
acceptable acceptable Good
plant cashew
Good
good
acceptable good
acceptable excellent
plant citrus
acceptable acceptable good
acceptable low
Good
fatten fish
Small
low
acceptable acceptable low
Good
raise chicken
acceptable low
good
acceptable acceptable Good
raise ducks
Small
low
good
good
low
Good
raise pigs
acceptable low
acceptable good
acceptable Good
raise goats
acceptable low
acceptable good
acceptable excellent
raise cattle
*
The average of the pairs was ‘good’, but during a validation meeting farmers
contradicted this, reasoning out that the irrigated fields need to be cultivated
anyway to prevent crowding by weeds.
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The livestock is kept in small numbers: as long as their number is small they
could feed themselves by scavenging and with the available residues or resources
the farmer could collect himself without supplementary investment. Keeping small
numbers of different animals which shared the same type of feeds would still
generate enough profits because those small numbers need only a small investment.
Focusing on one type of livestock would require more animals in order to earn the
same amount of cash income, and greater capital investments in, for example,
housing and feeding to make an intensive system possible.

number

As soon as the couple starts having children, the activities of the wife
become homestead-bound and she could start, or expand, the raising of chickens,
pigs or fish. When their children grow older and stay at home, the available family
labour to be employed is high, often too high for the land-related activities. As
livestock claims less land and of lower quality compared to fruits or vegetables, for
example (compare the first two columns of the upper and lower half of Table 2.4),
farmers expand farm turnover by developing activities like raising ducks or
chickens, fattening fish or pigs, or keeping buffaloes or cattle (Figure 2.2).
40

< 32

30

32-40

41-50

>50

20
10
0

Start of:

pigs

chickens

ducks

cattle

Stop livestock

Figure 2.2. Frequency distribution of the age of household head at starting or stopping a
livestock activity
Note: The age categories were adjusted to contain approximately an equal number of total
on-farm changes each.

In the hills, the breeding of cattle for fattening and reproduction gradually
replaces the use of bullocks for transport to value available labour. Unmarried
children stay at home until schooling or a job keeps them away from home. Most
youngsters still in secondary school stay at home and are thus partly available for
farm activities; however, the family often stops an activity like raising a large flock
of ducks for example, if all children go to secondary school. Thus, the desire to give
the children a higher education level limits the possibilities for the accumulation of
farm assets.
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Until recently, farmers intended to accumulate enough land for each of their
children to be able to create a family farm. If farming represented the major
opportunity for youngsters after primary school, the expanded farm turnover
generated capital that was used to invest in rice-fields thus increasing real farm size.
After ‘Doi Moi’, the possibilities for education and for non-farm employments
increased and some parents invested in the education of their children instead of
land; farmers also invested in houses in major villages and cities. Both investments
at first contributed to family livelihood and later served as wedding dowry, i.e.
starting capital for the newly-created families of the children.
In principle, the youngest son stays at the parental homestead and has to take
care of the parents. If the youngest married son lives with his parents, it is hard to
classify the family farm in one of the five phases. The parents adjust the farming
system to their labour and capital capacity if: 1) the land size of the family is
insufficient for both the parents and the household of the youngest son, and 2) the
son finds permanent employment in a non-farm activity at a far distance from the
parental homestead. In such cases the parents stop raising livestock (Figure 2.2) and
replace their rice-field or other annual crops with an orchard or a fishpond which
requires a smaller area and less labour input (Table 2.4). According to the farmers’
ranking, the labour demand for fruit is lower than for vegetables and rice but higher
compared to most livestock and fish. The number of independent older couples
seemed to increase because parents wanted their children to leave agriculture and
thus invested in their education.
Table 2.5. Farmers’ ranking for increasing level of knowledge and experience needed for
different farm activities, in three upland and three lowland villages.
Village

Know-how needed
→ little

→

→

→

→

much →

Thoi My * Rice
cattle pigs
Chickens
fish
orchard ducks**/goats
Phu Dien Rice
pigs
chickens fish/orchard goats
cattle
ducks**
My Hung Rice
orchard pigs
Fish
chickens ducks** (cattle/goats)
An Thanh Cattle
rice
orchard Pigs
fish
ducks**
Phu Hiep cattle/rice orchard chickens Pigs
goats
ducks** fish
Phu Hoa cattle/rice orchard chickens pigs/goats ducks** fish
* The one person with a lot of experience in fruit thought it easy compared to pigs,
chickens and fish and insisted on its ranking like My Hung; most farmers raised
cattle or buffalo in the past.
** Laying ducks; ducks for meat were mostly ranked equal to chickens extensively raised.
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Formal education and know-how
Know-how on a farm activity was a decisive factor in opting to start or not to start
a component. “I practised it on our parents’ farm” was a frequent answer to the
question of why one chose to start a farm activity. This was also reflected in the
farmers’ ranking (Table 2.5). The formal education level of the farmer population
has been changing: the older the household head, the lower his formal education
level (rho= -0.21, p<0.05). The formal education level of the household head was
positively correlated to the IIC (rho=0.25, p<0.01) and the CAF (rho=0.3, p<0.01).
Due to the frequent introduction of new species, the farmers in the delta
ranked fruit farming more difficult, but the farmers in the hills considered
aquaculture and raising ducks more difficult: in the delta, almost every farmer bred
fish or ducks (Figure 2.5). This was confirmed by the slightly higher frequency of
insufficient know-how of aquaculture as a reason not to breed fish in the hills [17].
Breeding fish in latrine ponds for home-consumption was ranked even less
difficult. Most farmers just stocked the fish; if the fish got sick they let them die and
replaced them with new fingerlings, as their knowledge on fish diseases was limited.
Not all hill-zone farmers were aware of the possibility to fatten fish in the rainy
season (Text block 2), as is common practise in the uplands in the north of
Vietnam [21]. However, farmers rated information as low as 5th on a list of seven
factors driving farmers to adopt aquaculture in the delta [110].
Text block 2: Solving the water constraint to improve the livelihood.
The lack of water did not prevent an elderly couple in Phu Hoa with a small homestead
and orchard from breeding fish. When complementing their income with off-farm
labour in rice fields became too heavy, they gradually switched to trading fish. The
basket of fish bought from the fishermen also contained small fish in excess of their
own needs. The old man dug a 6 m2 hole in his sandy soil, brought clay to reduce
leaching, and complemented rain water with water he carried from a well. After some
years he used a plastic sheet to reduce leaching from his small pond. During the wet
season they raised the small fish and some extra fingerlings to marketable size and
earned nearly VND 20.000 per day. The man acquired the know-how from radio,
television and by inquiring from other farmers.

The level of know-how needed for raising chickens, ducks, and pigs was
ranked high, not because more experience was required, but because it was risky
compared, for example, to raising cattle, notwithstanding that farmers knew most
diseases (Table 2.5). Cattle-raising was recently introduced in the delta. According
to the farmers, cattle are more frequently attacked by diseases than the buffaloes
they raised in the past, explaining the higher ranking in Tam Binh. Relatively more
farmers in the hills raised very large flocks of ducks in the nearby irrigated areas;
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this could explain why the farmers in the hills rated the need for family labour for
raising ducks significantly higher than those in the delta: high (3.6) and low (2.7),
respectively (p=0.05).

VND

The state provided information and innovations to the farmers through the
media and their research and extension services. Training topics were related to the
land-use policy. The poor farmers had limited access to the media but some picked
up ideas during their travels (sometimes because of military or community services),
and visited friends to acquire specific knowledge for new farm components.
4
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Figure 2.3. Trend of market prices for rice, broken rice, rice-bran and pig, and the gross
margin for pigs.

Rice-field and food-security
For people living in the Vietnamese Mekong Delta, rice was and still is the main
staple crop. Until recently, having a rice-field was the first step in the creation of a
new household because it guaranteed food security. Surplus production was sold to
pay inputs and to obtain cash. Until 1986 Vietnam had imported rice, but the
construction of dikes for water-management and the new rice technologies have
allowed the cultivation of three rice crops a year. Between 1989 and 1995, the price
competitiveness index for rice decreased by an annual rate of 5.5% [73] and in 1994
the government purchased huge quantities of rice to support the farm-gate price
[90]. Since 1996, exports have been allowed and an acceptable farm-gate price for
rice has been set in accord with the global rice market. At present the farm-gate
price for rice is above the level of 1995 (VND 1.500 to VND 2.000 per kilogram),
but it dropped to as low as VND 800/kg in 1998 and 1999, thus forcing several
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farmers to sell land to reimburse short-term loans they incurred to finance inputs
for rice cultivation.
The continuous availability of rice in the market at the relatively less
fluctuating prices since 1989 (compared to pigs, for example, Figure 2.3) and the
level of their production reduced the farmers’ preoccupation to produce rice onfarm as a means to provide for their family’s food security. This change was
demonstrated in the negative correlation between the importance given to rice and
the cash income derived from fruits (rho = - 0.28, p<0.05).
60
45
30
15
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%

delta
hills

low

medium

high

very high

Figure 2.4. Farmers’ ratings on the importance of a rice-field for food security.

In the hills the importance of a rice field was lower than in the delta because
farmers relied more on other staple crops for food security (Figure 2.4). In the
delta, for more than half of the farmers, the link between rice and food security was
still a very important factor in their decision-making. Others maintained the
minimum area of rice-field to secure food provision and took more risks with other
activities, thereby transforming most of their rice-fields into ponds or dike-ditch
systems. Having one’s own rice-field was not important for 5% only and this
comprised the specialized breeders and producers.
Table 2.6. The percentage of farmers that intensified or increased one of the mentioned
on-farm activities since 1976 and since 1995.
Period
Pigs
chickens
brood-fish
fish-pond
orchard
1976-2004
13
11
17
38
32
1995-2004
8
11
13
26
18

Though the number of farmers producing rice or fruit either for homeconsumption alone or for both marketing and home-consumption hardly changed
over the past 10 years, about half of all farmers intensified one or more activities
over the past 30 years. The frequency of intensification was higher since 1995
compared to the period between 1975 and 1994 (Table 2.6). Over the past 30 years
one third of the farmers replaced part of the rice-field with an orchard. The
number of farmers raising fish increased only slightly, but close to 40% of the
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farmers intensified fish production either through using artificial brood-stock or
increasing the total pond-area. The intensification of the chicken production was
entirely realised after 1995.

2.3.4. Physical Capital
The availability of waterways and roads to markets, of dams for the management of
water, and of neighbours’ activities affected the valuation of physical capital in the
pursuit of livelihood. We did not consider the individual distribution of production
equipment in our analysis.
The importance of the distance between the field and the road or waterway
was reflected, for instance, in the prices for orchards in O Mon: the orchards on
the border of a waterway or at the roadside have a higher market value than the
orchards within the field. Though middlemen collected the products mostly in bulk,
to get the best price farmers could transport their produce to the main road or a
nearby market. In the delta most transport went by boat; thus distance to the road
was not as important. In the hills the distance to the road affected the number of
farm components positively (rho = 0.25, p<0.05), indicating a higher tendency
toward self-sufficiency.
According to our sample, neither the distance between the fields and the
homestead or the road, nor the distance to the market affected the income. But for
the delta area, differences in the management of IAAS farms in the three districts
were significantly related to the distance of farms to main markets [122]. In the
delta, farmers rated the presence of outlet markets second, while the presence of
traders and fish processing companies was rated as having the lowest impact among
seven factors driving farmers to adopt aquaculture [110].
The possibility of cultivating three crops a year in the delta was a relatively
more recent development in Tam Binh (1997) compared to O Mon (1983) and Cai
Be (1986). Consequently, rice still occupied 70% of the cropland in Tam Binh while
it was about 50% in Cai Be and O Mon [120], also because soil in Tam Binh was
less fertile and more prone to acidification [110]. Rice production had become less
attractive for at least three reasons: the double- and triple-rice technologies
improved family food security, the gross margins of triple rice were lower than
double rice due to the high costs of inputs [109], and they failed to realize profits
when market prices dropped due to oversupply.
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As the irrigated fields needed to be cropped to maintain their value3, farmers
looked for alternatives; at first they replaced the third rice crop with vegetables, but
finally they replaced all three rice crops. The farmers who resorted to the latter
transformed part of their rice-fields into ponds, orchards or ditch-dike systems to
produce fruit and fish species which fetched good prices in the market.
Farmers produced marketable fruits on raised beds or embankments that
gradually developed into ditch-dike systems; the ditches provided water for
irrigation and contained fish, either naturally retained or stocked [90, 128, 142].
Also in the hill zone, close to canals and to roads in irrigated areas, farmers
constructed ditch-dike systems.
The changes made by farmers could also be induced by their neighbours if the
latter’s innovations changed the physical conditions. For example, in An Thanh, a
widow replaced the annual cassava with the perennial bamboo some years after her
neighbour had planted Melaleuca trees and her narrow plot was shaded all day; the
first bamboo became marketable in three years’ time. Another example: a farmer in
O Mon transformed the rice-field near his homestead into a ditch-dike system as
the water management was adjusted to the fruit production of his neighbours,
making irrigation for three rice-crops no longer possible.

2.3.5. Financial Capital
The type of crop, the market opportunities, and the availability of credit affected
the financial resources that provided livelihood options. Less then 5% of the
households profited from regular remittances, pensions, or irregular remittances;
the last were often used to invest in new farm components.
In the emerging market economy, the cropping of rice alone was
disadvantageous compared to the IAAS wherein fruits and vegetables were grown,
and livestock raised, aside from planting rice. With rice alone, one could earn cash
only one to three times a year, thus failing to meet one’s need for cash on a regular
basis; also the rice-field could be too small or the yield too low to earn the cash
needed. Orchards planted with several species provided a more regular cash income
and mostly with higher gross margins. This was reflected in the price development
of land in the uplands, especially since the chemical stimulation of the flowering of
mango was introduced after 1998: since 2001 the price of land for orchards had
become higher than for lowland irrigated rice-fields (Figure 2.1).

If they did not use the irrigated field, it would be too difficult to get rid of the weeds for
a next crop; also, needing food anyway, they planted rice.
3
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A good market was a condition for the development of new activities like fish
or fruit farming (Table 2.5), but not a major condition for cultivating rice on the
irrigated fields, for keeping ducks or chickens in small numbers, or raising fish in
latrine ponds. One farmer replaced all his fruit trees within three years after
planting, and then concentrated on another type of fruit; unfortunately, the market
prices of the particular species he chose dropped also dramatically.
The ready availability of capital was essential for most farm components
(Table 2.2). Lending among relatives and friends was frequent, mostly without
interest, and with no collateral required. Loans from banks for agriculture have only
become available since 1992 when the introduction of land certificates gave land a
collateral value. In 2003 the collateral value of the red certificate was VND10
million (US$645) and the green certificate was valued half of the red. Most
institutional credit for farmers was available for activities related to the land-use
policy or to the poverty alleviation program. Short-term loans for crop inputs were
available from banks, input providers, and traders. For some years, specialised
services provided inputs like fertilizer or animal feed and collected the produce,
both for a contractual price that often included an interest rate close to the one
asked by private money lenders. Private money lenders did brisk business and were
charging at least triple the interest rate of the banks. To solve the capital constraint
for aquaculture, several farmers had provided soil for the construction of a road or
a homestead.

2.3.6. Contribution of Farm Components to Livelihoods
The wealth ranking was corroborated by a positive correlation of the three classes
of well-being with the total net cash income (rho=0.4; p<0.01). The rank of wellbeing was also related to the family farms’ total land area (rho=0.43; (p<0.01) and
to the CAF (rho=0.4; p<0.01).
Mean household cash income was slightly higher than VND 18 million/year
(i.e. 0.64 US$.day-1.person-1). In the delta, 58 % of the families earned from both
CAF and CON, compared to 36% in the hills; average CAF and CON were close
to 12 and 6 mVND.yr-1, respectively (i.e. 0.32 and 0.16 US$.day-1.person-1). The
most important contribution to cash income for close to 70% of farmers in the hills
came from fruits, while for almost 80% in the delta it came from rice (Figure 2.5).
More than half of the farmers also earned cash income from raising chickens, for
example, but for most, the profit was negligible. Almost half of the interviewed
farmers raised pigs but for only 8% was it a substantial contribution to cash income
(>15 kVND.day-1, >0.95 US$.day-1.person-1). In the delta the average contribution
of fruits to cash income was about the same as that of pigs, fish, or crops other
than rice. The level of cash income derived from ruminants and ducks
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demonstrated an effect of specialisation: the few farmers keeping cattle in the delta
or ducks near the hills had high cash returns from this component.
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Legend: C : % of farmers doing the activity; CC: % earning cash from this component;
CCI: the income earned from the activity (in 100.000 VND).
Figure 2.5. The percentage distribution of farmers and incomes earned from the activities
undertaken in the delta and hills of the Mekong Delta.

Livestock allowed farmers to expand the farm turnover without increasing
farm size, and was essential for poverty alleviation. On average, the income from
livestock, including fish, formed close to 1/3 of the total net cash income; it
contributed 64% and 32% to CAF, respectively in the delta and the hills. For the
average five-person household, this amounted to US$ 1 to 2 day-1. According to
farmers, the availability of family labour was important in the decision to start or to
stop raising livestock, but the income from livestock was not correlated to
household size or the number of adults. Negative or low margins were the most
general reason for stopping a farm activity or changing the type of crop (Text block
3). The farmers raising pigs to obtain manure for fish were reluctant to stop when
the profit margins from pig fattening dropped since the income from fish
compensated for the losses. These farmers bought concentrates for the pigs only;
the manure fertilized the pond and they had no need of cash for other feed input.
Farmers could build up a livestock component through own capital
investment, credit, sharing, or ‘passing on the gift’4. For the share-holder, sharing
was a way to start raising cattle, goats or pigs without capital investment and for the
share-owner it was a way to earn interest without investing in labour. For the shareowner, sharing was lucrative: one of them in the hills made an interest of
approximately 50 %.yr-1 after his investment in goat raising. For the shareholder,
sharing beef cattle to fatten could be profitable if the fattening period was short,
4

Heifer International was one of the sponsors of this program.
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but sharing cattle for reproduction should be recommended only for those having
other regular cash-generating activities and supplementary labour, like the
adolescent members of the household. For the poorest, building up a cattle herd by
sharing or credit proved to be a losing proposition; their meagre finances usually
forced them to sell the cow even before it begot a calf. Out of eight farmers in the
hills starting to raise cattle through sharing or credit, five stopped: two of the latter
needed to reimburse the credit and three needed additional capital. Worse, one still
had a loan to pay, yet did not have cattle in his possession. Those who raised
chicken, pigs or goats did not experience these difficulties to the same extent.

Text block 3: The pig cycle.
In the past four years, 23% of the interviewed farmers stopped raising pigs due to low
margins. The gross margins from pig fattening have fluctuated dramatically (Figure 2.3).
The last dip was related to a decline in the market price for un-slaughtered pig from
14,000 to 8,000 VND/kg when the export market to China did not expand at the same
rate as the number of large commercial producers in Vietnam. Prices remained fair after
2000 but the margins hardly recovered as the cost for the piglets of improved breeds
remained high. Prices recovered after the aviary influenza of 2003, but the gross margin
stayed low as the prices for rice-bran and commercial feeds increased about 30%.

2.3.7. Farm Diversification: Cumulate or Integrate
The average number of farm components (NC), the IIC and the CCI were all
significantly higher in the delta than in the hills: respectively 5.5 versus 3.8; 4.5
versus 2.5; and 3.7 versus 2.7 (p<0.001). The CCI was positively correlated to the
rank of wealth (rho=0.4; p<0.01) in both delta and hills, and to the NC and the IIC
in the delta only (rho=0.3, p<0.01). In the delta both IIC and CCI correlated
significantly to the CAF (rho=0.3; p<0.01), but in the hills the CAF was correlated
significantly only to the CCI (rho=0.3; p<0.05).
In the delta the distance to the lowland fields affected the IIC negatively
(rho= -0.2, p<0.05), and in the hills the distance to the upland fields affected the
CCI and the IIC negatively (rho= -0.3, p<0.05). Only in the delta were the
correlations between the farm area, on the one hand, and the IIC and CCI on the
other, significantly positive (rho=0.3, p<0.01); meaning that the very small farmers
turned to specialized tasks. The positive correlation (rho=0.3, p<0.01) between the
size of the homestead and the IIC in the hills confirmed that integration needed a
minimum area of land in, or close to, the homestead. Indirectly this shows that the
availability of labour and transport equipment limited an effective integration
through the exchange of wastes.
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Figure 2.6. Average yearly cash income from agriculture as a function of the number of
components (NC), the indicator for integration of components (IIC), and the
number of components contributing to cash income (CCI).
Note: Cases were grouped to obtain at least n=5 in each category.

The total farm area and the CCI explained the variation in CAF significantly.
The NC and CCI determined two clusters of CAF: 15.2 ±1.6 and 10.0 ±1.2 x106
VND.yr-1 (981 US$.yr-1 and 645 US$.yr-1, respectively). In general farms having at
least three CCI performed better (Figure 2.6). Especially in the delta, farms with an
IIC of 4 and higher earned more cash. In the delta some farmers who specialized
generated a high income; however these farmers need more cash for their
livelihoods.
The farmers in the delta exploited all possible means to cumulate farm
components; e.g. the houses of ducks and chickens were constructed above the
fishpond where the manure was recycled; furthermore vegetables were grown in or
above the pond. However, raising ducks did not mix well with ditch-dike systems:
when the ducks tried to catch the fish in the ditches they destroyed the narrow
dikes; they needed a special pond for their exclusive use.
Housing the poultry increased the risk of theft; this risk was very low if the
adult chickens stayed in the homestead trees, and the ducks on the water,
overnight. Farmers said that they increased the number of components for an
optimal use of the small area of land available. They recycled farm residues as much
as possible; e.g. the rice straw could be used not only to feed ruminants but also to
cultivate mushrooms.
The most frequent integration in the delta was the recycling of human waste:
to prevent spreading through flood and tides, the use of latrine ponds to breed
catfish was widely practised notwithstanding the legal restrictions of using human
waste to fertilize ponds. Manure-fertilized ponds were also more popular in the
delta. The proposed use of excreta to feed animals was not accepted by the Hieu
Nghia Buddhists who formed part of the population in the uplands. Research is
needed to quantify the risk for disease transmission to secure this source of income
and sustainable waste management [26].
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2.4. Discussion and conclusions
We did not include in the foregoing analysis the contribution to homeconsumption of the various farm components, nor did we ask the farmers how
much cash they needed for family nutrition. A baseline study of 80 farm
households in the three delta villages showed that home-consumption plus other
non-cash contribution to income was on average 16% only [120]. As a family farm
having less components would need more cash for family nutrition, our conclusion
on the positive relationship between the number of components and the net cash
income from agriculture would even be reinforced. Some farmers claimed that
IAAS used resources more efficiently than mono-cultures, but very often the
additional components were not integrated effectively through the exchange of
wastes but were a mere accumulation of components. In the delta, a high index for
integration was positively correlated to the level of well-being and the income from
agriculture, but was limited by the size of the homestead and the distance to the
fields in the hills. The total number of components and the components providing
cash determined two clusters of gross income from agriculture in which income
from livestock, including fish, composed close to 2/3 and 1/3 in the delta and hills,
respectively.
The infrastructures for water management and the services related to land use
policy, affected the chronology of the innovations according to the districts. The
improved rice food security changed the farmers’ reference frame and pushed
farmers to take risks and to engage in activities in which they had less know-how.
In the delta area farmers intensified the fish production in the available ponds and
transformed rice-fields in ditch-dike systems for fish and fruit. The technological
innovations of rice, fruit and fish were essential for the development of integrated
systems in the MD, partly contradicting Netting [105] who stated that scientific and
technological innovations were not the crucial causal factors in the development of
intensive agriculture.
Data showed that the distribution of cattle by credit or sharing arrangements
was not an effective instrument for the resource-poor to build a sustainable
livestock component. The short reproduction cycle, the large litter size, and the low
individual value makes sharing or “passing on the gift” of pigs or goats a more
appropriate strategy for poverty alleviation.
Stirrat [150] criticized the reductionistic use of social capital within the
livelihood approach, but we used this factor to analyze the social resources
affecting change and diversification. In a comparable framework of analysis such as
the agri-family system [12], these fall within the categories of ‘broker agents’,
‘instrumental network’, and ‘access to sources of support’.
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The livelihood framework helped us to identify the importance of the
household life-course in the decision-making. Clearly, decision-making was not a
one-time event but a process [12], and mostly embedded in a pathway [23] that was
obstructed by political structures, natural disasters and diseases, especially for the
resource-poor, but at the same time also offered oases of opportunities.
After ‘Doi Moi’, the large variety in farm compositions resulted from the
valuation of the available resources/capitals through the agency of the individual
actors [93]. Though the political context in the Mekong Delta was particular, the
fact that the Khmer in the hills zone did not grasp the same opportunities as the
Kinh in that area shows also that the social context affects the actors’ motives.
As concluded by Ellis [51], diversification is a heterogeneous social and
economic process, following a wide range of pressures and possibilities. The most
mentioned motive for the on-farm innovations was the desire to improve family
well-being. As borne by the findings, the household life-course determined the
labour and subsequently the capital availability to engage in more market-oriented
activities. Farmers’ choice of a new component to add to their livelihood activities
was motivated by know-how and market opportunities; educated farmers were
more innovative, as found by [39]. After the reforms starting in 1986, on-farm
diversification was triggered by the low market price of rice, the improved
possibilities of product marketing and off-farm labour [120], and the freedom of
farmers to develop activities of their own choice. The marketing system of
middlemen enabled the integration of small farmers to participate in the global
market of fruits and fishes.
In nuclear families, the phases of creation, expansion, accumulation, and
consolidation confer to the household life-course (Chayanov, as cited by [118]), as
well as to the livelihood strategies [111, 174]. The phenomenon of young couples
living with the husbands’ family may be explained differently by anthropologists; in
our study we distinguish this as a phase of preparation towards establishing an
independent household since the cohabitation only starts after marriage to allow
the young couple to save money. Off-farm diversification was important for all
households from preparation until expansion, but for the resource-poor, it was a
necessity at all times. In the expansion phase the farmers increased the farm
turnover by keeping more livestock, and in a later phase they accumulated their
savings either in land, houses or the education of their children. The MD farmers
diversified on-farm activities to increase food production and maximize the cash
income from their limited area. This on-farm diversification and the effective
integration of components affected income positively, but needed know-how, and a
minimum area of land in, or close to, the homestead.
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Abstract
Contrary to the global trend of specialisation within agriculture, the rice-based
Vietnamese production systems have diversified into integrated agriculture–
aquaculture systems. Economic liberalization in 1986 resulted in an explosive
increase in rice production and a rapid diversification. This paper describes the
history and dynamics of these systems in the Mekong Delta, and the farmers’
decision-making in this process. Subsequently, we use fuzzy logic to simulate
farmers’ decisions to opt for no aquaculture or one of four fish-production
systems: waste-fed, pellet-fed, rice–fish, and ditch–dike, i.e., fish–fruit. In a reaction
to changing market opportunities the farmers developed these systems either from
the depressions left after building a homestead or after raising dikes to improve
irrigation and drainage for rice and fruit trees.
The decision-making was simulated in a two-level hierarchy decision-tree. The
first layer handles the farmer’s production preferences for rice, fruit or fish, with
composed variables for land, water, labour, capital and market. The second layer
simulates the choice between five options: no fish, and the four alternative fishproduction systems. The model allowed a farmer to practise different aquaculture
systems at the same time. The fuzzy model simulation predicted the frequency
distribution of fish production systems fairly accurately, but performed poorly
when classifying individual farmers. To improve the accuracy of the simulation,
additional rules can be specified and more factors considered for each product by
adding a third layer to the decision-tree and replacing the composed variables with
fuzzy rules.
Keywords:
Fish, fuzzy logic, motives, change, diversification.
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3.

Assessing and modelling farmers’ decision-making on
integrating aquaculture into agriculture in the Mekong Delta

3.1. Introduction
Farming systems integrating agriculture with aquaculture (IAAS) are expected to
make farmers’ livelihoods more sustainable. With such systems the components in
the farm’s nutrient cycle are used more efficiently [75, 128]. Nutrient losses are
reduced, as manure and other farm waste are used to fertilize the fish pond; the
pond sediments are subsequently used to fertilize the crops of which the residues
can in turn be used as fodder for the livestock. Globally, agricultural research and
development focus primarily on high-input technologies requiring high capital
investment; e.g. most new crop varieties and animal breeds only perform well under
high-input conditions. However, the financial capital available to small-scale
farmers is often insufficient to enable them to adopt such technologies. And if the
farm components are not in equilibrium, even if farmers do adopt the technology,
there may be significant nutrient losses, thus reducing ecological and financial
sustainability [128]. To enlarge the potential of IAAS’s contribution to sustainable
livelihoods the INREF5 Programme for Optimisation of Nutrient Dynamics and
Animals for Integrated Farming (POND) studied: (1) breeding of fish that perform
well in low-cost production environments, and (2) optimizing the nutrient recycling
at farm level. The results of the first POND experiments on the interaction
between genotype and environment suggest that the context in which the fish are
raised does indeed dictate their growth performance [37]. Moreover, the growth
rates of fish in the low-cost environment (ponds fertilized with poultry manure)
nearly matched those of fish fed with high-cost pellets [104].
The two innovations mentioned above can increase IAAS’s potential
contribution to sustainable farmer livelihoods. Whether this potential is achieved
depends on what options are available for farmers and what decisions individual
farmers make. In order to analyse farmers’ decisions about changing and adopting
technologies it may be necessary not only to assess the resource utilization context
[71], but also to run model simulations, as done e.g. by Batz et al. [9] and Cashwell et
al. [32]. If used individually neither method can entirely elucidate and quantify the
process. Most current modelling methods are unsatisfactory because they assume
that farmers’ decisions are based solely upon utility [144]. These models do not
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match the new constructivist sociological approach towards rural development,
which places the individual farmer at the centre of agricultural innovations [93]. To
go beyond utility and to respect other farmers’ motives we propose an alternative
approach based on fuzzy logic modelling that can deal with subjective farmer
statements, through ‘if–then’ statements. Fuzzy models can also cope with nonprobabilistic forms of uncertainty and incorporate expert (i.e., farmer’s) knowledge
(Zadeh, 1965, cited in [76]). Moreover, they can generate a range of solutions [147]
similar to the process by which farmers shape one technology into various
techniques [71]. In this paper we describe how we tested the applicability of the
approach using fuzzy systems for simulating farmers’ decision-making.
The Mekong Delta (MD) in Vietnam is a good example of a region where
many farmers have diversified their production systems into IAASs. Within the
past 30 years, many farming systems in Vietnam have emerged from the statecontrolled monoculture of rice for the market and other complementary produce
destined for subsistence use. A range of new rice-based integrated systems has
evolved, with many variations in terms of crop/fish/livestock integration and
market orientation [128, 142]. Because increased diversification in Vietnam has
happened relatively recently, we collected the data to build a decision-making
model by asking farmers to recount the evolution of their practises. In this paper
we attempt to elucidate farmers’ motives for diversifying into IAAS by (1)
describing the history and changes of the IAAS in the MD, (2) establishing which
factors account for farmers’ decisions to integrate aquaculture with agriculture in
the delta and surrounding hills, and (3) applying fuzzy logic modelling to simulate
farmer decision-making about fish production systems.

3.2. Methodology
3.2.1. Choosing the case study sites
The MD can be divided into seven agro-ecological zones (Figure 3.1). In order to
assess the factors influencing the increased integration of farming components, we
identified the zones where IAASs were appropriate. Livestock–fish–crop systems
are found mostly in the freshwater alluvial zone (delta) and to a lesser extent in the
hills and uplands zones (hills), where rain-fed agriculture predominates over
irrigated cropping. In the other zones, crop and/or livestock farming is governed
mainly by periodic flooding.
The predominant ethnic group in the delta lowlands is the Kinh, who practise
Buddhism. In this area, the official land-use policy promotes the integration of
fruit, fish, pigs and poultry into farming systems dominated by rice. The uplands
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are inhabited by the Kinh and a Khmer group of Cambodian origin. Some of the
upland people practise a particular form of Buddhism prohibiting them from
feeding faeces to farm animals and fish. The official land-use policy for the upland
region focuses on the production of fruit, timber and cattle and this has led to the
neglect of aquaculture’s potential. Recently, however, in response to the increasing
number of farmers starting fish production, the ‘People’s Committee’ has started
support programmes on aquaculture.

Figure 3.1. The agro-ecological zones of Vietnam’s Mekong Delta; adapted from [142].

3.2.2. Data collection and processing
In 2004, farmers’ motives for implementing IAASs were assessed through semiopen interviews in the delta (February) and uplands (March). The reason for
including the uplands was to capture the differences between the two farming
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systems. In the upland districts, we selected three hamlets with predominantly rainfed farms: Le Tri, Phu Hiep, and Phu Hoa. In the delta, we used three hamlets
studied by Phong et al. [122]: My Hung, Phu Dien and Thoi My. In that study,
participatory community appraisal (PCA) tools and structured questionnaires were
used for recording an oral history and analysing the IAASs situation. The PCA
involved timelines, seasonal calendars, food consumption patterns, village transects,
bio-resource flows and production activities. To compose the timelines, farmers
were asked about events that had occurred since 1970.
For the present study we interviewed 144 farmers in 6 hamlets. In each hamlet
24 farmers were selected through stratified random sampling based on wealth
rankings of poor, intermediate and well-off households. The classification was
abstracted from existing lists or rankings provided by three knowledgeable local
experts [19]. In the interviews data were collected on family and farm
characteristics, present farming systems, past changes and the causes or reasons for
not changing. The data consisted of quantitative data on the household and farm,
descriptive information, and ‘if–then’ statements. We classified children
contributing to farm activities as youngsters (10–18 years) and their grandparents
still working on the farm as elders. For the calculation of labour availability, elders
not participating in work and young children were both classified as non-working.
The ‘if–then’ statements describing in linguistic terms the conditions under which
farmers implement a change or innovation, were based upon farmers’ motives for
modifying their farming system and practises. These data and statements were used
to build the fuzzy model. Applying the fuzzy logic toolbox of the software package
Matlab® 6.1, release 13.1 [99] we simulated farmers’ decision-making about
integrating a fish component into the farming system.

3.2.3. Fuzzy inference system
The kernel of a fuzzy system (also called a fuzzy inference system, abbreviated FIS)
consists of a number of ‘if–then’ rules, the membership functions (MFs) of the
linguistic values, and a reasoning engine. A typical fuzzy ‘if–then’ rule is composed
as follows: ’If x is A and y is B then z is C’. In such a rule ‘x is A’ and ‘y is B’ are
antecedents, ‘and’ is a connective, and ‘z is C’ is called the consequence. The
antecedent ‘x is A’ is composed of the variable (x) having a linguistic value (A)
taken from a ‘term set’ of linguistic values (e.g. bad, average, good). The linguistic
values associated with each variable are defined by overlapping MFs that cover the
universe of discourse (see Figure 3.4 for an example). MFs can be defined as
singletons, triangles, trapezoids, bell-shapes, etc. using various functions or their
combinations. Unlike sets for conventional models which have a hard threshold, it
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can be seen from the MFs in Figure 3.4 that fuzzy sets can take account of gradual
changes and have fuzzy boundaries.

Figure 3.2. The fuzzy inference of two rules (see text section Fuzzy Inference System for
explanations).

The reasoning engine of the FIS proceeds in 5 steps (Figure 3.2, in which the
numbers in the black circles refer to the steps below):
1.

The fuzzifier, or the fuzzification module, determines the membership degree of
the data (x and y) input to the MFs.

2.

The degree of fulfilment (μ) of each rule is computed from the degree of
membership using fuzzy logic operators; we used the minimum operator.

3.

The combined degree of fulfilment is calculated using a t-norm (β) which, if the
minimum operator is used (this is the commonest approach), recapitulates in
truncating the smallest section of the graph.

4.

The degree to which the rules are fulfilled are aggregated, using the maximum
operator.

5.

The defuzzification module (or defuzzifier) calculates a ‘central of gravity’ or
‘centroid of area’ to change the fuzzy solution into a crisp decision.
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Figure 3.4.
Simulation
framework for
farmer’s decisionmaking. On the left:
the inputs for the
first layer of three
Fuzzy Inference
Systems (FIS). In
the centre: their
respective outputs,
i.e., the inputs for
the second-layer
FIS. On the right:
the output from the
second-layer FIS.
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3.2.4. Constructing the fuzzy model
The FIS of the simulation model was built in six steps (adapted after [76]):
1. The decision-making process was represented in a two-level decision-tree (Figure
3.4) in which the first layer consisted of three FISs for estimating the degree to
which a given farmer tends to produce rice, fruit or fish. The outputs of this
layer, together with another variable termed the ‘farmer’s reference frame’ (see
below), were fed into the fourth FIS, which formed the second layer.
2. When defining the input variables, we used the criteria the farmers considered to
be central to the decisions they made (see section 3.3.1. Dynamics of IAASs).
3. Data from the structured part of the semi-open interviews generated inputs for
the fuzzification, i.e. encoding of crisp in fuzzy values, and supported the
formulation of the linguistic value sets and the associated MFs for each variable.
4. The farmer’s motives and statements collected during the interviews guided the
composition of the fuzzy ‘if–then’ rules. We began by composing an extensive
rule base for each FIS, including all possible combinations of the variables and
linguistic values (e.g. 5 variables, each with 3 values, yielding 53 = 125 rules).
Taking ‘don’t care’ rules into account reduced the rule explosion. An example of
a ’don’t care’ rule is ‘If Water is bad then No fish’. So if the value of the variable
Water is bad the values of the other variables do not affect the decision, and
therefore it is permissible to reduce the rule base.
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5. The second layer rule base of the decision tree contained multiple rules with the
same antecedent and different consequences, which implies that farmers could
adopt different fish production systems simultaneously. The consequences were
represented as a discrete set of possible non-overlapping alternatives, to account
for the multiple outcomes, i.e one farmer practising several systems. The fuzzy
output of the second layer could have a value between 0 and 1; a farmer was
assumed to adopt a particular production system if the membership for that
output was larger than 0.5 [18].
6. The model was fine-tuned and calibrated by comparing the preliminary outputs
with the real situation, and by manually adjusting the rules and the MF parameters
to obtain optimal fit between the observed systems and the model estimates.
Initially, the parameters for the MFs of the linguistic values for the input
variables were set at quartile values calculated from the dataset, e.g. 1st quartile =
low; 2nd and 3rd quartiles = acceptable, and 4th quartile = good. For the finetuning, the magnitude of the five output variables was compared with the individual
cases with the fish production system as practised on-farm. After identifying
inconsistencies, the fine-tuning was done by shifting the thresholds of bad,
acceptable and good for the MFs of the first-layer FIS input variables for the
products (Figure 3.4). This change resulted in a larger or smaller centre value in the
output, thereby increasing or reducing the probability of a specific system being
implemented.

Figure 3.4. The adjusted MFs of the input variable water for the FIS of rice, fish and fruit.
The vertical axis represents the degree of membership, and the horizontal axis
represents water availability.

We report the details of the MFs for the input variables in the second part of
the Results section, after presenting the dynamics of the IAASs. The model was
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validated through a comparative simulation of the fish production systems
practised in the MD uplands and delta. We then analysed the resulting set of rules.

3.3. Results
3.3.1. Dynamics of IAASs in the Mekong delta
Historical background
Human recent settlement in the Mekong Delta was favoured by the construction of
a network of waterways from 1840 onwards. Later, the French colonial
administration improved road access into the delta and people constructed linear
settlements on the raised borders of the waterways [142]. Rural life on and around
the waterways is still dominated by the diurnal tides from the South China Sea [19].
The annual monsoon flood lasts between 2 and 6 months and may inundate the
land by up to 3 m, depending on the particular year and location [164].
The livelihood of the people living in the delta centred on fishing and
irrigated, rainfed and/or floating rice crops. In the second half of the 20th century
the economic development and livelihood patterns of the local people were
strongly affected by wars and a centralized economic system. Between 1945 and
1976 the rural population followed a survival strategy, but the construction and
dredging of waterways continued, laying the foundations for new development.
Changes since 1976
In all three delta districts studied the timeline showed the same major events
(Figure 3.5). However, chronological differences in the key events caused
technologies to have different impacts in districts and their hamlets (Phong et al.,
2004). In some areas, major state investments in dikes and dams preceded the
application of double or triple rice-cropping.
Household production activities were strongly affected by the introduction of
new technologies, the construction of canals and dikes, the ‘Doi Moi’ market
reforms, and wide commodity price fluctuations. From 1976 to 1992, farm
households were stimulated to achieve self-sufficiency within co-operative units
comprising 10 to 12 family farms. The marketing of most products was either
restricted to the local area (e.g. perishables, such as vegetables) or regulated by the
state (e.g. pork, rice and clothing). The ‘Doi Moi’ was a legal reform of the centrally
planned economy, liberating trade, industry and services. It laid the foundations for
land reform in which collective agriculture was abandoned.
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Figure 3.5. Trends in agriculture during the period 1972–2002 for Cai Bè, Tam Binh and O-Mon districts
in the Mekong Delta, Vietnam.
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After 1992, land tenure was individualized and the land was designated either
for agriculture by awarding a ‘red certificate’ or for forestry by a ‘green certificate’.
These certificates not only conferred on the user the right to use the land as
collateral, but also aimed to bring land use within a regulatory framework governed
by land use policies. Farmers with a green certificate for forest plots had the
obligation to bring their land use practises in line with regulations. Gradually, as the
land market liberalized, land prices rose and access to land became dependent on
the market.
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Figure 3.6. Frequency distribution of the first two reasons farmers in the delta and upland
areas of Vietnam’s Mekong Delta gave for installing a fish pond.

Farmers’ reference frame
Rice is the main staple crop in Vietnam and in the Mekong Delta in particular.
Surplus production is sold to pay for farm inputs and support household needs. In
chapter 2 [19] we report how the adoption of water management practises, rice
varieties, and rice technologies that allowed two – and later three – crops per year,
improved the household’s food security, affected the market price of rice, and
made land available for other uses. The improved food security achieved through
rice production plus the low but stable prices and liberalized market for rice
influenced the farmers’ decision-making. Some farmers became less fixated on
growing rice to ensure household food security. The motives for making changes to
the farming system were also related to the farm household labour cycle and
availability of labour. The desire to improve income and/or the availability of food
for the household, especially to ensure the well-being of the children, was
important. Older couples with no children to take over the farm tended to produce
labour-saving fruit and fish instead of rice. Most farmers were aware of the
potential benefits of IAAS: risk spreading, a more even distribution of cashgenerating opportunities, and more efficient resource use (Figure 3.6).
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A low level of know-how sometimes hampered the inclusion of a new
component in the farm, as shown in the fish-raising example (Figure 3.7). In our
survey, the only way we scored farmers’ knowledge was by recording the formal
education they had completed. However, we found that the farmers’ propensity to
try new technologies did not correlate solely with education level [110]. In the
villages, most of the transfer of know-how on feeding fish and on new fish species
for aquaculture was through the extension services and television. Poorer farmers’
access to media was limited, but those who travelled – sometimes for government
(military) service – picked up ideas, could visit friends and acquire specific
knowledge. Farmers rarely said that ‘lack of knowledge’ was one of the top two
major constraints to the adoption of a fish-farming system.
Farm characteristics
The village transects in the delta mostly showed homesteads with a pigsty and
poultry pen, surrounded by fish ponds, orchards, a vegetable garden and a rice field
[122]. The average farm area was 1.0 ha in the delta (SD 1.8) and 2.1 ha in the
uplands (SD 2.3). Most of the rice fields were at some distance from the
homestead. The rice field was a source of food and cash for the family and of crop
residues that could be used as livestock fodder. Other feed sources for pigs, poultry
and fish came from the garden: weeds, and vegetable and fruit waste. After the fish
had been harvested, the enriched sediment was removed from the pond bottom
and applied as topdressing around the trees in the orchard. In addition, the fish
pond could supply water to irrigate the fruit trees and feed for pigs and poultry,
such as water spinach, snails, or crabs. Most wastes and excreta were recycled onfarm [122]. Farmers optimized the use of their resources by using the pig manure to
fertilize the fish pond. In the uplands the homesteads tended to be further away
from the fields, paddies, forests and orchards, making it more difficult to integrate
the farm components effectively [19].
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Figure 3.7. First and second constraints to integrating a fish pond in farming systems of
Vietnam’s Mekong Delta, as mentioned by farmers; ‘Distance’ refers to the
distance between the probable location of the fish pond and the homestead.
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In the delta, aquaculture started off with existing ponds, canals and ditches
and the self-recruited natural fish left after floods had receded. These fish were
abundant until about a decade ago and were mostly raised without any inputs, but
now almost all farmers have enhanced production by stocking with cultured fish
and giving supplementary feeding. In the delta, 97% of the farmers interviewed
raised fish, compared with only 25% in the uplands. The pond or ditch area varied
from 6 m2 to 3000 m2 with an average of nearly 350 m2. In the delta, at least 30% of
the farms had more than one pond. The sample did not include farmers raising fish
in netted enclosures or on boats in canals. In the delta about 40% of the farms were
raising fish in ponds originally not meant for that purpose; in the uplands this figure
was 25%. In the uplands some ponds were used mainly to store water for livestock
and orchards. In the lowlands of the delta the ponds were the depressions left after
soil was removed to raise the ground level for a house or for farming. In swampy
areas it was traditional to build homesteads on raised mounds, not only to avoid
flooding but also because of the scarcity of wood needed for houses with a raised
floor. Fruit trees also need to be grown on raised land, to avoid waterlogging.
Development of IAAS
When rice cropping was no longer remunerative, the farmers turned to substitution
and/or complementary activities, i.e., fish farming, fruit orchards, vegetable
growing and livestock rearing. They increased the number of farm components to
optimize the use of their limited resources and diversify production for the market.
Phong et al. [122] recorded 16 different rice-based systems in combination with
horticulture, upland crops, livestock, fish pond, or biogas. Almost 60% of the farms
in the delta comprised the four main components: garden, livestock, fish and rice;
over 90% comprised at least two (Figure 3.8). Some of the rice fields were
converted directly into fish ponds; sometimes farmers gradually built a network of
dikes and ditches, using the dikes for upland crops or trees and the ditches for
raising fish [90, 128, 142].
7%

Figure 3.8.
Frequency distribution of farms
according to the number of
components in the farming system, in
3 districts of the fresh water alluvial
zone in Vietnam’s Mekong Delta in
2002. Based on data from [121].
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In the delta, over half of the farmers who started to raise fish concurrently
developed land for fruit orchards; one third of them did so using ditch–dike or
‘raised bed’ systems. In some cases the transition was related to neighbours’ landuse practises, not only because of the diffusion pattern of the innovation, but also
because of the changes in water management resulting from local decisions to
abandon paddy rice. In the uplands, the major reason for not having a fish pond
was related to the unavailability of water during the dry season and/or
inappropriate conditions: sandy or shallow soils (Figure 2.7). Other main reasons
for not having a fish pond were insufficient assets, e.g. capital, and insufficient
access to the land (the risk of theft and bird predation increased with the distance
between homestead and fish pond).
The vast majority of fish ponds recycled farm waste: household and market
waste, rice bran and excreta from humans, pigs, chickens and ducks. In the delta,
77% of the fish ponds recycled residues, compared with 65% in the uplands (Figure
3.9). Four major types of fish-feeding systems were distinguished: (1) extensive lowinput systems, (2) farm-waste feeding systems, (3) systems supplemented by
external inputs of feed (e.g. pellets or market waste), and (4) rice–fish systems. Feed
regimes were not mutually exclusive: for example, fish waste could be used in
conjunction with pellets. Latrine ponds and manure-fertilized ponds were more
popular in the delta, not only because of the water level in the delta but also
because of a religious taboo in the uplands [19]. In all three districts, fish farming
could be based on high, moderate or low input levels, depending on market
demand and level of technology. The practise was related to land use differences
but distance to market was also important: 6.6 km for O Mon, 13.8 km for Tam
Binh and 15.6 km for Cai Beh [122]. For the model we retained 4 main fishproduction systems: (1) ponds with waste-fed fish, (2) ponds with (partially) pelletfed fish, (3) fish raised in the ditches of fruit-oriented IAAS (ditch–dike), and (4)
rice–fish systems.
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Figure 3.9. Main feed resources of fish production systems in the alluvial fresh water delta
and the uplands of the Vietnamese Mekong Delta [17].
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3.3.2. Fuzzy logic modelling
The first step in the fuzzy logic modelling of farmers’ decision-making was to build
a fuzzy simulation model based on a set of input variables that reflected farmers’
reasoning and output variables representing the causality of farmers’ decisions. This
preliminary model was limited to simulating the frequency distribution of fish
production systems in the delta and the uplands of the MD. Five alternative
modelled outputs were considered: no fish, and the four fish-production systems
mentioned above.
The input variables
The potential constraints to the expansion of aquaculture mentioned by the farmers
were know-how, water, capital, labour and three land-related factors (Figure 3.7). In
the model, these constraints were each represented by one parameter calculated
from several variables. Next to these constraints the model considered the effect of
market prices and of the farmers’ willingness to change.
The farmers’ reference frame [114] was used as a proxy for the farmers’
willingness to change and for the know-how of farmers. This reference frame was
based on four variables that we assumed determined farmers’ decisions: (1) the
psychological attachment to the rice field, (2) educational level, (3) number of
children, and (4) age. The psychological attachment to rice as a key to food security was
represented by a value of –1 if the farmers had increased rice production for
domestic consumption or expressed an interest in doing so, and by +1 if they had
not. Education was rated from 0 to 5, where 0 represented no schooling and 5 a
college education. The two variables most determining changes in the IAAS during
the four stages of the household life-cycle were the number of children and age. The
number of children was counted as real numbers and age implemented as: (10/age).
The availability of water for a pond depends on proximity to a waterway or
source of surface water or groundwater, the soil water retention quality, and water
level management options. These factors were also reflected in farmers’ land use, as
improved water management possibilities enhanced multi-cropping and high-value
fruit orchards [19]. The index for water was therefore derived from a land quality
index (LQI). The land suitability was classified into a LQI of nine classes, with land
suitable for the most intensive production being assigned to class 1 and the
extremely acid sulphate soils being assigned to class 9 (Acid sulphate soils also
make fish production difficult if drainage possibilities are limited.) Homesteads
consisting solely of an area with a house and farm buildings were classified as 10. In
practise it meant that the linguistic values for Water were: good if water was easily
available all year after pond excavation, acceptable if water was available most of the
year, and poor if access to water was difficult even in the wet season.
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The availability of land for a fish pond was related to the homestead area and
upland fields where LQI < 6, and to the number of lowland irrigated rice crops per
year near the homestead. Irrigated land was taken into account only if the distance
to the homestead was less than 400 m and if LQI < 3.
Regarding labour, farmers most frequently mentioned the availability of family
labour in a specific age category as the factor that determined production changes
or innovations [19]. The index for labour was derived from the weighted number of
family members in the age categories: adult –0.25 × non-working + 0.5 × youngster +
0.75 × elder. In the model the availability of capital was assumed to depend on the
capacity to save and on the access to credit. The capacity to accumulate savings
depends partly on income, which was related to the total area of land (rho = 0.43;
see [19]). Access to bank credit depends on the area of land with a red or green
certificate, and on family-owned equipment or on other assets. Combining both
these considerations, the index for capital availability was derived from the area of
land with red and green certificates, with the area with a green certificate counting
for half. It should be noted that this ignored the frequent accessing of credit from
relatives – for which no collateral was required – and from traders for inputs like
fertilizer and feed.
The farm-gate prices of fish, fruit and rice were expressed as price indices with
values ranging from 0 to 1. A value of 0.1 was assigned when a low relative price
was an argument for changing the farming system, 0.9 when a high price level was
an argument for changing practises and 0.5 when the price was stable during the
period of the change. When the product price was not important enough to induce
changes in the farming system, a neutral value in the fuzzy inference system was
used.
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Performance and analysis of the fuzzy model
The preliminary fuzzy model for farmers’ decision-making predicted the
number of farmers raising fish reasonably accurately, but the simulation of the
frequency distribution of fish production systems in the MD was less satisfactory
(Figure 3.10). The fuzzy simulation predicted that 62 of the 144 farmers would not
raise fish. The actual number was 57, an accuracy of 91% for predicting whether a
farmer does or does not raise fish. In calculating the error, 4% were missed
positives, i.e., farmers who had implemented the system but were not as such
identified, and 5% were the missed negatives, i.e., farmers who were not
implementers but could have been according to the rules of the model.
Table 3.1. Cross-tabulation rates in percentages for individual cases of observed and
estimated fish production systems.
Observed cases
Estimated cases
Total
No fish
Other
No fish
37
3
40
Other
7
53
60
Total
44
56
100
Waste-fed
Other
Waste-fed
32
16
48
Other
10
42
52
Total
42
58
100
Ditch–dike
Other
Ditch–dike
6
10
16
Other
12
72
84
Total
18
82
100
Rice–fish
Other
Rice–fish
0
4
4
Other
5
91
96
Total
5
95
100
Intensive
Other
Intensive
1
10
11
Other
15
74
89
Total
16
84
100

The prediction of the choice for a specific fish production system was less
accurate. The simulation underestimated the number of waste-fed ponds in the
delta by about 15% and overestimated their number in the uplands by about 40%.
The number of ponds in ditch–dike systems was overestimated in general by about
50%, mostly due to a large overestimation for uplands. The frequency of pellet-fed
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ponds was generally overestimated by 40%; the underestimation for the upland was
smaller than the overestimation for the delta.
The model’s success rate in classifying individual farmers according to their
fish production system was below 50% (Table 3.1). The model specifically failed to
predict the few individual farmers who adopted rice–fish or intensive pellet-fed fish
production systems. This indicates that the rules predicting these systems should be
evaluated further in order to improve the model’s performance.
The numbers of rules in the FISs for estimating the production levels of fish,
fruit and rice were 27, 21 and 34, respectively, and the rule base for the fish
production system contained 384 rules (see e.g. the rule base for fish in Table 3.2).
An analysis of the rules that were most decisive for the classification revealed that
for raising fish or planting fruit trees, low capital availability was a constraint and an
acceptable market price a condition. However, these factors did not prove
important for decisions to grow rice [19]. Poor availability of water was a constraint
to starting fish or fruit activities, but poor access to land did not restrict fish
farming, though it did limit the growing of rice or fruit trees.
Table 3.2. The list of the applied rules for the Fuzzy Inference Systems in the first layer of
the decision model determining the likelihood of fish farming (FF).
'if W is bad, then FF is bad';
'if W is fine and L is fine and C is low, then FF is bad';
'if W is fine and L is fine and C is fine and M is fine and P is fine, then FF is fine';
'if W is fine and L is fine and C is fine and M is fine and P is good, then FF is good';
'if W is fine and L is fine and C is fine and M is good and P is fine, then FF is fine';
'if W is fine and L is fine and C is fine and M is good and P is good, then FF is good';
'if W is fine and L is fine and C is good and M is fine and P is fine, then FF is fine';
'if W is fine and L is fine and C is good and M is fine and P is good, then FF is good';
'if W is fine and L is fine and C is good and M is good and P is fine, then FF is fine';
'if W is fine and L is fine and C is good and M is good and P is good, then FF is good';
'if W is fine and L is bad and C is good, then FF is fine';
'if W is good and L is bad, then FF is good';
'if W is good and L is fine and C is fine, then FF is good';
'if W is good and L is fine and C is good, then FF is good';
'if W is good and L is good, then FF is good';
Key: W=water; L=land; C=capital; M=labour; P=fish market. fine = acceptable

In order to elicit the farmers’ reasons for integrating complementary
production components into their farming system and further develop IAAS, the
model needs to be extended. We think of at least four adjustments:
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The number of waste-fed ponds in the uplands was overestimated because
the religious taboo on using manure as feed was not considered. Besides, both the
underestimation of waste-fed ponds in the delta and the overestimation of pelletfed ponds might be explained by farmer preference for pig-fattening concentrates
and subsequent use of the manure to fertilize the ponds. These aspects can
probably be accounted for by inserting the variable Farmers’ reference frame in the FIS
for each product separately.
The use of a three-level scale for subsistence rice production preferences
hardly affected the variable for the farmers’ reference frame. It would be better to
rate farmers’ preferences on a scale of 1–5: very high, high, medium, low, and very
low. The price index for changes in the fish production system apparently
performed well. However, it strongly directed the simulation results and did not
capture commodity market price fluctuations. To address this, the model
simulations could be repeated with different price levels.
The fuzzy model overestimated the likelihood of ditch–dike systems in the
uplands, possibly because of the favourable conditions therefore fruit production.
In fact, most farmers raising fish in the uplands have insufficient water to create
ditch–dike systems and do not need drainage canals or dikes to avoid waterlogging
of the land on which fruit trees are grown. The fruit trees varied between the
uplands and the delta: mango trees predominated in the uplands, but longan
(Euphoria longan) and citrus were common in the delta [121]. To address this
discrepancy, different factor demands related to the type of product should be
included in the model.

3.4. Discussion and conclusions
In Vietnam, small scale IAAS seem a logical starting point for the development of a
socially, ecologically and financially sustainable agriculture on family farms lacking
resources or with few opportunities outside agriculture. In view of the abundant
rice production, with low and stable prices, and guaranteed family food security,
rural households engaged in other farm activities to earn cash. Most farmers in the
MD produce fish to improve their livelihoods and to diversify their sources of food
and cash income. In the delta, where ponds were often available for other reasons
and ditches became available when farmers started growing fruit trees, fish make
efficient use of resources and waste from other land-use components of the family
farm. This is reflected in the high frequency of waste-fed systems. Those promoting
aquaculture improvements in Vietnam through the widespread adoption of
innovations need to appreciate the role of fish in recycling waste [25]. The
overestimation of the frequency for the ditch–dike and waste-fed systems in the
hills might also indicate that aquaculture has the potential for further expansion.
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While farmers in the uplands of North Vietnam cope with temporal water
shortages by producing fish in short seasonal rain-fed cycles [21], many of the
upland farmers in our sample still believe that aquaculture is only feasible in the
delta, where water is available all year round.
Fuzzy logic modelling enabled us to satisfactorily simulate the decision
whether a farmer does raise fish or not. However, for some systems the individual
classification rate of farmers and the frequency distribution in the delta or uplands
were unsatisfactory. The simulation of the spatial dynamics of land use in the
Philippines yielded a satisfactory fit, varying between 65% and 85% [159]. We
obtained an average fit of 91% for the decision to raise or not to raise fish, but an
error of about 400% for the ditch–dike system in the hills. The error is relative,
given that Nhan et al. [110] have estimated that only one quarter of the available
ditch–dike systems in the delta are effectively used for raising fish for market
purposes; i.e., the ditch–dike systems are available but farmers do not stock fish.
Psychologists consider that people’s decisions are the outcome of complex and
unobservable mental processes that researchers are still trying to elucidate [77]. This
is probably also reflected in the low individual classification rate for e.g. the
infrequent rice–fish system: many farmers may have conditions suitable for the
rice–fish system but only a few are actually using it, and we were unable to simulate
their reasoning with the present rule base and decision model. The rule base and
the data sets used were rudimentary and have scope for improvement in terms of
individual farmer knowledge and experience; this should reduce errors and increase
the classification rate. Moreover, though using composed variables allowed a simple
simulation model to be developed; this may have dramatically decreased the fuzzy
character of the reasoning.
We made this fuzzy model to simulate farmer decision-making about adopting
four aquaculture systems in the Vietnamese part of the Mekong Delta. Whether a
fuzzy logic model can be used to explore the possibilities of fish production in
other regions can be discussed only after the simulation has been refined by
replacing the composed variables with a third level of FISs, including more factors
for each product, and specifying additional rules for the farmers’ reference frame.
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Abstract
The scientific literature describing expert-driven fuzzy logic models that simulate
human decision-making rarely gives details on the methodology applied. This paper
describes a methodological framework of ten steps for which the main data sources
are individual expert’s drives, motives and context. To test the approach we
simulated decision-making on the composition of mixed farming systems in the
Mekong Delta, Vietnam.
Except for model implementation, the steps were recursive, implying that
during the development process it may be necessary to return to earlier steps. The
model conceptualisation, selection of variables, model structuring, definition of
linguistic values and membership functions were essentially based on approaches
from the socio-technical regime analysis and the livelihood asset framework, using a
small sample. A larger sample was used to augment the database for training and
validation. The minimum sample size should depend on the frequency of the
individual events within the problem area: the fewer the events the larger the
sample size needed.
The resulting fuzzy logic model consists of a transparent hierarchical tree
architecture composed of several fuzzy inference systems in three layers. In order
to obtain the desired degree of sensitivity to each of the variables, it was necessary
to have up to five linguistic values for some of the input variables and the output
variables in the intermediate layers of the HFS. The hierarchical model structure of
several fuzzy inference sub-systems mimicked human decision-making, limited
complexity and was transparent. This may allow the stakeholder to be involved in
developing a user-friendly decision-support tool, which requires an 11th step.
Key words:
Fuzzy models, Expert systems, Decision-making, Agriculture, Aquaculture.
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4.

A methodology for designing fuzzy logic models to simulate
farmers' decisions on integrated agriculture–aquaculture
systems

4.1. Introduction
Sustainable development in agriculture can be enhanced by technology, context and
social factors. Decision-making (DM) on innovations that involve several actors
with different motives and drives, usually entails considering multiple criteria.
Whereas most mathematical models that simulate agricultural development are
based upon the paradigm of utility maximisation [9, 144, 154], recent approaches in
rural development consider farmers to be the major actors in shaping the
development trajectory [92]. Human DM is a complex, imperfectly understood
phenomenon, but is certainly much more than just utility maximisation [59, 123,
155]. In a recent overview of crop–livestock simulation models it was recognised,
for example, that the household’s stage of development and its effect on strategic
DM have not been sufficiently considered in model development [154]. In this
chapter we take up the challenge of simulating human DM, as alternative models
are needed to mimic the DM process for the development of sound decisionsupport tools.
In this context, fuzzy multiple-attribute models are considered an alternative
to the multiple-attribute utility theory [56]. Fuzzy set theory [169] allows computing
with words and can provide a more powerful tool for modelling complex human
reasoning than classical multiple-goal linear programming models [158]. Fuzzy
logic models (FLMs) allow multiple truth’ values (in contrast to the Boolean (0-1)
logic), can better mimic the ways humans argue, and are able to manipulate
knowledge, as well as quantitative and qualitative information by using fuzzy
linguistic values defined by gradual functions. Moreover, FLMs allow DM in the
case of incomplete information, enable difficult problems to be handled more
efficiently than conventional methods, and can deal with interdependence between
variables and conflicts of interest [29]. FLMs have become popular in technical
systems, e.g. machine control, but a considerable number of applications have also
been reported in human DM, including for the evaluation of sustainable agricultural
development [13]. FLM applications based on expert systems (ESs) have evolved
since the mid-1960 [88]; in the latter reference 165 published articles were reviewed,
six of which relating to rule based and knowledge-based ESs in agriculture. Since
1960, some 30 papers in the journal “Computers and Electronics in Agriculture” and
some 20 papers in “Agricultural Systems” have referred to approaches based on fuzzy
logic; five of these papers were cited by Liao [88]. The fuzzy approach is more
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popular in the related field covered by “Ecological Modelling”: some of the 80 papers
on the topic in this journal are closely related to agriculture. A few of those papers
are related to control [165] and decision-support in agriculture [10, 38, 55, 66, 78,
81, 96, 106, 116, 117, 126, 153]; most focus on knowledge acquisition or system
analysis. Sicat et al. [146] have demonstrated that farmers knowledge classifies soils
appropriately when fuzzy logic is used. Earlier, other authors used expert
statements to generate ESs for decision support [10] and compared models based
on fuzzy rules and on production functions [160]. With the exception of the last
three references mentioned above, the methods section of these papers have not
focussed on the systematic approach to represent DM and none of the papers has
discussed the inclusion of human reasoning in the ESs.
The theoretical and mathematical aspects of expert systems in relation to
fuzzy set theory, have been presented by Zimmermann [172], who is one of the
authors to mention the design of expert-based FLM – though usually without a
detailed overview of the various steps and the available options in relation to
modelling human DM. A recent text book of about 500 pages [82], for example,
dedicated only five pages to expert systems and was not specific on the design
procedures; neither were these specified in a scientific overview [167]. We have also
observed that most applications are still found in the area of control engineering
and, in other cases, there are difficulties preventing farmers’ social motives for DM
to be integrated successfully in FLMs [49, 154]. At the same time, there seems to
be a need for DM models that are based on a sound methodologically, especially in
cases where human expert knowledge is the only available data source. In addition,
in most cases a data-mining approach is part of the development process, assuming
either that large data sets of several thousands cases are available through
acquisition or experimentation [52], or that the system can be described by a
restricted number of variables and rules using neuro-fuzzy approaches [82, page
359]. However, acquiring huge datasets on agricultural innovation is laborious and
disturbing for the interviewees, and the largest known in relation to tropical
countries are limited to 300 cases collected for a period of five years. To our
knowledge, the existing databases do not include social motives. Based on these
observations and assumptions, the main objective of this chapter is to describe a
methodology for expert-driven development of FLMs simulating decision-making
in which human drives and motives are key components. Reference will be made to
alternative data-driven approaches.
In the following section, we will describe such a methodology consisting of 10
steps while considering the various options and possible choices. In the third
section we present our practical experience of applying the approach when
simulating the composition of mixed farming systems in the Mekong Delta,
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Vietnam. In the fourth section we evaluate some aspects of the proposed
methodology and we state our main conclusions.

4.2. Including individual motives into fuzzy logic models
The kernel of the FLM we refer to is a fuzzy inference system having four modules
to identify a crisp output value for a given set of input values (Chapter 1, Figure
1.2). These four modules perform the following three tasks: (1) fuzzification of
crisp input values, (2) fuzzy inference using a rule base of ‘if–then’ rules and
membership functions, and (3) defuzzification into a crisp output value.
The scientific literature provides several descriptions of the procedures needed
to develop FLMs, but authors indicate different main stages and focus on their field
of interest. For example, Babuska [7] indicated three stages to construct FMs, in
brief: choose the fuzzy inference system; choose mathematical operators; develop
rules and membership functions (MFs). For modelling ecosystems, Salski [141]
extended this three-stage approach with determination of model structure,
calibration and validation. The procedure for developing FLM control applications
proposed by Emami et al. [52] is separated into three stages which are subsequently
specified. (1) The determination of the reasoning mechanism refers to choosing the
mathematical operators of the inference system. (2a) The identification of the
system’s structure needs input selection, definition of input MFs, rule generation
and definition of output MFs. (2b) The identification of the systems’ parameters
includes two steps: tuning the MFs and adjusting the inference parameters. (3) The
modelling part includes four steps: definition of the experimental set-up, definition
of test plan and data acquisition, data processing and data selection, and
comparison with the analytical model. The various steps of this three-stage
approach are partly an extension of the seven stages described by Jang et al. [76],
who also distinguish the following three that were not considered specifically in the
nine steps of Emami et al. [52]: determine the linguistic terms associated with each
variable; design a collection of fuzzy ‘if–then’ rules and check the model’s validity.
Some of those approaches are not detailed, and others are incomplete; some do not
mention the recursive nature of model development and while mentioning the
others are not specific on the feedback loops that are needed in practise. In light of
the above, we describe a 10-step approach and specify the reasons for the feedback
loops in the development process (Figure 4.1).
Below, in the first paragraph on each step we briefly describe the step and its
goal or the resulting state in the modelling process, and in the following paragraph
we describe the corresponding activities to be performed and the reasons for
feedback known beforehand. We included the decisions on the reasoning
mechanism in the implementation step.
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Figure 4.1. The 10 steps proposed for the development of a fuzzy-logic model of social decision-making (DM) with (left) the goal
of each step, (centre) the activities to be performed and (right) the goal or the resulting state in the modelling process.
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4.2.1. Conceptualisation of the DM problem
In order to model an individual problem in a real-world, ill-structured, decision
environment, an analysis must be performed according to a well-defined objective
[86]. This step, can be considered identical to the problem analysis or
conceptualisation as described extensively for company acquisition [101] and to the
definition of experimental set-up for the design of the control systems [52]. The
goal of this analysis is to conceptualise the DM problem, i.e., to describe the types
of decisions to be simulated and the specific domain for which the DM model is
supposed to hold, while taking account of the relevant stakeholders. This includes
the assemblage of concepts that the actors in the DM process use in their
reasoning, which is presumed to be context- and actor-specific [93]. The analysis
should deliver information that enables the selection of relevant input and output
variables and the identification of the structure of the system, i.e., expert knowledge
in the form of patterns of causes and consequences and the heuristics relating them
[63].
Thus to make the DM processes explicit, we need to identify the stakeholders’
personal context, their options, choices and general ways of reasoning. The
conceptualisation can be done through literature study, domain expert consultation,
actor identification, collection of qualitative and quantitative information,
stakeholder consultation, and – if large dataset are available –statistical analysis. The
information needed can be collected by observing and interviewing actors in the
field. To be able to design a generic model, information needs to be collected in a
range of contexts, and the methods for sampling, data collection, and analysis need
to be standardised. Social scientists studying rural development and technology
adoption use, among others, the socio-technical regime analysis [71] and
technographic studies [133], both based on semi-open interviews. The analysis of
the socio-technical regime considers e.g. the embedding of technology in society,
the agency of stakeholders and institutions, the chaotic trajectories of technology
development, the information networks, and the farmer’s reference frame.

4.2.2. Selection of input and output variables
The goal of the second step is to define the variables of the input–output model, in
which the domain of the output variable(s) describes the possible outcomes of the
decision and the domain of the input variables describes the possible values that the
input variables can take. The identified variables must be operational, i.e. possible
to qualify as a linguistic value or to quantify with a crisp value. Together they
determine the decision: O = f ( I ), where O is usually a one-dimensional decision
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variable having a discrete (finite) number of possible decision values and I is a
multi-dimensional input vector.
Using the results of the first step, the relevant DM factors and their
relationships need to be identified, bearing in mind the modelling goals. In
agreement with Emami et al. [52], the output categories are defined first, because
input variables are relevant in relation to the outputs. The input variables can be
derived through knowledge elicitation or in the exceptional case of a large dataset
being available, through data mining. Feature extraction is needed to make e.g. the
motivational variables operational. Knowledge is elicited using domain experts,
who may use a variety of IT tools – though the knowledge acquired remains
subjective [5]. In our proposed approach the data can be used for statistical analysis
or data-driven learning as a feedback after composing the database. For social DM,
the input variables can be identified through correlations using statistical analysis
and through elicitation of causalities using theories on e.g. the classical economic
production factors, human behaviour [123, 132], farm management styles [12], and
rural livelihood analysis [2].

4.2.3. Identification of the structure of the fuzzy system
The goal of this step is to identify an FLM structure that mimics the decisionmaking process. The process is composed of a large number of input and output
variables and its domains have a high number of clauses. Models of such processes
are exposed to the curse of dimensionality – i.e. when the variables become very
numerous, the number of rules needed increases exponentially [145]. The
proliferation of rules can be managed by reducing complexity: decomposing the
FLM, simplifying the rule base, and reducing dimensionality (ibid.).
To develop generic ESs, the structure is identified by eliciting the experts’
reasoning, the aim being to design a structure that presumably mimics the DM
process and is logic-based and knowledge-transparent [140]. Experts in panels may
have diametrically different opinions on how to structure the FLM; in such cases,
one might consider developing a multi-fuzzy model where the final decision is
made using a weighted voting procedure [6]. Structure identification can lead to
clustering of variables but also to the decomposition of features making it necessary
to collect supplementary information. If the structure is unsatisfactory, it may be
worthwhile either using a data-driven approach, in order to identify the most
straightforward and simple structure [28], or to using pruning procedures [70, page
270]. Straightforward data-driven approaches bring the risk of neglecting decisionmaking pathways and reducing transparency, especially when the databases are
small [65]. On the basis of the experience with neural networks [60], it is advisable
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to deal with complex systems by decomposing them, by choosing an overarching
structure of various FISs before data-mining.
As human DM is frequently analysed and guided with hierarchical decisiontrees, the natural choice is to use a hierarchical fuzzy system (HFS). Its transparency
is one of the reasons the hierarchical tree is the basic tool for problem analysis in
the Logical Framework Approach used in development cooperation [e.g. 113].
HFSs have three advantages for modelling real-world problems: interpretability,
accuracy, and dimensionality reduction. HFSs are superior to the standard FLM in
overcoming the curse of dimensionality, as they decompose the extensive rule base
into smaller decision matrixes that are easier to compose without errors [85, 87, 91,
171, 173]. The use of a HFS may significantly reduce the number of rules needed
[87].

4.2.4. Determination of the linguistic term sets
FLMs deal with expert opinions through a natural language interface for the
variables [168]. Zadeh [170] introduced the following notions as possibilities for the
fuzzy representation of the variables: fuzzy linguistic truth values, fuzzy predicates
and predicate modifiers, fuzzy quantifiers, and fuzzy probabilities. The goal is to
define for each input and output variable (defined in steps 2 and 3), a
corresponding linguistic term set. To maintain the interpretability of the FLM, the
linguistic term sets need to be in line with the conceptualisation performed in first
step.
The choice of the linguistic terms of input and output features can be based
either on standards (in industry e.g. to various degrees of heating in a washing
machine in relation to the water fill and temperature needed), or to be left to
domain experts so that the model users, e.g. managers or policy makers, are able to
interpret [101]. Using multiple predicates and modifiers increases the complexity of
FLMs, but this can be solved by superposing proximate MFs to reduce the number
of linguistic values: this is especially needed after data-mining [145]. In order to be
able to decide on the number of linguistic values, it may be necessary to collect
more information.

4.2.5. Determination of the membership functions
In this step, the fuzzy character of the linguistic expressions of both the input and
output variables is defined in terms of membership functions (MFs). The results of
this step are parameterised MFs representing the initial, prototypical tendencies in
the universe of discourse of each of the variables. In general the span of the MFs
should cover the data dispersion [101]. The type of function chosen depends on the
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procedures of parameter identification and the character of the variable. Smooth
functions, e.g. Gaussian, are required for the automated determination of
parameters by data-based gradient descent learning [e.g. 53] and for the automated
fine-tuning [67]. Moreover, smooth functions reduce the model’s sensitivity, i.e.
increase the overlap of the membership functions and thus the model’s fuzzy
character [172].
For ESs, the fuzzy partition should be based on the distribution and
characteristics of the data itself and/or on automated methods based on
unsupervised clustering [65]. Medasania et al. [103] give an overview of automated
membership generation techniques. Recently others have described the transition
interval estimation method [42] and direct measurement by experts [157]. For
manual procedures, as we propose, MFs can be chosen from available libraries of
specialised software and initial values of parameters can be determined by trial and
error, using e.g. medians or quartiles of the data as a starting point. For each
variable, the aggregated surface area of the MFs has to cover the space of discourse
of the graph. If the final MFs cover almost the same area in the universe of
discourse, the related linguistic values may be matched and redefined.

4.2.6. Construction of a collection of fuzzy if–then rules
The goal of this step is the definition of a rule base, i.e. a collection of the fuzzy ‘if–
then’ rules, specifying the prototypical behaviour of the system under study. A
typical fuzzy ‘if–then’ rule is composed as follows: ‘If x is A and y is B and … then z
is C ’. A rule should be deductively adequate, i.e. the expression must allow itself to
be solved by inference; if the representation is too expressive it will be more
difficult to focus the inference [8]. Important properties of rule bases are
completeness, consistency and non-redundancy, as well as simplicity. Simplicity or
compactness refers to the number of rules and the number of variables in the rules
and when the systems are complex, might be at odds with completeness and
consistency. Although FLMs can deal with incompleteness and inconsistency of the
ES through its fuzzy reasoning mechanism, in most cases experts intend to be
complete.
Composing a complete rule base of complex problems might be beyond the
experts’ capacity, especially as our understanding of the real world is incomplete
[57]. However, experts tend to be rational and might not reveal inconsistency even
though it exist in reality [162]. On the other hand, one might also have to deal with
inconsistency between multiple experts; one way of solving this is through fuzzy
evaluation [42]. Data-driven approaches tend to reveal restricted rule bases, but if
the original database has a limited scale, the rule base might be incomplete. It was
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for that reason that Guillaume and Magdalena [65] proposed an integrative method
to design compact and non-redundant, but consistent, rule bases.
A fuzzy rule base base for ESs can be composed directly by domain experts
[e.g. 117], derived from experts’ opinions or panels [chapter 5 in: 41], or derived by
data-mining [e.g. 74]. In principle, fieldwork should reveal all prototypical cases, the
rule base defined by domain experts should contain all relevant rules, and the rules
should be checked by stakeholders in a participatory process. To simplify the rule
base it is preferable to limit the number of alternative rules, e.g. by using
constraints. Successful data-mining requires a large database, as if smaller databases
are used exceptional cases may be missed. All methods of rule base composition
can lead to redundant rules, but these can be pruned by means of automated
procedures. In relation to agricultural development, we are especially interested in
the few individuals who are innovators [47], and therefore all prototypical cases
need to be included. If after adjusting membership parameters during training (see
2.9) some prototypical cases are not revealed among the consequences, the rule
bases should be adjusted. The final rule base will be achieved after model validation
when non-firing rules can be eliminated (see 2.10).

4.2.7. Database composition
Databases of cases relating to the models objective are needed to train and validate
a model (see 4.2.9 and 4.2.10). The database should be large enough to train and to
validate the rule based system. Separate databases can also be used for training and
for validation (see 4.2.10). As a result, the variables for each individual case in the
sample are concretised through data. Either the identified variables must be
operational, or operational features need to be extracted or processed. A
preliminary set of data may have been collected for the problem analysis; if a small
sample was used, more cases need to be identified and more data collected.
Four phases are distinguishable in the composition of a database: sampling,
data collection, data cleaning and data pre-processing. Pre-processing might be
needed after model simplification or to make the collected data congruent with the
linguistic reasoning. Processing refers specifically to calculating one variable from
several primary factors; feature extraction refers e.g. to the classifications on the
basis of available information (see 4.3.7). Data for technical applications are often
collected during experiments; data for ESs can be collected from long-term records,
expert panels, observations or interviews. Collecting data from experts can be a
laborious process, which is also an imposition if it does not benefit to the
interviewed experts directly. Therefore most studies on social change and adoption
of innovations in rural agriculture use small samples, such as we propose for the
conceptualisation. In the latter case, for the training and validation of the model
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supplementary cases need to be identified and complementary data collected at any
time between the selection of the variables and the implementation of the model.

4.2.8. Implementation
As well as the choice of software, the implementation involves choosing the fuzzy
inference system, the type of t-norm to calculate the degree of membership, and
the type of t-conorm to determine the combined degree of fulfilment for each rule
(Chapter 3, Figure 3.2). Determining the combined degree of fulfilment, or firing
strength, stands for truncating the section of the output’s membership function
that represents the space of discourse occupied by the specific rule’s output. The
goal is to identify an inference system that maintains both the transparency and the
uncertainty of the reasoning in the intermediate layers of the HFS.
Two main types of FIS are available for the reasoning mechanism of the
inference: Mamdani and Takagi–Sugeno–Kang (TSK) models [76]. TSK models are
very appropriate for use in data-driven procedures (ibid.) and are mainly used in
direct control applications and simplified models [82, page 128]. TSK models
deliver a crisp output for each set of rules, which is a disadvantage if one wants to
use the fuzzy outputs at the intermediate layers of HFS to maintain the advantage
of dealing with uncertainty, and at the final stage to check the model’s sensitivity.
Mamdani fuzzy models are popular in low-level direct control but also very
appropriate for high-level hierarchical control systems and ESs (ibid.).
In fuzzy inference, the degree of compatibility (μ) of each variable with rule
antecedent is computed (Figure 2). Then, the degrees of compatibility are
combined into a degree of fulfilment of the rules. The combined degree of
fulfilment is calculated using a t-norm (β ). One of the following four methods can
be used to compute the degree of fulfilment: minimum, algebraic product, bounded
product and drastic product. Both Zimmermann [173] and Bellman & Giertz [11]
consider the min-operator a natural choice for the inference of rules and MFs
related to fuzzy ‘and ’ rules. Subsequently, in Mamdani, t-conorms are used to
calculate the firing strength of the aggregated set of rules. The degree to which the
combined rules are fulfilled is mostly calculated by taking the union of the rules
output using the maximum operator, after which the fuzzy output may be decoded.
Methods used to defuzzify or decode the fuzzy output in a crisp decision are the
calculation of centroid of the area, bisector of area (centre of gravity), and mean,
smallest or largest of maximum [76], of which the most popular are the centroid of
area and the centre of gravity.
Various software programs are available for the implementation of fuzzy logic
inference procedures, especially when using data-mining and learning. Libraries
with functions are not widely available for implementing FLMs in spreadsheets or
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programming languages. The fuzzy logic toolbox of the software we used
overcomes these limitations and has good visualisation tools [99]. Before
proceeding with the next step, calibration and fine-tuning, it is advisable to check
that there are no mistakes in the database, the rule base or in other aspects of the
model [152].

4.2.9. Calibration and fine-tuning
Model calibration or training is needed to fit the model, i.e. to obtain an optimal fit
between the model estimates and the result of the decision-making process being
studied, represented by an original dataset. Model training is done through
calibration and fine-tuning – either manually or automatically. In this step
automated training does not change the rule base; adjusting the rule base is part of
the manual training procedure. Automated training mostly uses algorithms to
reduce the error rate by adjusting the parameters of the MFs in subsequent
iterations. Automated procedures have also been proposed for fine-tuning [67]. For
manual calibration and fine-tuning, face validity is checked after each subsequent
model run, by comparing the model output against the real-world outcome [148].
To optimise the fit, the parameterised MFs and the rules are adjusted [76].
Manual calibration entails running the model on a training dataset (see 4.2.10)
for a range of values for all variables, checking on face validity, and then is adjusting
and checking the model. In FLM, optimal membership of the linguistic functions is
also determined through fine-tuning, i.e. by adjusting of the model to maximise fit
for individual cases. The model can be manually adjusted vis-à-vis the rules, the
number of linguistic values, and the parameters of the MFs at all layers of the HFS.
The procedures are repeated until a satisfactory fit is obtained, i.e. until the face
validity of the model output and calibration data is optimal. The model’s
performance may be checked using classification rates and sensitivity analysis (see
4.2.10) and further improvements implemented before proceeding with validation.

4.2.10. Validation and performance assessment
In addition to face validation, Sorensen [148] distinguished validation and
operational validation, also called testing; the goal of both is to confirm the model’s
accuracy. Validation is the process of determining that the model developed
through training performs similarly when applied to a comparable database.
Operational validation refers to testing the model in real-world situations or in
repeated experiments. Models intended for decision support should be tested on
the future users. Sensitivity analysis is considered necessary before deciding on the
model’s fitness for general applicability [152]. However, as the automated methods
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of sensitivity analysis that fit non-linear, non-monotonic models are considered to
be not interpretable by the model-users [130], we used another method.
In simulation, soft computing, and machine learning, the results of training are
usually validated against another, but comparable, dataset for the first validation.
For testing, the model needs to be run on another dataset. If only one database is
available, it can be split into separate datasets for training, validation and testing
[70]. The validation set is used to confirm the model’s accuracy while the test set is
used to determine its fidelity of the model. A typical division is 50%, 25%, and 25%
respectively (ibid.), but a training data set may contain between 50% to 90% of the
original dataset, depending on the total sample size. The testing of models
supporting decision-making should involve the main stakeholders, farmers and
policy-makers, in a participatory process. To support validation and testing, the
model’s performance is assessed using sensitivity analysis, and errors or individual
classification rates (ICR). In the case of modelling farmers’ DM, the ICR of the
positives is the quotient of the confirmed number of farmers practising a specific
activity on the actual number of farmers practising this activity; the ICR of the
negatives is identical but is for non-practising farmers (see 3.10). The overall ICR
calculates the rate of all confirmed cases on the total number of cases.
The objectives of a sensitivity analysis are to assess the effects of (small) input
changes on the output (data used for model calibration, and to inform the user),
and to determine the optimal space of the parameter for future calibration studies
[4]. Data can be obtained by running the model several times for a range of values
for the crucial variables. We transposed the series of results for each variable into
an MS-Excel® spreadsheet [45] to calculate the first derivatives. The first
derivatives were averaged and presented as a percentage indicating the relative
sensitivity of the output to a specific input variable. If validation or operational
validation does not give satisfactory results, one should return to the process of
calibration, including adjustment of rules, linguistic values and membership
functions’ parameters. If validation and testing produce satisfactory results, nonfiring rules should be eliminated from the rule base and the validation procedure
should be subsequently confirmed.

4.3. Applying the approach for decisions on farm composition
In the following sections we describe the application of the framework for
modelling DM on farm composition in the Mekong Delta (MD). We located our
case in Vietnam because contrary to the global trend of specialisation, here the
family farms have diversified. As our objective was also to assess the role of
motives other than economic utility, we opted for a minimum sample size and
manual model development.
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4.3.1. Conceptualisation of farmers’ decision-making
The problem assessment consisted of four phases: literature study, conversations
with domain experts to assess the general history of integrated agriculture–
aquaculture farming systems (IAAS) in the MD, a field study to collect information
for assessing farmers’ motivations (see 3.7), and a data analysis. As the goal was to
assess farmers’ motives and drives to diversify the activities in their family farm, we
used methods of socio-technical regimes analysis of rural livelihoods [112], on a
limited number of farmers.
The first step of the interview was to draw a farm map, after a walk through
the homestead and its neighbouring fields, together with the farmer. After testing
the interview procedures we decided to collect data on 10 farm activities and offfarm labour. To assess the variables relevant for the DM we used the framework of
rural livelihoods assets considering natural, physical, human, financial and social
assets [31].

4.3.2. Selection of input and output variables
In line with the objective of our study, the output variables for the model were the
10 main farm components. The semi-open interviews on the changes in farm
composition and the data analysis revealed constraints, drives and motives for
choosing one or more of these activities. For each of these factors, operational
variables were identified (left-hand side of Figure 4.2). For the factor ‘land’ we had
to consider three categories: homestead, upland, and irrigated land, each supporting
different activities of the Vietnamese farmers.
The correlation analyses on the completed database revealed that the farm
diversification and component integration were affected by various farmers’
motives and drives [19]. The effective integration of farm components related to six
variables, among which the farmer’s motivation to integrate. The latter motivation
can be made operational by asking individual farmers to rate the importance of
integration, or by an index of integration representing the number of flows between
the farm’s components. We extracted the index of integration by counting the
flows on the farm map [20].
The farmers’ opinions confirmed the results known from the literature [110,
121] on the variables influencing the economic opportunity to practise a
component. The attitude towards risk was extracted from the information collected
[20], but can also be quantified using valuation methods [22]. However, the level of
know-how on an activity also influenced the decision whether or not to practise a
component. The livelihood analysis revealed that the farmers’ preference of having
their own rice-field to guarantee food security affected their decisions with regard
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to land-uses other than rice. Supplementary data collection was needed to make
both these variables operational: a first feedback loop.

4.3.3. Identification of the hierarchical structure of fuzzy inference systems
The modeller decomposed the farmers’ reasoning characterised by the identified
variables. The open interviews revealed that the farmer can perform an activity if
none of the production factors is constraining and if the opportunity for the
product is promising. Most of these features are determined by several variables. If
both the factors and opportunity for a product are favourable the farmer may
decide to practise the component if he is motivated to do so. This leads to a
hierarchically structured model of three layers that is presumed to mimic the DM
process (Figure 4.2). As the manual decomposition delivers a transparent structure,
the capability of the modeller to empathise with the experts’ reasoning for
mimicking the DM process can be strengthened by obtaining the participation of
stakeholders. During the conceptualisation of the DM in an HFS, supplementary
variables were identified, for which feature extraction and data collection were
needed.
The HFS had five subsets: the primary production factors, the product
opportunities, the product options, the farmer’s reference frames (FRFs), and the
final output layer. The family-related motives for change were inferred in an FRF
for diversification; the other FRF was composed of the variables related to the
integration of farm components. In agreement with Lee et al. [87] the FRFs were
inferred in the first layer but fed directly into the third layer of the HFS (Figure 4.2).
This solution overcomes the constraint of meaningless inputs and outputs in the
intermediate layers of HFS, thus maintaining the advantage of transparency of the
decision-tree structure allowing participation of stakeholders.
The evaluation of the effect of structuring the model on rule reduction is not
straightforward, as the individual FISs have different numbers of variables and
variables have different numbers of values (Table 4.1). Moreover some variables are
implemented several times (e.g. in the second layer, capital and labour are each
implemented ten times). Following Lee et al. [87], if each variable in the HFS had
two values, a flat structure of 46 variables would need 246 or more than 7x1013 rules.
If each variable in the 1st and 2nd layer had three linguistic values and the 12
variables in the 3rd had two values, a complete rule base of our HFS would have
15*(34 ) + 3*(37 ) + 1*(212 ) = 3645 + 21870 + 4096 = 29,611 rules (See 4.3.10 for
the final number of rules).
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FIS-layer-1: Production factors &
Product’s opportunities & FRF

Index for Integration
Rank formal education
Age head household
Household life-course
Children & young
Rank rice food security
ha homestead
LQI homestead
ha lowland
Distance lowland
LQI lowland
ha upland
Distance upland
LQI upland
Rain duration
Rain amount
Flood duration
Flood depth
Water source
Household labour
Rank well-being
ha red certificate
ha green certificate

FIS-layer-2:
Product options

FIS-layer-3:
Farming system

Farmer's reference frame
for integration
Farmer's reference frame
for diversification

Value
homestead

Option
to grow
wet rice

Value
lowland
Value
upland
Water
Labour

Option for
nine other
products

Components in farming system

Inputs

Capital
Opportunity to
make profit from
growing rice

Risk-taking behaviour
Distance market
Know-how product
Market price product 2

Opportunity to
make profit from nine
other products

Cost of specific input 1
1: Cost for piglets only; 2: for chickens and ducks the prices of eggs and broilers were considered.

Figure 4.2. Simplified structure of the hierarchical fuzzy model simulating farmers’
decision-making on their farm composition: left-hand column showing the
input variables for 18 first-layer Fuzzy Inference Systems; extreme right shows
the output (the third layer).
Legend: FRF = farmer reference frame; ha = hectare; LQI = land quality index;
dotted line = input variables for the farmers’ references frames;
dashed line = ditto for the production factors;
solid line = ditto for opportunity to make a profit.
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0.46
0.44
0.42
0.4
ACG for duck with 4 linguistic outputs for FRF of integration
ACG for duck with 3 linguistic outputs for FRF of integration

0.38
0.36

0

0.5

1

1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
Index for component integration (CIindex)

4

4.5

5

Figure 4.3. An example of how increasing the number of linguistic values for an
intermediate output from 3 to 4 affects on the range of the final output.

4.3.4. Determination of the linguistic term sets
For the linguistic terms in the first layer we referred directly to those used by
farmers or in the ratings. Farmers mostly used three to five predicate modifiers e.g.:
very bad, bad, acceptable, good, and very good. Other predicates farmers used
were: small/large, close/far. Not all linguistic levels were implemented for every
variable: having in mind the necessity to restrict complexity, the modeller reduced
the number of term sets as far as possible without losing sensitivity.
Using two linguistic values in the intermediate layers of the HFS was the
modeller’s starting point. However, to maintain sensitivity and to obtain optimal fit
during calibration, more terms were needed, for four reasons:
(1) To define a constraint while maintaining variation in the remaining section of
the space of discourse.
(2) To define a rule base in which the effects of all the inputs were distinguishable
and non-confounded (Table 4.2). Among the intermediate outputs of the first
layer, for example the availability of capital needed four levels, while the
opportunity to produce rice even needed five levels (Table 4.1). The number of
values of the input variable impacts upon the range of values the output can
take (Fig. 4.3).
(3) To obtain acceptable effects of the variation in the original variables the
intermediate inputs for the 2nd layer, e.g. for capital, needed three linguistic
levels, while we attributed only two levels to all other inputs for this layer (Table
4.1). Among the inputs of the first layer, four linguistic levels were needed to
describe the quality of the water source, so as to be able to distinguish the good
water availability in some upland soils from the excellent water availability in the
floodplain (lowland in the delta).
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Table 4.1 An overview of the 28 fuzzy inference systems (FIS), with the number of
input and output variables, the number of linguistic terms (LT) used, and the
initial number of fuzzy rules (777) and the final number (668) after trimming
the non-firing rules.
Level
Number of:
in
Title of FIS
input Linguistic Fuzzy rules output LT
system
variables
terms initial final
vars.
1 Value of irrigated land
5 4x2, 1x3 32
25
1
3
1 Value of upland
5 4x2, 1x3 26
8
1
3
1 Value of homestead
4 3x2, 1x3 17
6
1
3
1 Labour availability
2
2x3
9
9
1
3
1 Capital availability
4 3x2, 1x3 24
18
1
4
1 Water availability
5 4x2, 1x4 28
6
1
3
1 Opportunity for rice
3 1x2, 2x3 16
16
1
5
1 Opportunity for fruits
3 1x2, 2x3 18
15
1
4
1 Opportunity for cattle/goats
3 1x2, 2x3 18
18
1
4
1 Opportunity for fish/veg./crops
3 1x2, 2x3 18
18
1
3
1 Opportunity for pigs
5 2x2, 3x3 44
38
1
4
1 Opportunity for ducks
5 2x2, 3x3 62
54
1
3
1 Opportunity for chickens
5 2x2, 3x3 34
34
1
3
1-2 FRF for diversification
3 2x2, 1x3 10
10
1
3
1-2 FRF for integration
7 4x2, 3x3 28
19
1
4
76
1
3
2 Option to crop a rice field
8 6x2, 2x3 76
21
1
2
2 Option to grow upland crops
8 7x2, 1x3 21
36
1
3
2 Option to produce vegetables
7
7x3
43
21
1
3
2 Option to produce fruit
7 6x2,1x3 21
21
1
3
2 Option to produce fish
7 4x2,3x3 21
21
1
3
2 Option to produce ducks (eggs)
7 3x2,4x3 21
2 Option to raise cattle
7 5x2, 2x3 21
20
1
3
8
1
3
2 Option to raise goats
6 4x2,2x3
8
2 Option to raise chickens / pigs
5 2x2,3x3 13
12
1
3
3 Components in the farming
12 8x2, 4x3 81
72
1
11
system

(4) To be able to simulate the synergetic effect between two activities, e.g. pigs or
fruit on the one hand and fish on the other, some of the intermediate inputs of
the 3rd layer had three linguistic levels. For the product options having no or
little synergetic effect with other products, we attributed two linguistic levels.
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Wellbeing[0 4]: poor, zmf[1 1.5], medium, pimf[1 1.5 2.5 3], rich, smf[2.5 3];
Risktaking[0 5]; low, zmf[1 3]; high, smf[1 3]);
Redbook[0 10]: small, zmf[0.2 0.5], large, smf[0.2 0.5]; Greenbook[0 5]; small, zmf[0.5 1]; large, smf[0.5 1];
Output Capital [0 1]; bad, zmf[0.2 0.3]; fine, pimf[0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6], good, pimf[0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9], excellent, smf[0.8 0.9];
1='if wellbeing is poor and redbook is small and greenbook is small and risktaking is low, then capital is bad';
2='if wellbeing is poor and redbook is small and greenbook is small and risktaking is high, then capital is bad';
3='if wellbeing is poor and redbook is small and greenbook is large and risktaking is low, then capital is bad';
4='if wellbeing is poor and redbook is small and greenbook is large and risktaking is high, then capital is fine';
5='if wellbeing is poor and redbook is large and greenbook is small and risktaking is low, then capital is bad';
6='if wellbeing is poor and redbook is large and greenbook is small and risktaking is high, then capital is fine';
7='if wellbeing is poor and redbook is large and greenbook is large and risktaking is low, then capital is bad';
8='if wellbeing is poor and redbook is large and greenbook is large and risktaking is high, then capital is fine';
9='if wellbeing is medium and redbook is small and greenbook is small and risktaking is low, then capital is bad';
10='if wellbeing is medium and redbook is small and greenbook is small and risktaking is high, then capital is fine';
11='if wellbeing is medium and redbook is small and greenbook is large and risktaking is low, then capital is fine';
12='if wellbeing is medium and redbook is small and greenbook is large and risktaking is high, then capital is fine';
13='if wellbeing is medium and redbook is large and greenbook is small and risktaking is low, then capital is fine';
14='if wellbeing is medium and redbook is large and greenbook is small and risktaking is high, then capital is excellent';
15='if wellbeing is medium and redbook is large and greenbook is large and risktaking is low, then capital is fine';
16='if wellbeing is medium and redbook is large and greenbook is large and risktaking is high, then capital is excellent';
17='if wellbeing is rich and redbook is small and greenbook is small and risktaking is low, then capital is fine';
18='if wellbeing is rich and redbook is small and greenbook is small and risktaking is high, then capital is good';
19='if wellbeing is rich and redbook is small and greenbook is large and risktaking is low, then capital is fine';
20='if wellbeing is rich and redbook is small and greenbook is large and risktaking is high, then capital is good';
21='if wellbeing is rich and redbook is large and greenbook is small and risktaking is low, then capital is good';
22='if wellbeing is rich and redbook is large and greenbook is small and risktaking is high, then capital is excellent';
23='if wellbeing is rich and redbook is large and greenbook is large and risktaking is low, then capital is good';
24='if wellbeing is rich and redbook is large and greenbook is large and risktaking is high, then capital is excellent';

Inputs:

Table 4.2. The rule base for Capital needing 3 input values for Wellbeing in order to distinguish consequences
and 4 output values to prevent the domination of the effect of Risktaking.
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4.3.5. The parameterised membership functions
For the MFs, we referred to standards available in the software library. To account
for the multiple outcomes, i.e. one farmer practising several activities
simultaneously, the consequences of the third layer were represented as a discrete
set of possible alternatives.
Table 4.3. Four examples of the linguistic values and the MFs’ parameters at the
intermediate layers (compare numbers in left and right columns). One example
of equivalent values (Labour) and other examples of shifting the values in order
to calibrate the model. Two examples of a different numbers of inputs and
outputs at the intermediate layer: an increase for Capital to maintain sensitivity
and a decrease for Ricefield to reduce the number of rules needed.
Output of first layer
Input for second layer
Ricefield = var (input, labour,[0 1]);
Labour = var (output, labour,[0 1]);
Ricefield = mf (bad, zmf,[0.2 0.4]);
Labour = mf (bad, zmf,[0.2 0.4]);
Ricefield = mf (fine, pimf,[0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8]);
Labour = mf (fine, pimf,[0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8]);
Ricefield = mf (good, smf,[0.6 0.8]);
Labour = mf (good, smf,[0.6 0.8]);
Capital = var (output, capital,[0 1]);
Ricefield =var (input, capital,[0 1]);
Capital = mf (bad, zmf,[0.2 0.8]);
Ricefield =mf (bad, zmf,[0.1 0.2]);
Ricefield =mf (fine, pimf,[0.1 0.2 0.5 1]);
Capital = mf (good, smf,[0.2 0.8]);
Ricefield =mf (good, smf,[0.5 1]);
Output of second layer
Input for third layer
Ricefield = var (output, ricefield,[0 1]);
Iaas = var (input, rice,[0 1]);
Ricefield = mf (bad, zmf,[0.1 0.2]);
Iaas = mf (bad, zmf,[0.3 0.7]);
Ricefield = mf (fine, pimf,[0.1 0.2 0.5 0.6]);
Ricefield = mf(good, smf,[0.5 0.6]);
Iaas = mf (good, smf,[0.3 0.7]);
Iaas = var (input, fish,[0 1]);
Fish = var (output, fish,[0 1]);
Iaas = mf (bad, zmf,[0.4 0.45]);
Fish = mf (bad, zmf,[0.2 0.4]);
Iaas = mf (fine, pimf,[0.4 0.45 0.7 0.8]);
Fish = mf (fine, pimf,[0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8]);
Iaas = mf (good, smf,[0.7 0.8]);
Fish = mf (good, smf,[0.6 0.8]);

To take account of the continuous character of most input variables and to
mimic the normal distribution of most human behaviour made operational by noncontinuous ratings, we represented the linguistic values by smooth curves. For the
MFs of the input variables and the intermediate output variables, in accordance
with Jang et al. [76] we used either: (1) a combination of the asymmetrical
polynomial spline-based curve open to the left (z -curve) or to the right (s -curve),
or (2) a combination of these z - and s - curves with a Pi -curve that is zero at both
extremes with a rise in the middle. The Pi -curve is derived from the z -MF and s 77
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MF; the 4 parameters defining the complementary Pi -MF correspond with those of
the z - and s -curves, or (3) a combination of two sigmoidal functions, one open to
the left, and the second open to the right. We applied two complementary
sigmoidal functions when a high input value corresponded to a low linguistic
appreciation.
Assuming that most human behaviour has a standard distribution, initially the
parameters for the MFs of the linguistic values for the continuous input variables of
the z -, s - and Pi -curves were set at quartile values calculated from the dataset, e.g.
1st quartile = low; 2nd and 3rd quartiles= acceptable and 4th quartile = good.
Initially, the variables related to rating or classifications were attributed two
complementary MFs, either a z - and an s -curve, or two sigmoidal functions,
having equivalent parameters. Initially the parameters of the MFs for the linguistic
values of the intermediate outputs and the corresponding inputs for the next layer
were set at identical values (e.g. labour, Table 4.3). To reach the required degree of
model sensitivity and a satisfactory level of output performance, the parameters
were adjusted during calibration and fine-tuning.
Table 4.4. Example of a rule base (farmers’ opportunity to make a profit from raising
cattle) with a constraint (1).
1='if pricattle is low, then proficattle is bad';
2='if market is far and know-how is low and pricattle is high, then proficattle is low';
3='if market is far and know-how is high and pricattle is high, then proficattle is fine';
4='if market is close and know-how is low and pricattle is high, then proficattle is fine';
5='if market is close and know-how is high and pricattle is high, then proficattle is good’;
Note that the rule base implemented was different.

4.3.6. Determination of the fuzzy rules
Taking account of farmers’ statements, and the results of the empirical and
statistical analysis of the collected information, the modeller designed the ‘if–then’
rules of the various FISs. If domain knowledge could not be transposed into a
limited number of rules, the modeller took a complete rule base as a starting point
and reduced the number of rules by trimming. The ultimate consequence of
trimming can be a constraint. Whenever possible we reduced the rule explosion by
straightforward definition of a constraint for a variable (Table 4.4). Note that the
other linguistic values for this variable needed to be included in the remaining rules,
as otherwise the constraint was not considered. This limited trimming; e.g. the first
2 rules in Table 4.2 indicate an opportunity for trimming as the consequence of the
2 values of risk-taking is equal, but trimming could be applied only if this was
generalised over the rule base and the low value replaced by a constraint, as has
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been done in Table 4.4. The rule composition led to a different number of rules
for each FIS.
In the third layer, the consequence of the series of rules for each of the
activities was always affirmative. To account for the multiple outcomes, i.e. one
farmer practising several components, the third-layer rule base contained some
rules with the same antecedents but different consequences; hence, the system had
multiple outputs. If in the third layer an input with three linguistic values was used,
a simple antecedent rule was composed with the high linguistic value and a positive
consequence for the product (e.g. ‘If option fruit is good, then fruit is yes’). In most
other rules of the third layer, one or both of the FRFs needed to be good if a
component was to be applied (e.g. ‘If option fish is bad, and option pig is good, and
FRF for integration is high, then fish is yes’). If rules were adjusted during calibration,
a feedback loop to the linguistic values was often required, especially to obtain the
expected degree of sensitivity.

4.3.7. Composing the database
In 2004 we interviewed 144 households for model conceptualisation and put the
data in an MS-Excel® file. The subsequent analysis and the identification of input
variables and of a model structure representing the DM process revealed that data
for seven variables had not been collected during the first round of interviews.
During a second round of interviews, complementary and supplementary data and
ratings for two variables were collected. Data to make five other variables
operational were extracted from the information: e.g. the phase of household lifecourse was derived from age household head and the household composition.
From the household composition we calculated two other variables: number of
children and youngsters, and availability of household labour.
For correct inference in the software, the database should not contain empty
fields for missing values. The software encoded empty fields from the database in a
set of letter codes that was considered during inference. Empty fields in the
datasheet occurred mainly on the distances and on know-how and were filled in
using statistical procedures. For each case the database contained 46 variables.

4.3.8. Implementation
For the reasons mentioned above, we applied Mamdani with the min–max
operators, respectively, using the fuzzy logic toolbox of Matlab®7 [99]. The fuzzy
outputs of the FISs in the first and second layers were fed directly into the FISs of
the second and third layers of the hierarchical tree, respectively. The fuzzy output
of the third layer could have a value between 0 and 1; a farmer was assumed to
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have a particular component if the membership for that output was larger than 0.5
[18].
The FISs of the FRFs were parsed together with the FIS of the first layer,
although their outputs were fed into the third layer (Figure 4.2). If the rule base
with its membership functions and linguistic terms, the database, and the model
procedures are thoroughly verified, previous steps need not to be revisited. To
facilitate manual calibration and fine-tuning, we also calculated the centre of gravity
for each of the fuzzy inference systems.

4.3.9. Calibration and fine-tuning
For training we randomly sampled 48 cases from the delta database; sampling was
weighted for the rank of well-being. Given the limited number of cases, especially
for some activities, we applied manual procedures. For calibration we ran the
model for a range of values for all variables, to observe the model’s sensitivity. To
check face validity during calibration, we compared the simulation results to the
number of farmers practising the components in the given year.
For calibration and fine-tuning we referred to the values and distribution of
both the centre of gravity of the fuzzy output of every FIS of the intermediate
layers and the output of the third layer (Figure 4.2). To obtain fit, the rules were
adjusted and the parameters of the MFs were shifted to the left or the right for the
variables both at the basic and intermediate levels of the HFS (Table 4.3). This
process is somewhat similar to gradient-based search, an automated procedure.
Individual fine-tuning was done for those output variables for which the estimated
number of farmers practising at an aggregated level did not reach a desired level of
fit. Manual fine-tuning allowed insight in the process to be maintained while it was
necessary to adjust the MF parameters and rules in order to maximise fit. Finetuning was most needed for the activities with a small number of practising
farmers, e.g. only 2 farmers with ruminants were represented in the training dataset.

4.3.10. Model validation and testing
For validation, the computerised model was applied to the data of the 24 remaining
delta farms (validation dataset), and for testing, the model was applied to the hill
dataset and to historical data on market prices and farm composition in the delta.
The results of the tests for changing market context and the hills will be described
in the next chapter. After face validation, the model’s performance was calculated
as ICRs: ICR of positives ={(npositives-type I errors)/npositives} and ICR of negatives=
{(nnegatives-type II errors)/nnegatives}.
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Table 4.5. The actual and simulated numbers of farmers cropping rice and raising
ruminants after initial calibration and after adjusting for rice fields on the
training dataset, and after calibration and fine-tuning for ruminants on the
validation dataset, and ICRs of positives, i.e. the fit of the individual
simulation of the practising farmers.
Initial calibration
Adjusted calibration
Dataset
Rice
Ruminants
Rice
Ruminants
Training
Actual number
39
2
39
2
(n = 48)
Simulated number
39
2
40
2
ICR of positives
0.95
0.5
92
0.0
Testing
Actual number
21
4
21
4
(n = 24)
Simulated number
16
1
20
4
ICR of positives
0.71
0.0
92
0.5
After adjusted calibration, the number of simulated cases for rice increased from 16 to 20
and the ICR of positives increased from 71% to 92%; for ruminants the total number of
simulated cases increased from 3 to 6 while the average ICR increased from 15% to 33 %.

Validation on the small separate dataset showed that for rice and ruminants
the numbers of practising farmers was to low, as were the ICRs (Table 4.5). This
was solved by readjusting the parameters for rice. Fine-tuning for ruminants on the
validation dataset gave an ICR of 50%, but for the training dataset the number
simulated was low and no individual fit was obtained. The training data set was not
representative as the smaller dataset for testing contained twice as many farmers
raising ruminants. We fine-tuned for the ruminants on the validation set, thus
reducing it to a training dataset for ruminants. As a result, for the pooled training
and testing dataset, the simulation of numbers was optimised and the ICR of the
positives increased from 15% to 33 % for ruminants.
Table 4.6. The individual classification rates (ICRs) of positives, negatives and overall
(%), and the performance rate (square root of the product of ICRs of positives
and negatives) for the aggregated delta dataset (all practising farmers).
Rice
Fruit
Fish
Pigs Ducks Chickens Ruminants
ICR of positives
92
83
79
64
53
68
33
ICR of negatives
67
50
60
47
89
23
92
Overall ICR
88
81
78
60
67
60
88
Performance rate
0.75
0.59
0.61
0.44
0.50
0.33
0.32

Focussing on the positive ICR, i.e., reducing the type I errors, resulted in large
type II errors, which is a commonly observed trade-off. Therefore calibration and
fine-tuning should address the reduction of both error types (Table 4.6). The
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model’s performance indicated by the overall ICR was too optimistic, as it
approached the best of the ICR of positives or negatives. Therefore we calculated a
performance rate: the square root of product of the ICRs of the positives and the
negatives: √[{(npos-type I errors)/npos}*{(nneg-type II errors)/nneg}]. The overall
performance for the aggregated dataset of the delta varied from bad (<0.5) to good
(>0.75), but was satisfactory for most components (Table 4.6).
We tested the model on the same dataset with other price levels and on a
dataset of the hill districts (See chapter 5). After model testing, the elimination of
the non-firing rules reduced the total number of rules from 777 to 668. Non-firing
rules for all price levels and their subsequent product opportunities were
maintained. Testing on the hill dataset showed that the model was context–specific
because for most activities the number of practising farmers was either largely
underestimated or overestimated, and the overall performance varied from very
bad to unsatisfactory.

4.4. Discussion and conclusions
The application of the framework showed that the development of FLMs for DM
purposes is a recursive process and not a waterfall approach. In practise it turns out
that previous steps need to be revisited, with the exception of the implementation
step, and that several activities take place in parallel, instead of strictly sequentially.
The development process does indeed require feedback loops as shown in the lefthand part of Figure 4.1. Below we discuss specifically the problem analysis, the
structure, the manual procedures, and some challenges, before concluding.
The problem analysis using a field survey was crucial for determining the
variables and the structure of the FLM simulation of farmers’ DM. Although we
checked the interview guidelines on a small sample and entered the information
while in the field, during the conception of the hierarchical decision-tree and after
data analysis more variables in the DM process were identified. Consequently, the
data collection was iterative in the sense that we returned to the field to collect
information on these variables. Before collecting a complete dataset for model
validation it is therefore advisable to construct the model based on a socio-technical
analysis of a sample of intermediate size, containing all typical cases. The sample
size will depend on the variation in the cases: for each typical case enough data
need to be available; e.g. for the delta a dataset was available with enough cases for
pigs but not for ruminants, while the opposite was true for the hill dataset. The
smaller the relative number of events, the larger the sample size needed.
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The inference of the output of the FRFs in the third layer only is identical to
the solution presented by Lee et al. [87] to reduce rules in HFS. In particular cases,
this procedure overcomes the constraint of meaningless outputs and inputs in the
intermediate layers of the HFS. Intermediate outputs and inputs without a physical
meaning would make it hard for experts to design a rule base. For methods of rule
definition in HFS that are based on computer learning, this problem is solved by
calculating intermediate mapping variables [87]. In the case we presented, at the
intermediate layers the fuzzy outputs of the first and second layers of the HFS were
directly input in the second or third layers of the HFS. The fuzzy outputs were
interpretable for each individual case by calculating the centre of gravity separately.
The reduced complexity and the transparency may allow experts to build HFS in
consultation with stakeholders. The challenge is to design a structure where the
outputs and respective inputs of the intermediate layers have a logical meaning.
The manual procedures for rule base definition, calibration and fine-tuning
were complex and remain subjective; an alternative might be the integrative method
of rule selection [65]. The simple model developed first [20] was also submitted to
an automated procedure using gradient descent optimisation [53]. This procedure
accurately predicted the farmers practising the waste-fed fish production system,
but both the practises of mixed fruit–fish (ditch–dike) and of rice–fish systems
were underestimated. For fully automated procedures more data are needed to
assess all typical cases that can be considered during manual procedures using less
data. Ekasingh et al. [50] used 300 cases for data-driven approaches. Collecting the
required information from over 300 farmers not only imposes on these farmers,
mostly without bringing them any benefit, it is also a costly and time-consuming
exercise. At this stage of the development of the approach, we used expert
knowledge only, but ideally the rule base should be submitted to the scrutiny of the
main stakeholders in the process. Engaging farmers in the development of the tool
allows them to learn, which they consider a benefit [48, 69, 114]. Therefore such
decision support tools should be developed in a participatory approach, needing an
11th step to develop the user-friendly interface [82].
To obtain sensitivity, for example to price changes, the number of linguistic
values needed to be increased up to five for some intermediate output variables.
This might limit the use of fuzzy sets for models exploring long-term changes by
running the models for a large range of input values, as it would increase model
complexity.
Fuzzy systems have been used in combination with linear simulation models:
for example to model crop planning [107] and landuse change [84]. Explorative
models tend to aggregate technical data to the regional scale, skipping the farm level
[e.g. 61], as the farm level introduces too much variation due to complex human
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behaviour The proposed fuzzy model could be used to integrate motivational
variables of DM at farm level into linear models supporting strategic policy
decision-making.
We conclude that developing a fuzzy logic based expert system to support
decision-making requires a recursive process of 11 steps, though we did not
describe the 11th step needed for developing an appropriate user interface. We
recommend carrying out a socio-technical analysis on a sample of limited size to
identify the input and output variables, the inference structure, the linguistic term
sets, the MFs and the rule base. Then the database can be completed for
calibration, fine-tuning, validation, and application. The minimum sample size will
depend on the frequency of the individual events within the problem area.
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Abstract
Though economists are beginning to recognise that motivations other than ‘utility
maximisation’ might guide human decisions, most bio-economic models of
farmland still do not include basic human motivations. We assess whether farmers’
family-related motivations can be included in a fuzzy logic model of their decisionmaking on the composition of mixed farming systems in the Mekong Delta,
Vietnam. The decision-making process was mimicked in a three-layer hierarchical
architecture of several fuzzy inference systems. The model includes 3 operational
variables for family motives related to farm diversification, as well as main
production factors through 23 variables, farmers’ appreciation of market prices and
individual farmers’ know-how of 10 activities. We describe and discuss the model
validation and testing on two data sets: one collected from 72 farmers in the delta
and the other collected from 72 farmers in the hills.
The individual classification rates of the model in the delta turned out to be
good for the land-based activities but poor for the livestock activities. The model’s
performance on the dataset of the hills was much poorer, indicating that the model
was context-specific. When variables for family motivations were included the
model’s accuracy at simulating the number of farmers likely to be practising a
component improved slightly. The simulated number of farmers cropping rice was
highly sensitive to the importance farmers attached to cropping a rice field for food
security. The model’s sensitivity to the motivational variables determining
diversification and integration was of the same magnitude as its sensitivity to
market prices and farmers’ know-how of the activities, but less than its sensitivity to
labour, capital and land endowment.

Key words:
Hierarchical fuzzy models, diversification, households, farming systems, Vietnam.
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5.

Using fuzzy logic modelling to simulate Mekong Delta
farmers’ decision-making on diversification and integration

5.1. Introduction
Farming systems range from specialised to mixed systems, with input intensity
varying from high to low. Farmers in the industrialised countries especially are likely
to specialise, yet several studies have shown that mixed crop–livestock and
livestock–fish–crop systems have more potential to maintain eco-systems’
functions [72], to absorb shocks to the natural and economic environment [95], and
to improve livelihood options [19].
To support the decision-making (DM) of policy-makers for the sustainable
development of agriculture, researchers develop multiple-attribute goal-oriented
computer models. Most computer models simulating agricultural development are
solely based upon the paradigm of utility maximisation [9], but more recent
approaches in rural development view farmers as the major actors in shaping the
development trajectory [92]. It has been argued that in order to include motivations
other than farmers’ utility maximisation, a good alternative to the multiple-attribute
utility theory is to use fuzzy multiple-attribute decision-making models [56]. Fuzzy
set theory [169] allows computing with words and can provide a more powerful
tool for modelling complex human reasoning than classical models [158]. Fuzzy
logic decision-making has become popular in technical systems, e.g. machine
control, and an increasing number of applications are reported in ecological
modelling and agricultural decision-making settings [13]. In a recent study, datamining was used fairly successfully to simulate the crop choices of about 300
farmers in Thailand in two seasons [50]. However even that model failed to
integrate the social dimensions successfully [49]. In our study we therefore set out
to include farmers’ social drives and motives for integrated agriculture–aquaculture
farming systems (IAASs) in a simulation model using fuzzy logic.
Although specialisation is the global trend in agriculture, in the last 30 years
IAASs have emerged in Vietnam [94, 128]. In the Mekong Delta (MD) in particular,
the adoption of technologies that have allowed two – and more recently three – rice
crops per year has improved household’s food security and gradually made land
available for farmers to invest in other activities, especially when the market price
of rice is low [19]. Some of these activities have been closely integrated for reasons
of synergy or lack of space, and mixed systems have emerged: fruit–fish, rice–fish,
pigs–fish [128, 142]. As increased diversification in Vietnam is a relatively recent
phenomenon, farmers’ motives and drives can still be collected by asking farmers
to recount the evolution of their practises [19].
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In previous papers we analysed empirically the contextual drives and social
motives for the on-farm diversification in the MD [19, 20], and described in detail
the methodological approach used to develop a fuzzy logic simulation model of the
MD farmers’ DM process [15]. That work confirmed that fuzzy logic models
(FLM) can generate a range of solutions by using a set of non-overlapping output
functions [147]. Using a hierarchical fuzzy systems (HFS) we explored the
possibility of using FLM for the simulation of the number of farmers’ practising a
particular fish production system [20]. In this two-layer HFS, the input in terms of
individual farmers’ know-how and motivation was limited, as was the fuzzy
character of the reasoning because the main factors were represented by variables
calculated in a spreadsheet instead of by fuzzy inference systems (FIS).
In the present chapter the main objectives are to test whether including
farmers’ family motivations in a model simulating their DM process, affects the
result of the simulation, and to assess the factors favouring on-farm diversification
and integration. After briefly presenting our methodology, we will describe and
discuss the results of a FLM simulating the composition of mixed farms in the
Mekong Delta.

5.2. Methodology
We used a 10-step procedure to develop the FLM: (1) analysis of the decisionmaking problem, (2) selection of relevant output and input variables, (3) definition
of the model’s structure, (4) determination of the linguistic terms associated with
each variable, (5) determination of the membership functions (MFs), and (6)
determination of the fuzzy if–then rule base, (7) data collection and composition of
the database, (8) model implementation and control, (9) calibration and fine-tuning,
(10) validation and testing of the computerised model [15]. Below we merely
summarise steps 4 to 6 and 8 in the section ‘the fuzzy inference system’, and we
give details of steps 1, 7, 9 and 10. Methodological aspects of steps 2 and 3 will be
mentioned in the next section ‘Problem analysis and data collection‘, while details
will be handled in the ‘Results’ section.

5.2.1.

Problem analysis and data collection

The problem analysis consisted of four phases: literature study; conversations with
domain experts in order to become familiar with IAAS in the MD; a field study to
assess farmers’ motivations for diversification and integration; and a data analysis.
Our objective was to assess farmers’ motives and drives to practise particular
activity and to integrate it into their family farm (as noted in the Introduction
above). Therefore, to collect data in the field, we referred to methods of socio88
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technical analysis of rural livelihoods [71, 112]. We collected data in two distinct
areas of the MD: the delta proper (the fresh water floodplain) and the hills (hills
and uplands zone). In both areas, integrated farming systems are practised but the
agro-ecological conditions are different [164]. In 2004 we conducted semi-open
interviews in three hamlets in the delta and three in the hills. In each hamlet, 24
farmers were selected from available lists of farming households, using stratified
random sampling based on wealth rankings of poor, intermediate and well-off
households [34].
To establish trust, we started each semi-open interview by accompanying the
farmer on a walk through the homestead and its neighbouring fields. After this, we
mapped the farm together with the farmer, recorded its physical resources (e.g.
location of fields, distances, areas, products, number of harvests per year, duration
and depth of flooding) and collected data on the family composition, the present
farming components and the components’ internal and external relations in a
resource flow diagram (see [110] for an example). The open part of the interview
followed: it dealt with past changes in farm composition, the motives, or conditions
under which farmers implement a change or innovation, and – if applicable –, the
farmer’s motives for not applying other components. Subsequently, data were
elicited on the distance to the input and output markets, and the net income
generated from each component over the past year. After a test of the interview
procedures we decided to collect financial data for 10 farm household activities:
irrigated field, orchard, upland, aquaculture, pigs, chickens, ducks, goats, large
ruminants (buffalo, cattle), and off-farm labour.
All data were recorded on maps and in MS-Excel® spreadsheets in the form
of quantitative data and qualitative information (brief farm history and decision
rules for the changes). To assess the variables relevant for the decision-making we
used the capital assets framework of rural livelihoods [31] and performed
correlation analyses on the data [19]. After assessing the output and input variables
we designed a three-layer HFS to mimic the farmers’ reasoning.

5.2.2. The fuzzy inference system
We applied the Mamdani inference, using the minimum–maximum operators for
computing the degree of membership of the rule antecedents, the degree of
fulfilment of the rules, and the combined rule output. The fuzzy outputs of the
FISs in the first and second layers were fed directly into the FISs of the second and
third layers of the hierarchical tree, respectively. The number of linguistic values for
the inputs of the second and third layer was not related to those of the previous
layer but determined by the need to prevent domination by one of the other inputs
[15].
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To mimic the multiple outcomes, i.e. one farmer practising several
components, the output was represented by a discrete set of possible alternatives
and by repeated rules having the same antecedents but different consequences. The
fuzzy output of the third layer could have a value between 0 and 1; a farmer was
assumed to have a particular farm component if the membership for that output
was larger than 0.5 [18]. We also calculated the centre of gravity of the output of
every FIS and used these as indicators during calibration. We implemented the
model in Matlab®7 using the Fuzzy Logic toolbox [99].

5.2.3.

Database composition

We pre-processed data for some variables in the original spreadsheet and
subsequently transferred all data for the operational variables to another
spreadsheet. If a plot of upland or a ditch–dike based orchard bordered on the
homestead both were considered part of the homestead. Land that flooded
seasonally was classified as irrigated; flood level and duration were collected
individually.
The availability of household labour was derived from the weighted number
of family members living on-farm in the following age categories: adult - 0.25 ×
non-working + 0.5 × youngster + 0.75 × elder; because the effort that people can
deliver varies according to age and a non-working person (e.g. baby) reduces the
availability of the adults. Children contributing to farm activities were classified as
youngsters; grandparents still working on the farm were classified as elders.
Grandparents and children not participating in work were classified as nonworking.
We used the three categories of well-being as indicators for capital
endowment and also for income, because they correlated significantly with the farm
income [19]. Land with a “red certificate” (which attributes owner rights) had a
collateral value that was double that of land with a green certificate (which
attributes user rights and confers obligations) [ibid.].
The selection of variables and the model’s structuring revealed that after the
first round of interviews, data for seven variables were lacking. During a second
round of interviews in 2005, we collected data on two of theses variables by asking
the farmers to rate their preference for having their own rice-field for food security
and their know-how on the various farming activities, on a Likert scale of 1 to 5
[98]. The other five variables (soil quality, water availability, index for integration,
stage in household life-course and risk behaviour) were derived from the dataset
collected during the first interviews. The soils were classified into 10 categories [20].
Nine sources of water were ranked in order of diminishing availability: river,
primary and secondary canal, natural source, seasonal river, rainwater reservoir,
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permanent well, deep well or bore-hole, and shallow well. To represent the farmers’
tendency to integrate several farm components, we derived an index for the
integration of farm components from the bio-resource flow diagram. From the
available data on the household’s marital status and its age composition we
determined the stage of each household’s life-course [19]. Using the data recorded
on the source of credit and the activity it was used for, we classified each
household’s risk-taking behaviour, using six categories: none, relatives’ loan, bank
loan, input providers, private money lenders or high risk credit.
Table 5.1. Product’ prices** applied (x1000VND, per kg or head for livestock (except pigs).
Model
Rice Crops Fruit Fish Veg Duck Hen Egg Pig Piglet Lrum Goat
run
1995

1.05

0.26

1.3

7.8

2.6

9.2

13.1

0.65 10450

260

650

70

1997

1.34

0.45

2.2

8.9

4.5

11.2

16.8

0.78 16810

450 1120

110

1999

1.46

0.73

3.1

8.4

6.3

13.6

18.8

0.94 9400

840 1570

160

2003*

2.10

1.0

4.0

8.0

6.0

15.0

18.0

0.80 10000

800 2000

200

Crop= crop other than rice; Veg= vegetables; Lrum = Large ruminants (cattle, buffalo).
* Year of calibration and validation.
** The prices for 1995, 1997 and 1999 were transformed into real values for 2003 by
correcting for inflation. Annual inflation in Vietnam was close to 3% in 2003, 0.8% in
2002, -1.7% in 2000, 4 % in 1999 and 1998, and estimated at 4% from 1995 to 1997.

In the FISs of product’s opportunity (see 5.3.1 paragraph 2), the distance we
implemented between the farm and the input or output market was the same for all
products, though in reality this distance differed for some products. The
opportunities to raise pigs, ducks and chickens were related to two types of product
and the know-how and prices were represented by both specialisations: fattening
and reproduction (offspring or egg). A high price for eggs was always a positive
incentive for raising ducks or chickens. A high price for piglets was positive if the
farmer’s know-how on breeding was good, but negative if the farmer had little
know-how and piglets were an input he had to buy. For pigs we therefore used the
market price of piglets to represent the cost of input. Pigs were an exception, for
none of the other activities we applied the cost of an input. The market prices
applied were equal for all farmers: the average of the farm gate prices for the
various product categories (Table 5.1). The past prices collected during the open
interviews were adjusted to real values, using the inflation rates acquired from the
Faculty of Economics of Can Tho University.
In the available dataset, the financial outputs for goats and large ruminants
were pooled due to their low frequency; the model included separate estimates of
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both for future use. The garden component was included because of its growing
interest among Vietnamese farmers and also to enable the model to be used on
other datasets. However, the estimates of the number of farmers with a vegetable
garden could neither be calibrated nor validated, because the benefits of these
gardens had been included in those of the irrigated land and thus in the delta had
become incorporated in the category “rice-field”, for this reason we have not
included these results in this paper. In the delta proper the vegetables grown for
cash were indeed cropped on the irrigated lowland as a third crop, after two crops
of rice in the same year, while in the hills, the vegetables were grown if a good
source of water was available.

5.2.4.

Calibration and fine-tuning

For calibration, i.e. achieve optimal fit between model result and real world
situation, we used a training dataset. Fine-tuning is the calibration for individual
cases and aims at maximising fit. The training dataset of 48 cases was randomly
sampled from the delta dataset of 72 farmers; sampling was weighted for the
frequency distributions for the rank of well-being.
To guide manual calibration we used face validation: i.e., we compared the
model’s output with the number of farmers practising the component in reality
[148]. To take account of the farming systems’ traditional economic feature, we
used two thresholds for face-validation: the lower threshold was the number of
farmers earning cash income from a component and the upper threshold was the
total number of farmers practising that component. The difference between the
thresholds are the households that consume all the produce of the component
themselves or that did not sell a ruminant during the period in question. Whenever
a result fell between the two thresholds, without appreciably affecting the fit of
other outputs, we deemed the output to be as a realistic fit.
For the first calibration and the subsequent fine-tuning we used product prices
from 2003 (Table 5.1). To guide the optimisation of fit we observed the model’s
sensitivity by consecutively running the model for a range of values for the prices
of each product and for the other variables [4]. For each of the output variables a
graph was composed for the averages of the centres of gravity and of the number
of practising farmers for each activity. We optimised face validity by shifting the
MF’s parameters, adjusting the rules if shifting the parameters did not lead to a
desired result, and if needed by adjusting the number of linguistic values, to obtain
sensitivity and to make the model’s implementation perform according to rational
expectations. Output variables for which the simulated number of practising
farmers did not fall between the two thresholds after calibration were individually
fine-tuned using the training dataset.
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5.2.5.

Validation and testing

Validation is the process of determining that the model developed through training
performs equivalently when applying it on a comparable database. Testing refers to
an operational validation of the model in real world situations or in repeated
experiments [152]. To validate the model we ran it on the remaining 24 cases of the
delta dataset. We tested it on two datasets: the delta dataset with prices for previous
years and the hill dataset. In principle the model should not be adjusted after the
first validation on the comparable dataset; however, due to the small size of the
datasets, the non-availability of other data, and the skewed representation of some
of the activities in the training and validation data we felt it necessary to make some
adjustments before testing the model. For years other than 2003 the farm history
only revealed the total number of farmers practising a component, and only one
threshold (all-practising) was used for performance verification.
To verify our hypotheses the model was run for a range of values of the
variables most related to the thesis’s objective, i.e. inclusion of the farmers' social
reference frames (FRFs). To test the influence of their inclusion the model was also
run without implementing FRFs for innovation and integration in the third layer of
the HFS.
The performance of the model was checked for face validity and quantified by
calculating individual classification rates (ICRs) and overall error. The ICR of the
positives is the quotient of the correctly classified number of farmers practising a
specific activity on the number of farmers’ actually practising this activity :
(={npositives-type I error}/npositives). The ICR of the negatives is this quotient for nonpractising (={nnegatives-type II error}/nnegatives). The model’s performance is best
evaluated by the performance rate (Chapter 4, table 4.6), which is calculated as the
square root of the product of the ICRs:
√[({npositives-type I errors}/ npositives) * ({nnegatives-type II errors}/ nnegatives)].
After eliminating the non-firing rules, we quantified the model’s sensitivity
using the sum of the first derivatives. We ran the model on the pooled dataset for
all decimal values of the various variables, calculated the centres of gravity, the
components practised by each farmer, and the average number of components
each individual farmer was estimated to practise. We used the pooled dataset of
delta and the dataset of the hills because other data were not available; a more
accurate procedure would be to use another comparable dataset. The series of
results for each variable was transposed to an MS-Excel® spreadsheet [45] to
calculate the first derivatives ( ∂ ) for the average number of components a farmer
practises (∂NC). The first derivatives were averaged (∑∂NC/n) and presented as a
percentage indicating the relative sensitivity of the output to a specific input
variable.
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5.3. Results
The open-ended interviews on the changes in farm composition revealed that
farmers practise one or more of the 10 activities if they need to for food security, if
they have the required land, water source, capital, and labour at their disposal, if
they have the know-how, and/or if they consider the marketability of the product
promising. Most of these features are determined by several variables, e.g. the
availability of capital depends on the area of land, the other assets and the risktaking behaviour. If both the factors and the opportunity for a product are
favourable the farmer may decide to practise only one, or several components
depending on his personal context, his vision on the relationship between the
components, and on his motives. For each of these decision factors several
explanatory variables were identified (Chapter 4, Table 4.2). As a result, the farmers’
DM is represented by a three-layer hierarchical tree with five subsets: the primary
production factors, the product opportunities, the product options, the FRFs and
the final output layer (Figure 5.1, for details see Figure 4.2).

Figure 5.1. The simplified structure of the hierarchical fuzzy system used to model the
farmers’ decision-making on farm composition.
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5.3.1.

The hierarchical decision-tree

The farmers frequently mentioned two motives for change or innovation:
improving income and diversifying the diet, both mainly for the well-being of their
children. Therefore we used the number of young children as an operational
variable. Older farmers with no successors change the farming system to reduce the
labour requirement. In the model these driving forces were inferred in the farmer
reference frame (FRF) for diversification that comprised three operational
variables: the number of young children in the household, the age of the
household head, and the stage in the household life-course [19]. The FRF for the
integration of farm components related to six variables: the distance between the
fields and the homestead, the area of the homestead, the farmers’ level of
education, and the index for integration calculated from the number of flows
between the farm components [ibid.]. The FRFs were inferred in the first layer but
implemented in the third layer of the HFS (Figure 5.1). In the first layer, the
variables related to the production factors and the products’ opportunities were
inferred and in an intermediate layer each product’s opportunity was related to all
of the production factors in a FIS to establish whether or not the farmer has the
option to practise the component in question.
The economic drives for innovation were assessed through the individual
product opportunities. Farmers’ opinions confirmed the results reported in the
literature [121], that four variables influence the economic opportunity to practise a
component: distance between the farm and the market, cost of inputs and market
price of the produce, and the farmer’s know-how on the component. It will be
recalled that with the exception of piglets, we did not apply the cost of an input.
We applied the prices per kg of product and are aware that the latter prices do not
reflect the net margin of the component. Our justification for using this approach is
that for crops grown and livestock raised, the farmers are aware of the price level
that resulted in break-even or a profit, or caused financial losses.
The availability of labour related to two variables: the household labour and
the capacity to hire labour which was determined by the level of income. The
availability of capital did indeed depend on the collateral value of the land owned,
the rank of risk-taking behaviour, and the level of income. In the data base the level
of income was represented by the rank of well-being.
The farmers’ preference for having their own rice-field for food security
affected their decisions about land-uses other than rice. Most Vietnamese farmers
farm scattered plots, each with its own characteristics relating to e.g. soil quality,
water availability, and thus supporting different types of activities; we took this
variation into account by using three categories of land: homestead, upland, and
irrigated land. The FIS of the homestead contained four input variables: its area, its
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Number of farmers

soil quality, the duration of the rainy season(s) and the amount of rainfall. In
addition to the variables applied for the homestead, the FIS for the upland
contained the distance from the plot to the homestead. The FIS of the irrigated
land also had five variables, as was the case for the upland FIS, but the two factors
related to the rainfall were replaced by the duration of the flooding and the flood
depth, both of which restrict the period the land can be used. The water availability
related to five variables: the duration of both rainy season and flooding, the amount
of rain and the depth of flooding, and the source of the water.

Pig

60

Duck
40

Chicken
Orchard

20
0

Fishponds

1
1.5
2
2.5
3
Rank of well-being
Figure 5.2. Example of the result of a sensitivity analysis of changes in the rank of wellbeing on the number of farmers practising an activity. The effect on raising
cattle and goats was also strong but is not included in the graph.

5.3.2.

0.5

Face validation

As a result of the interrelationships between the activities in the rule base of the
third layer, the adjustment of parameters and rules for some of the products had
consequences on the fit of one or more other products, making manual calibration
and fine-tuning a recursive procedure. To obtain face validity, calibration started by
adjusting the MFs parameters so that the model would perform according to the
expected reactions on the various factors, prices, ratings and rankings. Sensitivity
analysis revealed that changes in price levels and other parameters produced
unrealistic outputs in the conceptual model. Antagonistic reactions might be
acceptable if induced by the rule base, for example the decreasing number of
farmers keeping duck for higher levels of well-being was balanced by a shift to
more farmers raising chickens (Figure 5.2). In other cases, however, the rule base
and the number of linguistic values of the variables had to be adjusted in order to
make the model perform according to expectations. Upon face validation, finetuning was needed to obtain realistic outputs for rice fields, orchards, fishponds,
pigs and – especially – ruminants.
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To obtain gradual sensitivity to changes in an input value, the universe of
discourse of most of the input and output variables had to be partitioned using
more than two linguistic values. Using two linguistic values for the first layer input,
mostly resulted in a shift at only one point (Chapter 4, Figure 4.3). The need to
define rules with distinguishable consequences for each of the input variables
determined how many linguistic values were created for the output variables
(Chapter 4, Table 4.2 and 4.3). If there were too few linguistic values for the
consequence, the impact of a particular input variable could be dominated by other
input variables, resulting in contradictory trends for the first variable. In any case,
increasing the number of values for the input improved the sensitivity of the model
output.
Table 5.2. The ICRs (in %) of the positives, for the model after adjusted calibration for
rice fields on the training dataset and calibration and fine-tuning for ruminants
on the validation dataset.
Dataset
Rice Fruit Fish
Pigs Ducks Chickens Ruminants
Training Cash
92
84
85
76
56
69
0
All practising 92
81
77
71
63
71
0
Validation Cash
95
90
91
62
50
58
50
All practising 90
87
83
50
39
61
50

5.3.2.

Validation and performance assessment

On average, the ICRs of the positives of the training dataset reached values above
90% for growing rice, but for the non-ruminant livestock components it was close
to 70%. After fine-tuning with the training data, one out of the two farmers raising
ruminants could be captured. The first validation on the small separate dataset
showed the numbers for rice and ruminants were too low, as were the ICRs. For
the case of rice this was solved by readjusting the parameters. The small validation
dataset contained twice as many farmers raising ruminants; therefore the output for
ruminants was fine-tuned using this dataset. The model’s performance after the
adjustments, are presented in Table 5.2. The type I errors for rice were similar in
the training and validation (90%), but in the training set they were higher for pigs,
ducks and chickens, while in the validation set they were higher for fruit, fish, and
ruminants (Table 5.2).
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farmers (n)

For the pooled training and validation datasets, the number of farmers raising
ruminants was slightly overestimated (Figure 5.3). The model’s estimate of the
number of farmers practising the other components was intermediate in the range
of farmers engaged in the activity also for cash and of all practising farmers. With
the exception of the estimates generated for farmers raising fish and chickens, the
simulated numbers were close to the number of farmers practising the component
to generate cash income.
75

Actual-cash
Actual-all
Simulated

50
25
0

Rice

Fruit

Fish

Pigs

Ducks

Chickens

Ruminants

Figure 5.3. The simulated number of farmers engaging in a given activity (Simulated)
versus the actual numbers of all farmers engaging in the activity (Real-all) and
those generating cash income (Real-cash), for the 72 farmers in the delta.

Except for ducks and ruminants, the ICRs of the negatives were lower than
the ICRs of the positives: i.e. error type II was larger than error type I on the
pooled delta dataset (Table 5.3). Both ducks and ruminants were less frequently
raised to generate cash (Figure 5.3). The overall classification, i.e., the identification
of the individual farmers engaged in (or not engaged in) a specific activity, were on
average above 80% for the land-based activities (rice, fruits and fish) and close to
70% for the livestock activities. The ICRs of the positives were about the same for
the land-based activities and the livestock activities, except for ruminants. The
performance rate of model fit was good for rice (0.75), satisfactory for fruits and
fish (close to 0.6), unsatisfactory for ducks and pigs (just below 0.5), and poor for
chickens and ruminants (below 0.4).
Table 5.3. The ICRs of positive and negative, the overall classification (%) and the
performance rate for the aggregated delta dataset (all practising farmers).
Rice Fruit
Fish
Pigs Ducks Chickens Ruminants
ICR of positives
0.92
0.83
0.79
0.64
0.53
0.68
0.33
ICR of negatives
0.67
0.50
0.60
0.47
0.89
0.23
0.92
Overall classification
88
81
78
60
67
60
88
Performance rate
0.75
0.59
0.61
0.44
0.50
0.33
0.32
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Figure 5.4. Comparison of trends in the % of farmers practising the component actually [16], and the
simulated % for the price levels in four specific years (Chick = chickens; Rumi = cattle and goats).
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5.3.3. Testing
An operational validation for various price levels showed an overestimation of
the positive trend for the number of farmers raising ruminants and chickens, and
slight underestimations of the number of farmers having a fruit orchard, and raising
fish and ducks (Figure 5.4). The stagnating number of farmers cropping rice and
fruits was not well simulated: the model showed lower numbers of farmers
cropping rice and fruit in the past while in reality these stayed stable.
The simulated number of farmers fattening fish and raising chickens was
lower and the recent rising trend was not represented. In reality, the number of
farmers raising pigs also increased, yet the simulation showed a decreasing trend.
According to the simulation, the number of farmers keeping ducks fluctuated,
while in reality a steady increase was observed.
Table 5.4. The real and simulated numbers of all practising farmers, the ICRs of the
positives and overall performance rate for the model application to hill dataset.
Rice Fruit Fish
Pigs Ducks Chickens Ruminants
Numbers Actual all
34
56
18
20
14
60
34
Simulated
42
59
45
34
6
55
16
ICR positives
0.58 0.83
0.61
0.49
0.07
0.75
0.17
Performance rate
0.38 0.48
0.27
0.37
0.06
0.29
0.13

The operational validation on the available test set, i.e. the hill farms dataset,
showed underestimates of the number of farmers raising ducks and ruminants, but
slight overestimates for those having orchards, and large overestimates for
cropping rice, and raising fish and pigs (Table 5.4). The ICR of the positives was
poor for ducks, ruminants, and pigs and satisfactory to good for rice, fish, chickens
and fruits. The performance rate was low for all activities.

5.3.4.

Index of rice field for food security

The sensitivity to the rating of the importance of having one’s own rice field for
food security was strong ( 47%), and comparable to the sensitivity to price and
know-how for cattle (Table 5.8), but limited to a specific range of the index. The
average rating of this index (rated by the farmers themselves from 1 to 5) was 4.3
for the delta and 3.9 for the hills. For an index below 3 the simulated number of
farmers having rice fields was around 25, and this number more than doubled if the
index was above 3.5 (Figure 5.5). A high index reduced the number of farmers
having fruit orchards, raising pigs, ducks or chickens only slightly.
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Figure 5.5. The effect of the index of the importance that farmers assigned to having their
own rice field for food security, on the number of farmers having rice fields
and orchards, and raising chickens; Note that there was a concomitant slight
decline in the numbers of farmers raising pigs or ducks.

The slope of the MF for the index was quite steep (range [0-5], z -mf /s -mf,
[3,4]). But, adjusting this slope (range [0-5], z –mf /s -mf, [2,4]) did not change the
slope in the result function but shifted it to the left.
Table 5.5. The actual numbers of farmers generating cash and all practising various farm
components, compared to the simulated* numbers with and without
implementation of farmer’s reference frames (FRFs), and the performance rate.
Rice Fruits Fish Pigs Ducks Chickens Rums
Type of rule base
Actual generating cash 56
57
38
42
26
38
6
Numbers Actual all practising
60
66
67
53
45
59
6
58
55
44
27
50
7
(N= 72) Simulation: With FRFs 59
Without FRFs 59
64
63
48
30
57
8
0.75 0.59 0.61 0.44 0.50
0.33
0.32
Performance With FRFs
rate
Without FRFs
0.75 0.52 0.39 0.45 0.53
0.31
0.32
* For the 2003 price level ; Rums = ruminants.

5.3.5.

Motives and drives for diversification and integration.

The inclusion of operational variables of family-related motivations through the
FRFs for diversification and integration improved the simulation accuracy of the
number of farmers’ engaged in growing or raising fruits, pigs and ducks for
generating cash income (Table 5.5). The implementation of both FRFs reduced the
simulated numbers of practising farmers by around 10%, except for rice. Including
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the FRFs improved the overall performance rate for fruit and fish in particular; the
performance for rice, pigs, chickens and ruminants was hardly affected.
Table 5.6. The sensitivity of the number of components practised to the three variables
in the FRF diversification and to the variables household (hh) labour and rank of
well-being, expressed as the relative change (%), and the range of the variables.
Age head of
Phase in the
Number of
Rank of
household (hh) hh life-course children in hh
hh labour
well-being
%
-0.6
8.9
18.4
49.3
66.0
Range
25 – 75
1-5
0-5
1-7.5
1-3

The model’s sensitivity to the three operational variables of family motivations
from the FRF for diversification – number of child and young, phase in the life-course, and
age of household head – was small compared to the sensitivity to the availability of
household labour (Table 5.6). The availability of household labour is strongly related to the
first two variables mentioned. The sensitivity to the attitude to risk-taking was 7%;
which was higher than sensitivity to the age of the household head, but intermediate to
the sensitivity to the household life-course and the level of education (Table 5.7). Note that
the sensitivity of the number of components practised by a farmer to the rank of
well-being was more important than the total sensitivity to the availability of family
labour and to the total sensitivity of the three operational variables of family
motivations from the FRF for diversification.
Table 5.7. The sensitivity of the number of components practised to the five variables
determining the FRF of integration, expressed as the relative change (%), and
the range of the variables.
Area (ha)
Area (ha)
Distance lowland
Index of
Level of
homestead
lowland
homestead
integration
education
%
57.4
0.8
-2.0
11.4
5.8
Range
0-3
0-3
0-5
1-5
1-5

As for the variables determining the FRF for integration, the sensitivity to the
index of integration was double that of the level of education, while the sensitivities to area
of lowland and distance between lowland and homestead were close to zero or slightly
negative, respectively (Table 5.7). However, the impact of those variables was
dominated by the sensitivity to the area of the homestead. This sensitivity could be
direct or indirect because this variable was also implemented in a FIS for land.
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Table 5.8. The sensitivity of the model, expressed as relative change in the number of
farm components practised (%) to the market prices of the products resulting
from the various activities and to the ratings of know-how.

Activity
Pigs (fattening)
Piglets (breeding)
Ducks
Chickens
Duck eggs
Chicken eggs

Product
price
23
10
30
1
23

Knowhow
17
8.3
0
0
31
1.4

Activity

Rice
Fruits
Fish
Cattle
Goat

Product
price
28
0.4
0.8
19
23

Knowhow
9.7
0
32
53
16

The sensitivity to the market prices was high for some of the individual
activities (ducks, rice, pigs, goats, cattle), but very low for fruit, fish, chickens and
chicken eggs (Table 5.8). The sensitivity of the number of components practised to
the farmers’ rating of know-how on fruits, ducks, broilers, and laying hens was very
low. The sensitivity of the predicted number of components to farmer’s know-how
on raising ruminants, keeping ducks for eggs, and fattening pigs and fish was higher
compared to the sensitivity of the predicted number of components to the farmer’s
know-how on rice (Figure 5.6). Mostly, the effect on the individual activity was
reflected in the total number of components that each farmer practised. However,
the sensitivity to the rating of know-how of the centre of gravity for fruit was
higher (19%) than for e.g. pigs (17%), but this rating of know-how did not affect
the number of farmers having a fruit orchard, nor the number of components
practised.
Rice field
Cattle
Fishpond
Duck egg
Goat

Figure 5.6. The effect of their
rating of know-how
on the number of
farmers practising one
of the mentioned
components.

number of farmers

80
60
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0

0
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2
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Rank of know-how

4

5

Farmer’s rating of their own know-how
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5.4. Discussion and conclusions
Our results have demonstrated that fuzzy logic allows more individual motives of
farmers to be taken into account than just utility maximisation, though the effect of
the inclusion was still dominated by the classical production factors. Such an
inclusion might also extend the learning by stakeholders, policy makers and experts
when associated with model development [42, 69, 115]. Based on the results of the
sensitivity analysis, we identified the main factors affecting farmer’s DM. Below we
discuss the results, in particular referring to the variables selected and to the
sensitivity analysis, and the improvements to consider.

5.4.1. Variables and sensitivity
The most decisive for the model output were the classical production factors:
labour, capital and land endowment. However, the model’s sensitivity to the
operational variables for farmers’ family motivations, and to farmers’ ratings of
know-how on the components, was of the same magnitude as the sensitivity to the
product’s market price. This implies that the reliability of models simulating
farmers’ DM can be improved by considering not only utility maximisation but also
farmer’s individual know-how and operational variables of his family-related
motivations.
The traditional economic characteristic of farmers practising a component
either exclusively for home consumption or for both this and cash income had two
consequences. First, the simulation of the effect of market prices was weak; i.e. in
reality, farmers may continue practising an activity notwithstanding a low market
price. The latter is reflected in several aspects of the validation with historical
prices: e.g. the model simulated lower numbers of farmers cropping rice and fruit in
the past, while in reality these stayed stable. The number of farmers practising a
component for cash was probably not as constant as the number of all practising
farmers shown in Figure 5.4. Since 1995, overall half of the farmers have intensified
or increased their existing activities: in the delta, 26 % of the farmers have
expanded the area of fruit trees and 18 % the area of fish ponds, 8% have increased
the number of pigs and 11% are raising more chickens [22]. Such expansions were
mainly due to the farmers’ intention to earn (more) cash from a component.
Secondly, it remains a challenge to simulate whether a farmer with a small
diversified farm will use e.g. his fruit-trees, fish, chickens or ducks to generate cash
income or merely for home-consumption.
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Avian influenza also caused the non-simulated increase in fish farming and
poultry keeping and the decrease in egg prices. Contrary to expectations, the avian
influenza epidemic of 2003 was not reflected in a reduction of the numbers of
farmers raising chickens. Instead, farmers in the delta reacted by investing in fish,
pigs and some even in poultry, hoping for an exceptional increase of prices and
benefits [119].
The poor performance of the model in predicting farmers raising ruminants,
chickens, ducks, or pigs may be due to the rule base not including all the farmers’
motivations to keep these animals. For example, chickens and ducks are important
for home consumption especially when receiving guests, for offering to friends and
at ceremonies [69], while pigs are important for recycling on-farm waste and
produce valuable manure. In general, the institutional context, e.g. the availability of
training and extension, was not represented in the model we proposed, though it
was implicitly included in the individual farmer’s know-how.

5.4.2. Improvements to consider
The index of integration used in the FRF for integration was derived from the
actual bio-resource flows on the farms. This might have greatly influenced the
results, but the effect of implementing the FRF was low and the effect of this index
was dominated by the size of the homestead. New versions of the model should be
refined by replacing this index with a rating by individual farmers. The attitude to
risk-taking should also be rated by farmers themselves, in stead of extracted from
secondary data. In future versions of the model, actual distances to various product
markets should be implemented.
According to the MD farmers, the most crucial contextual variable for
agriculture after natural disasters and credit availability is the market price of the
products [121]. It was for this reason that the first step of the sensitivity analysis
focussed on the product prices; however, a control of the effect of all factors was
needed to make the model perform according to modellers’ expectations. The
number of farmers keeping ducks was mostly underestimated except for 1999
(Figure 5.4) when the price of eggs was high (Table 5.1). We did not do a separate
sensitivity analysis for the price of eggs. Had we done so the underestimation of the
number of farmers keeping ducks might have been prevented; this confirms the
necessity of doing a sensitivity analysis for all factors included, before deciding on
the model’s fidelity and before starting operational validation [152].
In the model, the farmers’ opinions on the profitability of market prices for
the product was implemented, not a cost factor (except for piglets). Although the
farmers’ awareness of the break-even price in a particular year with a particular
technology and a set of input and output prices remains valid, the use of only the
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product price is a weakness of the model. The inclusion of the price for piglets
demonstrated the feasibility of applying input prices and prevented the model from
predicting that all farmers would stop raising pigs at the price level of 1995, or from
predicting that most farmers would raise pigs in the future. The fall in the number
of farmers raising pigs due to the low price around 1999 was overestimated, while
the increase of 2003 was underestimated. The higher actual increase in 2003 was an
effect of expectations that prices for pig would improve due to the avian influenza.
The decrease in pig keeping that was actually observed after 2003, was due to an
increase in the price of the main input: rice-bran (an effect of the so-called pig
cycle). This is strong grounds for integrating the price of outputs and the cost of
crucial inputs for all products in new versions of the model.
The overall classification rates for the land-based activities in the delta
(between 78% and 88%) were comparable to those acquired from a linear
simulation of land use in the Philippines and Malaysia – 65% to 85% [159] – but
lower than those from a fuzzy logic model developed by data-mining in North
Thailand – 86% to 96% [50]. Simulating the correct number of practising farmers
for a particular context is simpler than improving the classification of individual
farmers, especially for small numbers of practising farmers, as shown by the case of
the ruminants. For the hill farms dataset a specific calibration would improve the
model’s performance though for some activities the results will remain weak
because certain aspects have not been included in the model: e.g. the aversion by
some of the hill farmers – on religious grounds – to keeping pigs and to recycling
manure in the fishpond [19]. This confirms that models of a decision-making
process should be context-specific [102]. An option might be to compose a
database of delta and hills cases together and to adjust the rule base after collecting
data on personal attitude. Of such a database, 50% can be used for training, 25%
for validation and the last 25% for testing [70]. However, this might prove
insufficient as some people will not practise an activity out of respect for others or
for fear of sabotage (a case of which was reported by one of the 18 farmers farming
fish in the hills).
Moreover, the overall performance of the model was lower for the activities
with few practising or non-practising farmers. For example, for the case of
ruminants the output after fine-tuning on the training dataset contrasted with the
output after fine-tuning on the smaller validation dataset but containing twice as
many farmers raising ruminants (Chapter 4). The minimum sample size should take
account of the frequency of the individual events within the problem area: the
fewer the events, the larger the sample size must be.
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5.4.3.

Conclusions

Using farmer reference frames so as to include individual motives in a model of
farmers’ decision-making slightly improved the simulation accuracy for the number
of farmers that are likely to be practising a component. Whether or not a farmer
diversifies his farm and integrates these components depends mainly on the
availability of household labour, the farmer’s rank in terms of well-being, and the area of the
homestead, in decreasing order. Variables such as, in decreasing order, the number of
young children, index of integration, level of education, phase in the life-course, attitude to risktaking, and age of household head have much less impact. The model’s sensitivity to
variables determining the farmers’ reference frames and to farmers’ ratings of their
know-how, was of the same magnitude as its sensitivity to the product’s market
price. This suggests that models simulating farmers’ adoption of technology that do
not include farmers’ motives and know-how might be less reliable than generally
concluded.
The satisfactory classification rates of the land-based activities for the MD
show that hierarchical fuzzy logic models can be a convenient method of simulating
farmers’ DM, while using only farmers’ awareness of too low, breakeven and
profitable product prices. Including the cost of crucial inputs might improve the
model’s performance. The model’s poor performance for the livestock components
indicates that individual motives for keeping the various species need to be better
integrated into the model. The poor performance for the application on the hill
farms dataset indicates that fuzzy logic models need to be context-specific if a high
fidelity is required.
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6. General discussion and conclusions
Views on both the innovation process and the sustainability of farming are subject
to a paradigm shift: rural development shifted towards more participatory
approaches and science recognised the disadvantages of specialised systems.
However, while development support services focus on farmers as main decisionmaker, in common computer models farmers’ motives are solely represented by
‘utility maximisation’. Moreover, specialisation in agriculture stays the dominant
trend, yet scientific reports state the advantages of integrated farming for
sustainability [16, 72, 95]. For the above reasons this thesis focused on the
modelling of farmers motives in their decision-making regarding mixed farming.
The most common computer models of natural resource management in
relation to farming are based on linear programming (for an overview see [114]
p21-37). In these linear models farmers’ motives are represented by ‘utility
maximisation’, which does not converge with new approaches in rural development
considering farmers as major actors [137]. Explorative models tend to aggregate
technical data to the regional scale, neglecting decision-making at farm level, as this
would introduce too much variation [e.g. 61]. The recently developed multiple
agent systems are an exception, but these models focus on natural resource
management on community level. Reconsidering the research questions, the goal of
this thesis was to verify three hypotheses: (1) farmers’ motivations can be integrated
into a simulation model, (2) fuzzy logic provides a suitable tool for modelling the
decision-making process of farmers, and (3) fuzzy logic can improve our
understanding of farmers’ decision-making towards integrated farming.
In this chapter we discuss the extent to which we may accept or reject these
hypotheses and the possibilities to improve and use a fuzzy logic model of
decision-making. The following sections will start with a summary, the first three
sections discuss the conclusions regarding the hypotheses and next three sections
elaborate upon possibilities to improve the proposed approach and model, and
upon the utility to develop tools supporting decision-making in rural development.
In the last section we give the general conclusions.

6.1. Modelling farmers’ motivations
In the last 30 years, the context in the Mekong Delta (MD), Vietnam, offered
farmers the opportunity to diversify their holdings. The inclusion in the fuzzy
model of their motivations for raising livestock was incomplete, but the model’s
sensitivity to the operational variables of farmers’ motives was higher than the
sensitivity to product’s prices. The approach showed that family motivations can,
and should be, included in frameworks simulating farmers’ decision-making.
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Using literature and data collected on-farm we analysed the households’ livelihoods
and motives to change in two agro-ecological zones of the MD where farms
integrating crop-livestock-fish can be found (Chapter 2). The average farm size
varied between less than 1 ha and slightly more than 2 ha according to the zone.
Such small areas are the result of manual land-clearing and cropping technologies,
and of population growth. Traditionally, the family farms have a mixed character
focussing on household autonomy and guaranteeing food security by cropping rice
[90]. The available financial capital limited the number of components and most of
the activities were hardly sufficient to guarantee households’ livelihood needs,
except for seasonal excesses of products such as fish, fruits, rice or eggs.
The introduction of short cycle rice cropping technologies (started in 1970),
the opening to the global market (1986), and the attribution of user certificates for
the land (1992) offered farmers the opportunity to innovate. The most important
motivation for the on-farm innovations was, and still is, the wish to improve family
livelihood. In chapter 2 we concluded that the availability of labour and,
subsequently, capital to engage in more market-oriented activities is related to the
five phases of the nuclear families’ household life-course [19]. Young couples save
money by developing off-farm or non-farm activities. When starting a family of
their own they begin raising chickens, pigs or fish, and keep more livestock to
employ available labour of older children. They invest the accumulated capital in
land or the children’s education. Old couples, without children on-farm, engage in
activities demanding less labour.
These dynamics in both context and household, the increase in the number of
farm activities on a small land holding, the restricted availability of capital for
external inputs, and the availability of on-farm wastes furthered the development of
integrated farming systems. Integrated Aquaculture Agriculture Systems (IAASs)
including fruit orchards and fish ponds, for example, are recent introductions [94],
but the use of various wastes to feed pigs and poultry is an ancient practise. Having
this reference frame the farmers tend to recycle on-farm household and farm
wastes as much as possible considering the farm characteristics, the availability of
household labour, and their know-how and motivation. Thus, in the proposed
hierarchical model of several fuzzy inference systems, the individual motivations
for diversification were materialised using three variables: age of household head,
household life-course, and number of young children. The five operational variables for the
tendency to integration were: farmers’ education, index of integration, distance homesteadlowland fields, distance homestead-upland fields, and area of the homestead, of which the last
three were more physical. A constraint to diversification was that most households
considered cropping rice themselves for food security important. The accuracy of the model
slightly improved when these operational variables of individual farmers’ motives
were included but their impact on the model’s result was limited. The model output
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was mainly determined by the classical production factors: land, labour and capital,
but the sensitivity to most variables of farmers’ motives was higher than the
sensitivity to product’s prices. The model’s performance for the land-based
activities was satisfactory to good, but poor for the non-land-based livestock
activities.
For humans, Reiss distinguished a total of 16 basic motivations [132]. In
relation to agriculture the individual motives, values, goals or objectives were
clustered by three authors [all three cited by 58]. From the three universal needs:
biological ones, the need for social interaction and for survival/welfare, Schwartz
[143] derived 10 values related to behaviour which he clustered in two bipolar
dimensions: ‘openness to change’ versus ‘conservation’ and ‘self-enhancement’
versus ‘self-transcendence’. Gasson [59] recognised six dominant values associated
with farming (security; money; status and prestige; working with people; service to
others; using abilities and aptitudes; being creative and original), and clustered a
total of 20 values in: instrumental, social, expressive and intrinsic goals. Among 135
goals, Chulef et al. [40] distinguished intrapersonal or individual, interpersonal
general social, and interpersonal family-related social ones. The family-related goals
(family, marriage, sex and romance) are missing from the other two lists while both
romance and the desire to raise children are distinguishable basic motivations
according to Reiss [132]. As marriage and raising children were also important in
the decision-making of farmers in the MD (chapter 2), we included such motives in
our model. Dutch and US farmers considered the non-economic (family-related)
goals at least as important for their decision-making than the economic motives
[14, 44]. Among farmers in New Zealand, family values were also important in
distinguishing farm styles [54]. The reliability of frameworks that do not include
family motivations to analyse farmers decision-making, such as the one assessing
entrepreneurial behaviour of Dutch dairy farmers [14], can therefore be improved.
Besides income and saving, motives such as independence, status, and
acceptance were important for job satisfaction of fishermen in Alaska and New
England [124, 125]. Social motives determined whether or not they would continue
or start fishing again [ibid.]. In our model, motives such as status and acceptance
were not included, as they were not mentioned by farmers, which might be due to
the political strategy supporting equity [30]. Keeping livestock is also related to
social and religious functions of the animals [134]; in Ethiopia five social functions
were distinguished for chickens: mystical ceremonies, religious festivities, hospitality
(meals for guests), giving gifts, alerting households to sunrise [68]. In Vietnam, the
last three functions are also associated with poultry though the latter is mostly
related to geese’s capacity to warn for intruders. To include more motives related to
those functions in the model farmers will have to rate the importance they attribute
to these functions.
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6.2. Fuzzy logic modelling of farmers’ decision-making
Using a recursive approach we developed fuzzy logic models of farmers’ decisionmaking to simulate the frequency distribution of fish production systems and of
the components on the farms. The average individual classification rates of
farmers engaged in land-based activities was above 80% and for the livestock
activities close to 60%. These figures show that fuzzy logic is a suitable tool to
model farmers’ decision-making. A comparative study is needed to confirm if
fuzzy logic models including several individual motivations will perform better
than linear models using solely ‘utility maximisation’ as farmers’ motive.

To acquire experience with fuzzy modelling, in chapter 3, we developed a pilot
model simulating farmers’ choice for a specific fish production system. In the pilot
hierarchical fuzzy system (HFS) of two layers, the classical production factors were
represented as composed variables, instead of fuzzy rule bases, thus reducing the
fuzziness of the system. The first layer handled the farmer’s production preferences
for rice, fruit or fish, with composed variables for land, water, labour, capital and
market. The second layer simulated the choice between five options: no fish, and
the four alternative fish-production systems. The frequency distribution of most
fish production systems was simulated accurately, but the classification of
individual farmers, especially with regards to the rice-fish system, was poor.
Using the knowledge acquired in chapter 2 and 3, we developed a more
definitive linguistic fuzzy logic model that integrated motivations next to the
natural, physical, financial and human assets. The decision-making process was
mimicked in a three layered HFS. In this structure the individual motives and drives
of farmers were represented by farmers’ reference frames [71, 114]. The HFS had
five subsets of several fuzzy inference systems (FIS) each having their own rule
base: six production factors, ten product opportunities, ten product options, two
farmers reference frames (FRFs), and the final output layer. In the first layer we
inferred the variables of the production factors and product opportunities; the
results of these were combined in the second layer to define product options,
which were inferred with the FRFs in the third layer to obtain the final output. To
obtain optimal fit during calibration, a relatively high number of linguistic values
were needed to maintain the variation of the original inputs, to simulate the
synergetic effect between two activities, and to define both constraints and
distinguishable and non-confounded consequences (outputs), and the need to
simulate the synergetic effect between two activities.
We calculated individual classification rates (ICRs) to evaluate the model’s
performance. The ICRs of the positives (= farmers practising a specific activity)
and of the negatives (= farmers not practising a specific activity) indicated a lower
performance for the activities with a smaller number either of practising or of non112
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practising farmers, and for the non-land-based activities. Generally model
numerical performance is measured through error type I (missed positives) and II
(missed negatives). The performance was best evaluated by the square root of the
product of both these rates:
√[{(npositives-type I errors)/npositives}*{(nnegatives-type II errors)/nnegatives}]. This overall
performance rate for rice is 0.75 but is below 0.6 for all other components, showing
that the individual classification of farmers by models remains a challenge.
Especially the classification of farmers raising livestock to diversify their
activities was poor. The on-farm innovations have a dual character: diversification
(engaging in other activities) and intensification (increasing the extent or the
intensity of an activity). On mixed farms intensification also occurs through
increased integration of the components. The household life-course, the number of
children and young and the age of the household head, are all related to the variable
household labour availability, a common variable in linear simulation models. Chapter 2
showed that one of the exponents of the mentioned variables is raising livestock,
which allows a virtual increase of the farm: the higher turn-over is accomplished
without increasing land size. The model performed better for the land-based
activities compared to the non-land based livestock activities; the activities needing
a long term investment in land have been called ‘hard-to-change’ and the livestock
components ‘easy-to-change’ [121]. All livestock can be sold from one day to
another, but the rice field, fruit orchard and fish pond are long term investments
that a farmer cannot just stop, although he can change the intensity. E.g. a farmer
may buy fingerlings to fatten fish for the market one year while raise the self
recruited wild fish only in the next. The decision to start, or to stop, with livestock
is related to various factors: availability of household labour, willingness to deal
with risk, know-how, availability of or need for cash, and social factors mentioned
above [19]. Most are individually motivated factors of which some may be subject
to rapid change (physical health) or difficult to assess in current models.

6.3. Motives for integrated farming
Whether or not a farmer integrates farm components depends, in decreasing
order, on household labour, well-being, area of homestead, number of young children, index of
integration, level of education, phase in the life-course, attitude towards risk, and age of household
head. Future research is needed to assess if the domination of the classical
production factors over the operational variables for farmers’ motives and the
index of integration is due to their importance in the decision-making or inherent to
the model structure.

In the three-layer HFS, farmers’ individual rating of the importance of growing rice
themselves was implemented in the FIS ‘option to grow wet rice’ (Figure 4.2). This
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FIS included also the availability of land, water, labour and capital, and the market
opportunity for rice. We quantified the model’s sensitivity using the first derivative
of the effect on the centre of gravity, on the number of farms practising a
component and on the average number of components practised. The sensitivity of
simulating the number of farm components, to the variables cropping rice themselves for
food security, phase in the household life-course and number of children and young, was
higher than the sensitivity to product prices. However, the first three were low
compared to the sensitivity to household labour, well-being, and area of homestead; the last
was at least three times higher than index of integration and level of education. The
variables of the classical production factors: land, labour and capital, were
implemented in the first layer of the HFS. It would be challenging to test whether
the domination of these three factors is due to their importance in the decisionmaking or inherent to the model structure. Therefore the present model needs to
be compared with a model integrating the explanatory and operational variables at
other levels in the model’s structure (see 6.5).
Both diversification and intensification of activities are related to component
integration. IAASs can be a mere accumulation of components without effective
integration if the waste of the various components is not exchanged. In the delta, a
high index of integration, measured as the number of flows, was positively correlated
to well-being and to the income from agriculture. In the hills the limited size of the
homestead and the distance to the fields were constraints to effective integration.
The findings in chapter 2 confirmed Vietnamese farmers’ claim that IAASs use
resources more efficiently than mono-cultures and that their know-how is limiting
efficient integration of components [110]. We did not assess the individual farmers’
know-how or motive with regard to the effective integration of components, but
extracted an index from available information. The index of integration used in the
FRF for integration was derived from the actual bio-resource flows on the farms.
Although, using this derived ranking might have strongly directed the results, the
sensitivity of the model to this ranking was weak and dominated by other variables
such as land size. A personal rating should replace this index in updated models.

6.4. Modelling farmers’ decision-making with fuzzy logic
The hierarchical tree structure seems appropriate to model decision-making, and
maintains transparency needed for stakeholder involvement. Modelling decisionmaking can be done with automated procedures but, to prevent collecting huge
databases, the composition of the rule base needs to be completed manually to
include exceptional cases. The sample size should take account of the frequency of
the individual events in the problem area: the fewer the events, the larger the
sample size must be.
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We structured the decision-making process in a HFS for five reasons: (1) The
hierarchical structure represents a decision tree used to mimic, unravel or guide
human decisions and was proven valuable to capture human decision-making
within a computer [28]; (2) HFS are superior to standard fuzzy models in
overcoming the curse of multidimensionality [87, 91, 171]; (3) Fixing the important
generalisations in a hierarchical structure allowed a better overview of the rules thus
creating a consistent model for the finite-size delta dataset; (4) An extensive rule
base for our problem area, including all possible combinations of the variables and
linguistic values, would need 246 (more than 7x1013) rules if each variables in the
HFS had two linguistic values; a rule base too huge for a manual check on
consistency. After eliminating the non-firing rules the proposed HFS had less than
700 rules, including the non-firing rules for other product price levels. (5) The
hierarchical tree decomposes the system into several smaller decision matrixes
which might offer better possibilities to interact with stakeholders when developing
a decision support tool. This interaction with stakeholders is important during the
development of decision support tools [161]. At this experimental stage of the
study, stakeholder involvement was not considered since we focussed on the
fundamental research question whether motivations can be modelled. Farmers’
active participation in developing a decision-support tool can focus on the
identification of the input and output variables, the validation of the hierarchical
structure, the definition of the rule base and the testing of a user interface (see 6.6).
An initial socio-technical analysis on a sample of intermediate size enabled us
to identify the input and output variables, model structure, linguistic values and
membership functions. After collecting complementary data, we calibrated and
fine-tuned the model using manual procedures in order to keep an insight into the
process. Mazlack [100] argued that automated model structuring and rule definition
by data-mining tends to ignore causalities in the rule base. For automated
procedures huge databases are needed and obtaining databases of the nature we
discuss is very elaborate; not to speak of the disturbance caused to the interviewed
people. Experts and modellers can complete the automated procedure to determine
a complete rule base [65], especially when using a relatively small database. This
integrated procedure allows to maintain prototypical cases for innovators and
stragglers, characteristic for agricultural change processes [47]. The inclusion of
these cases is crucial because policy makers are interested in the development of
tools to stimulate innovations. Moreover, donors’ willingness to fund research on
computer based decision tools will be higher if these tools provide information for
all groups of farmers, including the stragglers and poor.
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6.5. Improving the model
The good individual classification rates for land-based activities confirm that
hierarchical fuzzy models are a convenient tool of simulating farmers’ decisionmaking. Next to aspects mentioned above, the model can be further improved e.g.
by asking farmers themselves to rate several variables, by standardising the soil
classification, by including cost of inputs and by focussing on generation of cash.
Future research could test a model integrating family motivations in a higher layer
of the HFS, and experiment with coupling linear models to fuzzy logic models.

The overall individual classification rates for the land-based activities in the delta
(between 78% and 88%) were comparable to those acquired from a linear
simulation of land use in the Philippines and Malaysia [159], but lower than those
from a fuzzy model of crop choice simulation in North Thailand [49]. Though
these results confirm that our model structure and rule base simulate farmers’
decision-making, the model can still be improved on aspects mentioned in the
sections above and in the paragraphs hereafter.
Although the classification of soil quality seemed satisfying for the proposed
models [chapter 3 and 5], improvements are needed to capture local differences. In
the agro-ecological zones of the MD, the land use is mainly determined by the
possibilities of water management, the diurnal tides, the flooding period, the
sedimentation, the risk of acidification, and the intrinsic soil quality. In the pilot
model the last three were captured in one ranking, while these factors can strongly
affect farmers’ options and choices [110]. In an on-going study, a ranking of soil
quality by individual farmers themselves did not capture regional differences either
[108]. A ranking of soil quality should thus be understood by farmers and refer to
an existing scale which captures the local and regional differences.
The farming systems we modelled had traditional economic features: farmers
could practise activities for home-consumption only, or for this plus cash income
generation. Considering this characteristic, to check face validity for calibration we
referred to two thresholds: the lower was the number of farmers earning cash
income from the components and the upper was the number of all farmers
practising the component. The difference between both thresholds are the
households that consumed all produce of the component themselves or did not sell
any, e.g. a ruminant, during the period considered. This created a bias that could
have been prevented by choosing, for example the lower threshold because the
market integrated components are our main interest. However, we did not do so as
for past years the data on cash income were not available. Farmers are also most
interested in advice on new components generating cash: a baseline study of 80
farm households in the delta showed that home-consumption plus other non-cash
contribution to income was on average only 16% [121]. Classification rates were
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about similar for both thresholds and thus using the lower threshold would not
change the conclusions on the main hypotheses of this thesis.
Notwithstanding the validity of using farmers’ awareness of the breakeven
price in a particular year with a particular technology and set of input and output
prices, we consider the quasi absence of input costs a weakness of the model. A
generic model should include changes in the general production context which
might require many linguistic values and become complex due to the subsequent
rule explosion. Explorative linear models for simulation at system level tend to
aggregate technical data to the regional scale, as is the custom in climate models
[27]. For system analysis, models tend to skip the farm level, as was also done by
e.g. Gimona et al. for grasslands [61], and ignore the complex interaction with
human behaviour [166]. Decisions on the resolution of the aggregation level can
have huge implications [27]. Various studies have also coupled fuzzy sets to linear
models, e.g. to explore land use scenarios in Indonesia a fuzzy model provided
input for a multiple goal linear model [84]. In future studies, the output of
production functions could be fed to a fuzzy model of decision-making and fuzzy
models could be used to integrate farmers’ decision-making into explorative linear
models.
The FIS ‘option to crop a rice field’ was located in the 2nd layer of the HFS
(Chapter 4, Figure 4.2). The FIS of the FRFs were inferred in the first layer for
technical reasons related to the software, but the output was implanted in the 3rd
instead of the 2nd layer (Figure 4.2). Moreover, in the 3rd layer we formulated only
affirmative consequences for the outputs (e.g.: if fishpond is ‘acceptable’ and FRFdiversification is ‘high’, then IAAS includes ‘fishpond’). Using the FRFs to
formulate negative consequences either in the 2nd or the 3rd layer might strengthen
their effect (e.g.: if .. and .. and .. and fish is ‘acceptable’ and FRF-diversification is
‘low’, then fishpond is ‘bad’). Inferring the FRFs in the 1st and implementing in the
3rd layer only, allows to overcome the constraint of meaningless inputs and outputs
in the intermediate layers of HFS [87]. In a HFS, the decision-making process is
decomposed in several smaller decision matrices easier to use in interaction with
stakeholders, if the intermediate outputs are transparent. In the interface of a
decision-support tool the variables of the FRFs, if positioned in the first layer of
the HFS, can be replaced by farmers’ characteristics, ratings and preference
rankings. In this sense, the FRFs represent farmers’ individual mind-set vis-à-vis
diversification and integration of the components that a farmer can choose,
considering the available household’s capitals and the product opportunity. One
might argue that the paradigm shift was too small to create any effect due to the
implementation in the 3rd layer only, and integrating the social motivations more
strongly in the rule base or in a higher layer of the HFS, remains a challenge for
future research. Another model structure could be developed after using
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quantitative comparative analysis [129, 135] to rank the input variables in order to
decide on the level of their implementation in the HFS.

6.6. Decision support
At present the context in which farmers operate is very dynamic, and farmers have
demonstrated to be flexible as maintaining sustainability is a continuous learning
process. Developing computer-based decision support tools for farmers’ strategic
choices is time-consuming while farmers need cost-effective learning tools. Fuzzy
logic offers an opportunity to integrate farmers’ motivations in the tools to
support learning of researchers and policymakers.

Farmers in IAAS have demonstrated to be very flexible, and tools supporting
decisions on their natural resource management need to cope with this continuous
learning. In management of agriculture enterprises three horizons of decisions are
distinguished: strategic, tactical, and operational. Most computer based decisionsupport tools use linear programming and mainly focus on strategic decisionmaking for policy making. Models to support strategic decisions at farm level have
also been developed [e.g. 48, 151], but most focus on tactical [e.g. 6, 69], and
operational [e.g. 55, 117] level. The question remains whether decision-support
tools based on fuzzy logic alone can be useful to support decisions of policy makers
and of farmers?
According to McIntosh et al. [102], models can become valid decision support
tools for planning if they 1/ integrate social and natural drives 2/ are flexible, i.e.
allow to change the system composition and the inter-component relationship, 3/
can address changing issues at farm level, as well as a changing context, and 4/ are
‘tools to think with’ rather than ‘to learn from’. We demonstrated that social
motives can be integrated into a model using fuzzy logic, and we discussed the
feasibility to address the changing market context. In the present model the system
composition is flexible but the inter-component relationships are defined in the rule
bases; making these relationships interactive through an interface is not feasible in
the present model structure. To address the changing issues at the farm level and to
be interactive, an interface needs to integrate other variables allowing the farmers to
make choices on e.g. labour input and capital investment. Then still, to what extent
can models support farmers’ decision-making?
Some innovating farmers are interested in the choice of particular crops and
to enable this for the case we analysed, a more complex model and a larger
database are needed. The simulation of choices of 300 farmers in North Thailand,
with a data-mining approach using a C4.5 decision-tree algorithm, generated
decisions relating to around 30 crops [50]. In the MD, farmers may choose among
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a dozen different species of fruits, fish, and upland crops, next to rice, pigs,
chickens, ducks, cattle, and goats; the total number of options would be above 40
including the typical mixed systems such as rice-fish, or livestock-fish. In Vietnam,
farmers react very fast to market opportunities, e.g. the export of catfish increased
from 140,000 tonnes in 2005 to nearly 290,000 tonnes in 2006 and is expected to
reach 1 million tonnes in 2007 [79]. In such a context, it is not farmers who need a
strategic decision support tool but policy makers concerned about environmental
consequences of such a development. Whereas farmers need practical support tools
for operational decisions on, e.g., the sustainable management of the fishpond on
their integrated farms, or for tactical decisions on, e.g., the choice between
buffaloes, cattle or goats.
At present, most decision support tools developed by agriculture science focus
on sustainable land use systems, although sustainability is not a fixed state but an
emergent property of farming systems [163]. Maintaining sustainability is a
continuous process of learning as every change induces a new condition that we
need to manage or study [3]. Farmers can innovate and learn fast if they are offered
opportunities. This continuous learning and changing makes explorative modelling
a hazardous enterprise: one cannot predict what farmers will learn, nor in the
context of IAASs, to which activity they will give priority. For example, in the MD
the reaction of some farmers to the Avian Influenza were surprising: their
investments in poultry did not decrease but increase because they expected to profit
from high prices due to shortage of poultry meat on the market [119]. They could
not anticipate the reactions of consumers fearing their health due to the zoonotic
effects; even current models could not have predicted this reaction.
Above we argued that more motivations need to be assessed and cost factors
integrated in order to simulate farmers’ decisions related to their choices. Strategic
and tactical decisions remain personal and can be guided, among others, by training
to increase farmers’ know-how, and by ‘passing on the gift’ programmes to provide
the financial asset. Models might not really be needed to support these decisions at
farm level. However, participating in the development of models gives
stakeholders, including farmers, an opportunity to learn [48, 69, 114]. Model
development mostly includes only a small group of farmers [69], and scaling up has
not yet been successful in developing countries. Our experience confirms that
models of decision-making should be context specific [102]. Even the farming
systems of the agro-ecological zones in the MD are hard to capture in one model
(this thesis, chapter 5). We join van Paassen [114] in her conclusions that the design
of models for natural resource management including the farm level, is a learning
tool for scientists especially. While easy to handle, models need to be adapted
regularly to emerging learning needs of stakeholders which will make them money,
time and expertise consuming learning devices. In the context of the new paradigm
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of joint learning within a dynamic environment, scientists, extension agents and
farmers need simple, flexible and cost-effective learning tools. If computer based
models, whether using linear mathematics or fuzzy set theory, offer such tools
needs to be assessed. Motives, other than utility maximisation, have been neglected
in developing such tools. We demonstrated that hierarchical fuzzy models offer an
opportunity to integrate family motivations into models of farmer’s decisionmaking in a transparent way that can facilitate their participation.

6.7. Conclusions
This thesis aimed to test three hypotheses. We confirmed the first and second
hypotheses by demonstrating that motivations of farmers can be made operational
and integrated into a model using fuzzy logic and that such models simulate
satisfactory farmers’ decision-making for the land-based farm components. As for
the third hypothesis: fuzzy logic assisted in ranking the variables of farm
diversification and integration that were identified by literature surveys, expert
consultations, on-farm collection of information, and data analysis.
Model development is a long process that perhaps can deliver tools for
learning and strategic decision support to scientist and policy makers, while farmers
need tools to support operational and tactical decisions. The development of a
decision support tool based on a hierarchical fuzzy model requires a recursive
process of at least 11 steps and the association of the stakeholders. The
performance of the proposed model could be improved by including: cost
appreciation of all crucial inputs, farmers’ motivations related to the choice to raise
livestock, and farmers’ ratings of the importance of integration, of risk behaviour
and of soil quality based on existing classifications.
In the Mekong Delta farm diversification and integration are inspired by the
availability of labour, capital and land, the number of young children, the index of
integration, the household life-course, and the education of the household head, in
decreasing order. The household life-course and young children are operational variables
for two basic family motivations: romance and the desire to raise children. The
choice of the farm component further depends on the specific know-how and
market opportunity, having both a lower impact on the model’s result than e.g. the
number of young children. Therefore models simulating farmers’ decision making
should include family-related motivations.
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SUMMARY
Views on innovation in farming systems are subject to a major paradigm shift and
extension services started using more participatory approaches since the 70ties of
the last century. As yet, in common mathematical models of farming systems,
farmers’ motivation is merely represented by ‘utility maximisation’, and those
models exploring natural resource management tend to aggregate technical data
from field to regional scale, neglecting decision-making at farm level. The goal of
this thesis was to verify three hypotheses: (1) farmers’ individual motivations can be
integrated into a computer model, (2) fuzzy logic provides a suitable tool to model
farmers’ decision-making process since it can be used to model linguistic
information, and (3) this modelling can improve our understanding of farmers’
decision-making towards mixed farming. We used approaches from the sociotechnical regime analysis, the livelihood framework, statistical analysis and
computational intelligence, to conceptualise a fuzzy logic model of farmers’
decision-making to integrate farm components. We collected information and
gathered data at 72 farm households in three villages of the fresh water alluvial delta
and of the hill districts of the Mekong Delta, Vietnam.
Globally, farmers tend to specialise and abandon integrated farming systems,
notwithstanding its advantages for sustainability, but the rice-based Vietnamese
production systems have diversified into integrated agriculture–aquaculture
systems. An important motive for diversification was the desire to improve the
livelihoods and the diet of the nuclear families. The strategies related to
diversification varied along the nuclear families’ life-course having 5 stages. Offfarm diversification was especially important for a new household. At the onset of
expansion, the new mothers replaced off-farm with homebound activities. During
expansion the farmers increased virtual farm size by keeping more livestock; during
accumulation they invested in land or education, and during consolidation old
couples adjusted farm activities to their labour capacity, especially if no successor
was on-farm. The farm area and number of farm components providing cash
determined the level of cash income from agriculture, being highest for farms with
four effective flows of biomass between components. Livestock, including fish, was
essential for livelihoods. The distribution by credit or by ’passing-on-the-gift’ of
goats, with a short reproduction cycle, a high reproduction rate and a low individual
value, instead of cattle, was far more effective for poverty alleviation.
To go beyond utility and to respect other motives farmers have, we tested the
use of fuzzy logic models dealing with subjective statements through ‘if–then’ rules.
The scientific literature describing expert-driven fuzzy logic models that simulate
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decision-making is usually not exhaustive on the methodology applied. To our
knowledge fuzzy models integrating human motivations related to farmers’
decision-making, have not been developed. We described and tested a recursive
process of 10 steps to develop a hierarchical fuzzy model of human decisionmaking. Model conceptualisation, variables selection, model structuring, definition
of linguistic values, membership functions and rule base were essentially based on
around 60% of the data. A larger sample was used to augment the database for
calibration and validation; statistical analyses of the data revealed correlations that
motivated changes in the model structure and rule base. The model’s performance
was measured using individual classification rates.
As a pilot we simulated farmers’ decision-making to opt for no aquaculture or
one of four fish-production systems: waste-fed, pellet-fed, rice–fish, and ditch–
dike, i.e., fish–fruit. In a reaction to changing market opportunities the farmers
developed these systems either after building a homestead, or after raising dikes to
improve irrigation and drainage for rice and fruit trees. The decision-making was
simulated in a two-level hierarchical decision-tree. The first layer handled the
farmer’s production preferences for rice, fruit or fish, with composed variables for
land, water, labour, capital and market. The second layer simulated the choice
between five options: no fish, and the four alternative fish-production systems. The
model allowed practising different aquaculture systems at the same time. The fuzzy
model simulated the frequency distribution of most fish production systems
accurately, but performed poorly when classifying individual farmers. Using
composed variables in the first layer of this pilot decreased its fuzziness; replacing
the composed variables with fuzzy rules adds a third layer to the decision-tree.
The proposed improvement was tested by mimicking the decision-making of
farmers on their farm composition in a three-layer hierarchical architecture of fuzzy
inference systems. Next to technical variables, operational variables representing
social motives were implemented in two farmer’s reference frames for integration
and for diversification. Next to those, we inferred: attitude towards risk and
towards rice food security, main production factors through 17 variables, farmers’
appreciation of market prices and individual farmers’ know-how of 10 activities
(rice, fruit, fish, vegetables, upland-crops, large ruminants, goats, pigs, chickens and
ducks).
The individual classification rates of the model in the delta were excellent for
the land-based activities but low for the livestock activities. More individual
motivations need to be assessed to simulate farmers’ drives and motives for
integrated farming, especially in relation to the choice of keeping livestock. The
model performance on the historical price levels was good, but testing the model
on a dataset of the hills showed that the model was context-specific. The sensitivity
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of the simulated number of farmers cropping rice, to farmers’ rating of importance
of having a rice field for food security, was high and affected also fruit and fish.
The sensitivity of the model to the social variables determining the diversification
and integration was of the same magnitude as sensitivity to market prices and
know-how of the activities, but smaller than its sensitivity to labour, capital and
land endowment. Farm models that do not include family-related motivations
might be less reliable than generally suggested.
The model development was not a straightforward 10 step process: feedback
loops were needed after several steps. Developing the model into a decision
support tool requires the involvement of the stakeholders, which will increase the
recursive nature of the process; the conception of a user interface requires an 11th
step. The three layered hierarchical structure, composed of several Mamdani-based
fuzzy inference systems, was transparent and thus appropriate for involvement of
stakeholders. Sample size for model development should consider the least
frequent component. In order to obtain the desired degree of sensitivity to each of
the variables, it was necessary to attribute up to five linguistic values, also for some
of the input and output variables in the intermediate layers of the HFS; this will
make explorative fuzzy models very complex.
Maintaining sustainability of farming systems requires flexibility and
continuous learning. As the context in which farmers operate is very dynamic and
developing computer based decision support tools for natural resource
management is a long process, their development seems more appropriate as
learning tools for researchers and policy makers than as strategic decision support
tools for farmers.
This thesis demonstrated that the motivations of farmers can be integrated in
a model using fuzzy logic and that such models simulate their decision-making. In
the Mekong Delta farm diversification and integration are driven by the household
labour, rank of well-being, area of the homestead, number of young children, index
of integration, household life-course, and level of education and age of household
head, in decreasing order. The choice of a component depends strongly on their
assets, on their specific know-how and on market opportunities.
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De inzichten ten aanzien van het vernieuwingsproces van agrarische bedrijven zijn
onderhevig aan een paradigma verandering en sinds enkele decennia gebruiken
voorlichtingsdiensten meer participatieve methoden. Desalniettemin wordt in
wiskundige modellen van bedrijfssystemen de motivatie van de boeren veelal alleen
meegenomen als “nut maximalisatie”, en laten modellen die landgebruik op een
grotere schaal simuleren de beslissingen op bedrijfsniveau buiten beschouwing en
aggregeren de technische gegevens van veld naar regionale schaal. Het doel van dit
proefschrift was om drie hypothesen te toetsen: (1) individuele motivaties van
boeren kunnen in computer modellen worden opgenomen, (2) ‘fuzzy logic’ is
geschikt om het beslissingsproces van boeren te modelleren omdat het taalkundige
informatie verwerkt, en (3) een dergelijk model kan ons begrip van de beslissingen
van boeren met betrekking tot gemengde bedrijfssystemen verbeteren. We
gebruikten methoden van sociaal-technische regime analyse, levensonderhoud
strategieën, wiskundige statistiek en de rekenkundige mogelijkheden van de
computer, voor het ontwerpen van een ‘fuzzy logic’ model van het beslisproces van
boeren om een meerdere componenten in hun bedrijf op te nemen. We
verzamelden informatie en gegevens van 144 boerenhuishoudens in drie dorpen in
de delta en drie in het heuvel district van de Mekong Delta, Vietnam.
Terwijl wereldwijd boeren specialiseren en de gemengde bedrijfssystemen
laten voor wat ze zijn, met hun voordelen ten aanzien van duurzaamheid, zijn in
Vietnam de op rijst gebaseerde bedrijfssystemen gediversifieerd tot geïntegreerde
landbouw–visteelt systemen. Een belangrijk motief voor deze diversificatie is de
wens om de levensomstandigheden en het dieet van de nucleaire huishoudens te
verbeteren. De strategieën van diversificatie varieerden met de stadia van de
gezinslevensloop van de nucleaire huishoudens. Voor nieuwe huishoudens is
inkomsten diversificatie van buiten het landbouwbedrijf belangrijk, maar een
aanstaande moeder vervangt deze door woonstee gebonden activiteiten. Zodra de
kinderen kunnen meewerken wordt de virtuele bedrijfsomvang vergroot door meer
vee te houden en de gegenereerde winst wordt geïnvesteerd in land of onderwijs.
De ouderen kiezen activiteiten die passen bij hun werkkracht, vooral als er geen
opvolger op het bedrijf is. Het landoppervlak en het aantal bedrijfscomponenten
dat bijdraagt aan het geldelijke inkomen, bepalen de hoogte van dit inkomen uit het
bedrijf. Het geldelijke inkomen is het hoogste op bedrijven met vier stromen van
uitwisseling van biomassa tussen de bedrijfscomponenten. Vee en vis zijn van
wezenlijk belang voor het levensonderhoud. Het stimuleren van het houden van
geiten i.p.v. koeien, is veel effectiever voor armoede bestrijding, vanwege de korte
cyclus, de worpgrootte en de lage individuele waarde.
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‘Fuzzy logic’ modellen gebruiken ‘als ..., dan’ regels om met subjectieve
uitspraken te rekenen en lijken mede daarom geschikt om motivaties te simuleren.
De literatuur over ‘fuzzy logic’ modellen die beslissingen van experts simuleren,
beschrijven de toegepaste methodiek veelal niet uitgebreid. Voor zover ons bekend
zijn er geen ‘fuzzy logic’ modellen ontwikkelend die basale menselijke motivaties
m.b.t. beslissingen simuleren. Daarom beschrijven we een methodologie van 10
stappen voor het ontwikkelen van een ‘fuzzy logic’ model van een beslissingproces.
De conceptie van het model, de selectie van variabelen, de structurering van het
model, de definitie van taalkundige waarden, bijbehorende lidmaatschapsfuncties en
van de verzameling regels, was gebaseerd op ongeveer 60% van de gegevens. De
analyse van de gegevens en de conceptie van het beslismodel leidden tot
veranderingen in de modelstructuur en de verzameling regels. Voor het afstemmen
en valideren van het model zijn meer gegevens verzameld.
Als test simuleerden we de keuze van boeren voor geen, en een of meerdere
van de vier volgende visproductie systemen: voeren met afval, voeren met
krachtvoer, rijst-vis, en fruit-vis. Als reactie op een veranderende markt hebben
boeren deze systemen ontwikkeld ofwel na het verhogen van de woonstede, of na
het verhogen van de dijken om irrigatie en drainage van rijstplanten en fruitbomen
te verbeteren. Het beslisproces is gesimuleerd met een hiërarchische beslisboom
van twee lagen. De eerste laag simuleerde de voorkeuren voor de productie van
rijst, fruit of vis, m.b.v. samengestelde variabelen voor land, water, arbeid, kapitaal
en de markt. De tweede laag simuleerde de keuze tussen vijf opties: geen vis en de
vier alternatieve visproductie systemen. Boeren kunnen meerdere systemen tegelijk
hebben. De simulatie van frequentie verdeling van de meeste visproductiesystemen
was vrij precies, maar het model was minder goed in de classificatie van individuele
boeren. Het gebruik van de samengestelde variabelen in de eerste laag van dit test
model verminderde de vaagheid in de modellering; het vervangen van deze
samengestelde variabelen met ‘fuzzy logic’ regels maakt een derde laag in de
beslisboom nodig.
De voorgestelde verbetering is getest door het simuleren van de beslissing van
boeren met betrekking tot hun bedrijfssamenstelling in een hiërarchische structuur
met drie lagen van ‘fuzzy logic’ systemen. Behalve technische variabelen, zijn
diverse sociale motieven meegenomen via ‘fuzzy logic’ referentie kaders van boeren
ten aanzien van diversificatie en integratie. Daarnaast zijn in het model opgenomen:
houding t.a.v. investeringsrisico en t.a.v. rijst voor voedselzekerheid, de productie
factoren d.m.v. 17 variabelen, de waardering van marktprijzen en de kennis en
kunde van individuele boeren’ m.b.t. 10 activiteiten (rijst, vis, fruit, groenten, droge
landbouw gewassen, runderen, geiten, varkens, kippen en eenden).
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De individuele classificatie van boeren in het model voor de delta was
uitstekend voor de landgebonden, maar laag voor de veehouderij activiteiten. De
prestatie van het model m.b.t. de historische gegevens was goed, maar de test op
gegevens van de heuveldistricten liet zien dat het model context specifiek was. De
gevoeligheid van het gesimuleerde aantal van rijst verbouwende boeren voor het
belang dat deze hechten aan een rijstveld voor de voedselzekerheid, was hoog en
beïnvloedde ook fruit en vis. Meer individuele motivaties, vooral met betrekking tot
de keuze van het houden van vee, dienen te worden meegenomen in een model om
de motivaties en andere beweegredenen van boeren voor gemengde
bedrijfssystemen te simuleren. De gevoeligheid van het model voor de sociale
variabelen was van dezelfde grootte als de gevoeligheid voor de marktprijzen van
de producten en voor kennis en kunde t.a.v. de activiteiten, maar kleiner dan de
gevoeligheid voor arbeid, kapitaal and landbezit. Daarom zijn modellen die familie
gerelateerde motivaties niet meenemen zijn minder betrouwbaar dan gesuggereerd.
Het ontwikkelen van het model was niet een rechtstreeks proces van 10
stappen: terugkeren naar eerdere stappen was vaak nodig. Het ontwikkelen van een
hulpmiddel bij beslissingen verhoogt het aantal terugkeerlussen omdat betrokkenen
moeten worden geraadpleegd en maakt een 11de stap nodig voor het ontwerpen van
de gebruikers ‘interface’. De hiërarchische structuur van drie lagen samengesteld uit
sub-systemen met ‘fuzzy’ regels, was transparant en dus geschikt om betrokkenen
te raadplegen. De steekproef voor het ontwikkelen van een model moet gebaseerd
worden op het aantal van de minst voorkomende gebeurtenis. In de intermediaire
lagen van het model waren tot vijf taalkundige waarden nodig voor sommige input
en output variabelen om de gewenste graad van gevoeligheid te verkrijgen; dit zal
het gebruik van ‘fuzzy logic’ voor verkennende modellen complex maken.
Het blijvend duurzaam ontwikkelen van landbouw bedrijfssystemen vereist
flexibiliteit en voortdurend leren. De context waarin boeren werken is zeer
dynamisch en het ontwikkelen van computer hulpmiddelen voor beslissingen t.a.v.
het gebruik van natuurlijke hulpbronnen is een lang proces. Vanwege die twee
redenen lijkt het ontwikkelen van dergelijke modellen meer geschikt voor leren
door wetenschappers en beleidsmakers dan om strategische beslissingen van
boeren te ondersteunen. Sociale motivaties van boeren kunnen worden
geïntegreerd, en hun beslissingen gesimuleerd met ‘fuzzy logic’ modellen. In de
Mekong Delta worden diversificatie en integratie gedreven door, in afnemende
belangrijkheid: beschikbare arbeidskracht, inkomenspositie, oppervlak van land en
woonstede, het aantal jonge kinderen (als maat voor een sociaal motief), een index
van integratie, het stadium in de gezinslevensloop, het opleidingsniveau en de
leeftijd van het gezinshoofd. De keuze van een component hangt sterk af van de
beschikbare hulpbronnen en van de specifieke kennis en kunde, en markt kansen.
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but not least’, naar de co-promoteren Jan van den Berg en Uzay Kaymak: zonder
jullie begrip en inzet was het misschien een echte ‘deadline’ geworden.
Sûnder it begrip en de leafde fan soan Eelke en dochter Laetitia, brourren,
susters, sweagers en skoansusters, freonen en freondinnen wie’t fêst net slagge om
my sa faak ôf te sluten by de kompjûter. Myn tankberens giet foaral út nei myn
mem Yfke en myn ferstoane heit Eelke, man fan Spannenburch; se hawwe faak
begryp toand en my altyd stipe en leafde joun.
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